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Abstract 

 
Just Images: American Policing and Popular Culture, 1840-1920 

 
by 
 

Jacqueline Simone Goodman Shine 
 

Doctor of Philosophy in History 
 

University of California, Berkeley 
 

Professor David M. Henkin, Chair 
 
“Just Images: American Policing and Popular Culture, 1840-1920” examines the 
historical relationship between American policing and popular culture from their 
contemporaneous antebellum origins through the Progressive era. The dissertation 
argues that modern policing invented itself—its material practices, theoretical 
foundations, and idioms—through popular culture. Aligning the otherwise disparate 
historiographies of policing and popular culture allows the reconciption of American 
police history as a cultural history and offers insight into how we respond to 21st century 
police crises.   
 
“Just Images” asserts that the histories of policing, media, and commercial popular 
culture have been connected for much longer than most citizens, critics, and scholars 
have assumed. The dominant historiographical narrative argues that police agencies did 
not become directly involved in cultural production until Jack Webb established the 
Dragnet franchise in 1949 and began a long collaboration with the Los Angeles Police 
Department. Recent revisions also recognize J. Edgar Hoover’s efforts to popularize the 
G-Man figure in the 1930s. By contrast, the dissertation argues that not only has 
modern policing has been intertwined with popular culture since its inception in the 
antebellum period, but that popular culture changed how Americans thought about civil 
and political institutions in the same ways it led them to reconsider the practical and 
psychic dimensions of everyday life. In order to do so, the dissertation situates the 
changing practices and institutional self-perceptions of New York Police Department in 
the broader context of the history of mass and popular culture in New York City. This 
project’s archive does not rely on official police records, but constructs a revised history 
of the New York Police Department based on sources like movie industry periodicals, 
photography catalogs and journals, fan magazines, newspapers, trade cards and 
photographs pasted into scrapbooks and listed on eBay, unpublished plays, forgotten 
police memoirs, and early criminology textbooks. 
 
This dissertation is organized into four chapters. The first two tell the story of the 
NYPD’s adoption of criminal identification photography alongside the introduction and 
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development of commercial photography and show that police practices were directly 
informed by, and patterned on, the material and social history of photography. The 
portrait photograph necessarily preceded the mug shot, and the Broadway gallery 
provided the model for the rogues’ gallery. New understandings of celebrity, notoriety, 
character, and confidence also shaped ideas about what—and who—constituted 
criminality. Police photography could only differentiate itself from commercial 
photography after new material practices of consumption had reshaped the meaning of 
the image across the mass society.  
 
The second half of the dissertation argues that police began to play a direct role in 
manufacturing the cultural imaginary of policing in the Gilded Age. They drew on the 
same notions of publicity and celebrity that transformed everyday city life in order to 
assert the legitimacy and occupational independence of law enforcement. Gilded Age 
commercial print culture and early cinema were each spaces in and through which 
police actively defined themselves and laid claim to occupational professionalization.  
 
Chapter One reconstructs the history of the NYPD’s rogues’ gallery in order to suggest 
that it owed more to museum culture and portrait photography than to nascent 
criminology. This chapter argues that antebellum Americans saw both the creation of 
modern urban police and the arrival of the photographic portrait as potential remedies 
for an as-yet undifferentiated set of problems brought on by rapid demographic and 
industrial growth and the erosion of old communal order. Police borrowed from new 
commercial practices like portraiture and adopted the idiom of the gallery and museum 
in an attempt to sustain an older communal order, not because they understood that 
criminal identification was now a responsibility delegated to them. 
 
Chapter Two tells how technical developments in photography, changes in its material 
form, and new ideas about the significance of the image  eventually reorganized the 
rogues’ gallery in ways that aligned with larger social and cultural practices. The 
introduction of the carte de visite and the family photo album helped transform police 
photography into a specialized vocational practice. The history of the album also 
suggests that the conceptual structures of modern policing were articulated through 
material mass culture—that policing began to differentiate its role in city life through 
everyday practices of viewing and collecting.  
 
Chapter Three shows how famed NYPD detective Thomas Byrnes created the persona 
of Inspector Byrnes by drawing on the late 19th century idiom of celebrity and the print 
culture that manufactured and circulated it. The chapter argues that Byrnes’s most 
significant contribution to American law enforcement lay in creating the heroic persona 
that lent legitimacy and authority to police work, rather than in innovating detective work 
or reorganizing police administration. To do so, he took advantage of a changing 
relationship between the press and the police and industrial changes in print culture that 
reshaped journalism. 
 



 

 

3 
Chapter Four begins with the observation that Manhattan’s first film screenings 
occurred within months of a major police scandal. The surprising history of the NYPD’s 
involvement in film production in the Progressive era evidences the development of a 
professional consciousness. The chapter considers how the emergence of the moving 
image changed Americans’ perceptions of city life and social order, the nature of film’s 
relationship to the politics of Progressive reform, and its role as a medium through which 
the police department could assert a new professional identity on the heels of a major 
corruption scandal.  
 
In detailing the long history of the NYPD’s entanglement with popular culture, “Just 
Images” shows how police have worked to generate a usable past narrative that 
legitimates their authority. When police administrators directly participate in the 
production process, these are acts of intervention and invention.  Police can rewrite their 
popular histories and circulate claims to legitimacy that typically go unchallenged—but 
the ways in which we privilege the perspective of the police in American society 
conceals this process. Through their cultural work, police continually reinscribe as 
epistemic the idea of their importance to civil society, and the sphere of popular culture 
becomes the staging area for maintaining and updating policing’s usable past. Who the 
police tell us they are matters a great deal; the image they project conditions how we 
think about the police, what we expect from them, and what we will tolerate in American 
society. 
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Introduction 
Making the modern police & making police modern 

 
“This is not a just image; this is just an image”  

— Jean Luc Godard, Vent d’est1 
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When television producer and actor Jack Webb died just before Christmas Eve in 
1982, the national paper of record failed to notice. The Los Angeles Times, Webb’s 
hometown newspaper, published several obituaries and career retrospectives, of 
course, and two other major dailies ran Associated Press stories about his death. But 
the august New York Times ran no story at all: no paid notices written by the family, no 
wire service announcements, and no staff-written obituary. At the time he died, this 
latter absence implies, he was neither “unassailably famous or utterly infamous,” nor 
eccentric or controversial; he did not fit the paper’s essential criteria for the honor.2 His 
star had faded, a fate to which many Hollywood lights were destined. There was very 
little cultural or critical interest in television as a medium—or, for that matter, policing 
(though “broken windows” policing was about to arrive in New York). Besides, any 
unassailable fame was never really his, but something he shared with his most famous 
creation, L.A.P.D. Sergeant Joe Friday, alive and well and living in syndication. Webb 
was just a genre guy, really, though a very good one. 

If it was an oversight, though, his friends in the Los Angeles Police Department 
certainly made up for it. On December 31, for the first time in its history, the LAPD 
marked the death of a civilian with rites heretofore reserved exclusively for police 
officers killed in the line of duty. A crowd of hundreds—Hollywood people, family, LAPD 
brass, and dozens and dozens of uniformed officers—gathered to witness Jack Webb’s 
honor guard. Chief Daryl F. Gates presided over the service, which included a bagpiper, 
a volley in salute, and a “flyby of [four] police helicopters in the traditional missing-man 
formation,” accompanied by the LAPD pipe band major huffing out “Amazing Grace.”3 
Had Webb not been buried in a private family ceremony several days before, there 
almost certainly would have been flags laid ritually over his coffin as well. Gates 
presented Webb’s daughters with plaques that bore “the likeness of Webb’s now-retired 
badge 714.” 4 What they had no trouble calling “Webb’s badge” was actually Joe 
Friday’s. 

                                            
1 Original text: “Ce n'est pas une image juste, c'est juste une image.” The phrase appears on a title card 
in Godard’s 1970 film Vent d’est (“East Wind”). 
2 This is how legendary Times obituary Alden Whitman described one of his “simple rules (but not 
necessarily infallible ones) for obtaining post mortem inches of type.” Whitman, The Obituary Book (New 
York: Stein and Day, 1971), 7. Journalist Gay Talese profiled Whitman—neither unassailably famous, nor 
utterly infamous— for Esquire in 1966; he still says that “Mr. Bad News” is one of his favorite pieces. See 
Gay Talese, “Mr. Bad News,” Esquire, February 1966.  
3 Michael Seiler, “Police Eulogize Jack Webb as ‘One of Their Own,’” Los Angeles Times, Dec 31,1982. 
4 Seiler, “Police Eulogize Jack Webb.” As of 2008, the official LAPD funeral protocols were fairly similar—
a full honor guard is reserved for line-of-duty deaths, retired Medal of Valor recipients, and retired police 
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Even if editors in New York demurred, the LAPD knew that Jack Webb was 
entirely worthy of this hero’s burial. Daryl Gates called him “a partner,” “considered by 
all in the [LAPD] family to be one of us,” said Chief Gates. (Gates had considered him 
family for a long time: as a younger man, he had been a protégé of the larger-than-life 
Chief William H. Parker, who was Webb’s first Dragnet collaborator.) Webb, always 
ready to help, “laughed with us when things went well and wept with us when we lost 
one of our own.”5 Webb was no mere good citizen, but a crucial member of the team. 
He had helped the LAPD “become what we are,” said Gates. He wasn’t referring to 
assistance with shooting department-produced shows for local television or pointers on 
directing. Nor was it as simple as producing television dramas that were friendly to law 
enforcement.  

It was more than that. Jack Webb did no less than “hel[p] us become what we 
are—a professional law enforcement agency.” The implication is profoundly revealing. 
In order to become a professional law enforcement agency, the Los Angeles Police 
Department, notorious for decades of malfeasance, corruption, and violence, had 
certainly needed help when Dragnet had its television debut in January 1952. Yet the 
help they needed was not that of a peer professional organization or a strong outside 
leader or even the academic police scientists by then well embedded in institutions like 
the University of Chicago and the University of California, Berkeley. They did not need 
reform. What made a professional law enforcement agency was television. They 
needed Jack Webb, “the greatest publicity agent any department could ever have.”6 
Gates almost certainly would not have said so if the occasion had not felt so private. 
The usual account was that Jack Webb helped an institution receive the credit it 
deserved for its growth, improvement, and commitment to American society.  But in this 
unguarded public moment, the head of the most famous law enforcement agency in the 
country told another story: American policing may have invented itself through popular 
culture. 

 
&&& 

 
“Just Images: American Policing and Popular Culture, 1840-1920” examines the 
historical relationship between American policing and popular culture from their 
contemporaneous antebellum origins through the Progressive era. But it begins with 
Jack Webb’s memorial service because this project began with cop shows, any project 
about cop shows begins with Dragnet, and Dragnet began with a cop named Marty 

                                                                                                                                             
chiefs “in good standing” (ouch). Career civilian employees (seven-plus years of continuous service) are 
honored with a city flag presentation to their next-of-kin. Family members receive a department funeral, 
but no special honorifics. There are some differences—the piper and “Amazing Grace” are replaced with 
a police band member playing “Taps”; Webb didn’t get a riderless horse detail; the badge presentation 
probably stood in for the American flag presentation—but it does appear that Jack Webb was given LAPD 
line of duty funeral rites, led by the Chief of Police.  See Los Angeles Police Department, “Funeral 
Protocols Quick Reference Guide,” rev. July 10, 2008, avail. through Internet Archive, 
https://archive.org/details/Portals0PdfsPreventingLESuicideCDLAPDFuneralProtocolRevised71008 
5 Seiler, “Police Eulogize Jack Webb.” Quoted speaker is Daryl Gates throughout. 
6 Seiler, “Police Eulogize Jack Webb.” Quoted speaker is Daryl Gates throughout. 
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Wynn. In 1948, the story goes, radio personality Jack Webb landed a small role in He 
Walked by Night, a police procedural based on a recent LAPD case. Killing time on the 
set, Webb got to talking to Lieutenant Marty Wynn, the LAPD officer assigned to serve 
as a technical adviser on the film. Wynn apparently hated Pat Novak for Hire and “let 
Webb have it” about police realism in entertainment, telling him that it “rankles every 
damn cop in the country when they hear those far-fetched stories about crime.” If Webb 
wanted to do a real show about the police, well, Wynn had access to police case files, 
and “maybe you could do something with them.”7 Cue music. What an origin story!  

But I didn’t get very far with my project about cop shows because I couldn’t get 
off of the set of He Walked by Night. I wanted to make sense of the fact that Lieutenant 
Wynn was complaining about everything filmmakers got wrong while literally working on 
a movie set, and then I wanted to know how he’d gotten there in the first place. The fact 
that he was even there to meet Webb complicates the claim that police had frustratingly 
little say in how they were represented. Looking at Dragnet helped me see that I was far 
less interested in stories about the police than I was in the roles police played in telling 
them.  

As I traced the history of police involvement in the production of mass culture, I 
figured out that they’d been doing it for a very, very long time. Modern American policing 
and mass culture both emerged around 1840, yet their histories are told independently 
of one another—and as part of two canonical parallel narratives in the historiography of 
the nineteenth-century city. The first names police professionalization as the 
centerpiece of the rise of a modern municipal government as a service provider working 
in the interest of the public good. The other narrative treats the rise of cheap daily 
newspapers, museum exhibits, and laymen’s guides to physiognomy. This bifurcation 
suggests that the latter was shaped by the profound social crisis of meaning brought on 
by the economic and demographic growth of the United States and former was shaped 
by the practical problems of growing urban disorder, as though these phenomena could 
be separated. Two major books on urban anonymity, Karen Halttunen’s Confidence 
Men and Painted Women: A Study of Middle-Class Culture in America, 1830-1870, and 
John Kasson’s Rudeness and Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urban America, 
mention the NYPD only in passing, if at all. Kasson is primarily interested in the role of 
the private detective in urban life; Halttunen does not discuss the police. 

But policing and mass culture could not have developed independently of one 
another, even on the most basic level: there could be no mug shots until there were 
photographic portraits. Sure, American policing was based on the model of the London 
Metropolitan Police, but on-duty policemen were also off-duty consumers, and 
commercial culture in which they participated was at least as influential. The antebellum 
cops who organized rogues’ galleries also sat for family photos, anticipated the opening 
of Barnum’s Gallery of American Beauty with enthusiasm, and read the New York Sun. 

                                            
7 Webb recounts this story in the September 12, 1959 installment of “The Facts About Me,” a three-part 
Saturday Evening Post piece. Qtd. in Michael J. Hayde, My Name’s Friday: The Uanuthorized but True 
Story of Dragnet and the Films of Jack Webb (Nashville, TN: Columbia Publishing House, 2001), 18-19; 
Claudia Calhoun, “‘The story you are about to hear is true’: Dragnet, Transmedia Storytelling,and the 
Postwar Police Procedural,” Ph.D. diss (Yale University, 2015), 65-67. 
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They didn’t use photography because it was inherent to what police were supposed to 
do; in using photography, they made it what the police do. Inspector Thomas Byrnes did 
not dream up a heroic public persona on his own; he loved to read dime novels and 
styled himself after fictional detectives. He did not appear in novels and plays because 
he inspired their creators, but because he paid them. Progressive-era police officers 
almost certainly spent more time going to the movies than shutting them down, and they 
drew on the stories they saw there in order to articulate and project a new professional 
identity.  

This dissertation argues that policing and popular culture have been intertwined 
with one another since the 1840s. The first half of the dissertation contends that modern 
policing invented itself—its material practices and theoretical foundations—through 
mass media and popular entertainment.  Telling the story of the NYPD’s adoption of 
criminal identification photography alongside the development of commercial 
photography reveals that what we now think of a professional practice actually 
originated with contemporaneous developments in and of mass culture—e.g., the arrival 
of the cheap daily newspaper, the development of the portrait studio and the museum 
as sites of instruction for the city dweller, and new guides to etiquette and social 
surveillance. The ways in which new modes of viewing, spectatorship, and visual 
communication reshaped American consciousness also made new modes of policing 
conceptually possible.8 New understandings of celebrity, notoriety, character, and 
confidence also shaped ideas about what—and who—constituted criminality. 
Commercial photography was the source of both the material technologies and 
conceptual structures of modern policing. The second half argues that police began to 
play a direct role in manufacturing the cultural imaginary of policing in the Gilded Age. 
They drew on the new notions of publicity and celebrity and new modes of 
entertainment that were part of the transformation of the city into a metropolis.  

“Just Images: American Policing and Popular Culture, 1840-1920” suggests that 
the histories of policing, media, and commercial popular culture have been connected 
for much longer than most citizens, critics, and scholars have assumed. Placing these 
histories alongside one another establishes the moments of convergence, interaction, 
and mutual construction that allow us to reconceive the formation of American policing 
as a cultural history. 
                                            
8 Here I draw on Noam Chomsky’s discursive construction of the thinkable or unthinkable thought, though 
to different ends. For him it is description for a condition of indoctrination essential to the maintenance of 
the U.S. political regime. For my purposes, I am interested in how historians might reject the anachronistic 
tendency to apply the modes of consciousness of our historical present to older social formations. Put 
another way, I think the thinkable/unthinkable discourse helps us identify the historically specific limits of 
the social imagination. Chomsky’s case study examines the fact that, through the mid-1980s, no one—no 
politician, no academic, no critic—had ever described U.S. involvement in Vietnam as an act of 
aggression toward South Vietnam. “There is no such event in history,” he says, but only one in which 
America defended South Vietnam “against terrorists supported from outside (namely, from Vietnam).” 
Crucially, he says “it is not that the facts were unknown,” but that systems of propaganda made such an 
interpretation not merely inconceivable, but utterly unimaginable. I’m arguing that it is crucial to recover 
historically specific structures of consciousness, whether formed by circumstance or political intervention, 
in order to make sense of how antebellum Americans understood their society. See Noam Chomsky, “The 
Bounds of Thinkable Thought,” The Progressive, October 1985, 28-31. 
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 “Just Images” mobilizes a sprawling literature that includes historiographies of the 
American city and municipal reform, the development of mass culture and the 
realignment of American social and cultural consciousness, early cinema, photography, 
Gilded Age celebrity, and Progressive reform, among others. While the police appear 
throughout these, their presence appears to be self-evident and often beyond critical 
engagement.9 In order to integrate this literature with the historiography of policing, I 
engage with these historiographies, but I assemble my own in order to better examine 
policing’s place in American society. 
 In a larger way, this project is built on an assemblage of fragments, chiefly the 
print ephemera of popular culture, because institutional police records are very difficult 
to access. Apart from the unknown proportion of police records that have been 
redacted, expurgated, or destroyed, working with what remains usually requires special 
authorization or privileged access.10 While researching Dragnet, I discovered that while 
the Los Angeles City Archives and Records Center houses a significant collection of 
LAPD records deaccessioned in the late 1980s, seeing anything more recent requires 
both permission from the Board of Police Commissioners and assistance from the 
department’s public information officer. 11 The private nonprofit Los Angeles Police 
Historical Society has an enormous cache of documents, but its archives are not open 
to the public. (While novelist James Ellroy accessed the collection for a 2014 book 
about the LAPD in the 1950s, my request was rejected.) While working on this project, I 
discovered that a retired NYPD sergeant has access to a collection of 19th and early 20th 
century police records that have likely never been publicly available.12 Historians and 

                                            
9 I believe this reflects a larger sociopolitical condition, as the need for policing is an epistemic ideology of 
civil society. A fully realized version of this project asks what role cultural representations of policing might 
play in maintaining that status.  
10 Internal records deaccessioned before the advent of freedom of information laws in the late 1960s were 
often destroyed. Sometimes they still are. In 2014, the Los Angeles City Archivist told me that while the 
City Records Center was cleaning up after the Northridge earthquake in 1995, someone inadvertently 
discarded boxes and boxes of police records that had been mislabeled. Historian Edward J. Escobar, who 
had worked with some of these records while writing his dissertation in the early 1990s, told me that this 
really was accidental. Some of his work with these records can be found in his 2003 article “Bloody 
Christmas and the Irony of Police Professionalism: The Los Angeles Police Department, Mexican 
Americans, and Police Reform in the 1950s,” The Pacific Historical Review 72, May 2003, 171-199.  
11 In 2015, the Los Angeles Police Commission board granted me permission to access to LAPD records, 
which seemed promising, but the office they directed me to never responded to any of my requests. Even 
if they had, it’s unlikely that they would have given me any information about their holdings, so I wouldn’t 
have been able to successfully request much, if anything. And, of course, even if I had, the LAPD, like 
most law enforcement agencies, has wide latitude have in determining whether public information 
exemption statutes can be applied to documents. 
12 Retired Sergeant Michael Bosak writes a very popular newsletter on NYPD history, but his subscription 
list is restricted to current and former cops and a handful of journalists. Occasionally an excerpt from one 
pops up on a law enforcement message board or blog, and these typically include new information I can’t 
verify. 
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even city archivists have presumed that such materials were permanently lost—and for 
all intents and purposes, perhaps they have. 
 But collaboration between police agencies and the culture industry produces two 
sets of records, and one of them isn’t privileged. One of the most important sources of 
information about Dragnet, for example, is a series of scrapbooks of press clippings the 
LAPD publicity office maintained; the city archive has them. Likewise, it would be 
difficult, if not impossible, to acquire internal LAPD records relating to Jack Webb’s 
memorial service, but the Los Angeles Times coverage provided plenty of detailed 
information. Using a similar strategy, I’ve been able to construct a revised history of the 
New York Police Department out of the scraps of information scattered throughout 
movie industry periodicals, photography catalogs and journals, fan magazines, 
newspapers, trade cards and photographs pasted into scrapbooks and listed on eBay, 
unpublished plays, forgotten police memoirs and criminology textbooks. This project’s 
archive is built on whatever print ephemera people didn’t throw away—which makes it a 
limited one, too, but in a different way. When and where I have been able to use official 
police records, such as annual reports or archival material, they have been stripped of 
the preferential status we typically lend to institutional sources. Instead, they do the 
same evidentiary work as any of these fragmentary and marginal sources. 

In this way, popular culture informs this study methodologically, offering a new 
way to study the history of policing that does not predominantly rely on access to 
privileged archives, but builds an archive around the absence of the institution’s own 
accountings.  Early film scholarship, for example, provides a direct model for this work, 
as historians of cinema face some of the same evidentiary problems that historians of 
police do (though for different reasons). The problem film scholars face is not that 
access to authoritative sources is tightly controlled, but that the vast majority of the 
material has been destroyed or discarded. Somewhere between seventy five percent 
and ninety five percent of films produced before 1930 have been lost, both because of 
preservation challenges and because it took some time before movies were considered 
culturally and socially significant enough for preservation. The profession’s earliest 
practitioners first made movies in order to demonstrate the technologies they had 
developed, and, especially before 1910, independent producers churned out so much 
material for so lowbrow an entertainment that it was considered quite disposable. 
Likewise, trade magazines like Variety did not begin reviewing films until 1907; we know 
the titles of the many of the earliest films, but not their plots, and early film scholarship is 
sometimes seen as  “a mere computing of (new) titles, credits, and period reviews,” as 
film theorist Giorgo Bertenelli writes. But he suggests that there remains a robust 
archive of materials that allows for “wider and more ambitions cultural restorations.” 
Forced to abandon “the material centrality of film restoration,” film scholars must 
generate and assemble heterogeneous archives.13 Film historian Paul Watson suggests 
that the historiography of early cinema relies to an important degree on “institutional 
categories, marketing materials and journalistic practices which are seen to provide 
original and contemporaneous testimony to generic configurations” and cultural and 
                                            
13 Giorgio Bertellini, “Restoration, Genealogy, and Palimpsests: On Some Historiographical Questions,” 
Film History 7, no. 3 (Autumn 1995), 280. 
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social context.14 Early film scholarship, for example, utilizes trade magazines; 
newspaper and magazine reviews; the records of film censorship boards, government 
agencies, Progressive activists, and corporate advertisers; and personal accountings in 
diaries and letters in order to reconstruct the plots and production histories of lost films. 
Abandoning the centrality of policing’s institutional record likewise allows for a different 
kind of accounting, one that relies more on accumulations and palimpsests. 
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This dissertation is organized into four chapters, all of which situate the changing 
practices and institutional self-perceptions of New York Police Department in the 
broader context of the history of mass and popular culture in New York City.  
 
In Chapter One, “Everyday people: Policing, commercial culture, and the shared 
problem of urban anonymity, 1840-1860,” a history of the NYPD’s rogues’ gallery 
reveals that the introduction of photography to police practice was an informal and 
contingent process, shaped not by a nascent professional self-consciousness invested 
in best practices, but by material and technological developments in commercial 
photography, innovations in urban mass entertainment, and the larger cultural reception 
to the form. The first portraits of New York’s most notorious swindlers and thieves hung 
in both a police station and a museum, and the department contracted with commercial 
photographers at studios up and down the Bowery to have them taken. This chapter 
argues that antebellum Americans saw both the creation of modern urban police and 
the arrival of the photographic portrait as potential remedies for an as-yet 
undifferentiated set of problems brought on by rapid demographic and industrial growth 
and the erosion of old communal order. Police borrowed from new commercial practices 
like portraiture and adopted the idiom of the gallery and museum in an attempt to 
sustain an older communal order, not because they understood that criminal 
identification was now a responsibility delegated to them. 

 
In Chapter Two, “The record album and the rogues’ gallery: Becoming the police, 
1866-1900,” technical developments in photography and changes in its material form 
eventually reorganized the rogues’ gallery in ways that aligned with larger social and 
cultural practices. The invention of the four-tube camera, the carte-de-visite, and the 
photo album began to change how Americans understood photography on the eve of 
the Civil War. Photographs were important artifacts in the broadly shared psychic 
realignment of identity and society brought on by the war’s devastation.  But it took 
longer for these changes to come to the NYPD. Detectives did not realize that small, 
portable photographs might be more useful for police work than daguerreotypes and 
ambrotypes hung on a wall until faced with the new problem of pickpocketing on public 
transit, and it took even longer for them to convert to the format permanently. The carte-
de-visite and the photo album helped change the police department’s understanding of 
                                            
14 Paul Watson, “Approaches to film genre: taxonomy, genericty, metaphor,” in Introduction to Film 
Studies, ed. Jill Nelmes (New York: Routledge, 2012), 204. [186-209] 
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crime and criminals. These commercial processes and artifacts became the basis for 
the specialized practice of police photography, at which point the album was abandoned 
for the Bertillon card.  This process contributed to the consolidation of emerging ideas 
about the nature and role of the police department as an agency of city government.  
  
Chapter Three, “Confidence Policeman: Thomas Byrnes and the making of the 
celebrity cop, 1880-1910” revises the career of legendary NYPD Inspector Thomas 
Byrnes to consider the making of that legend. The chapter argues that Byrnes’s most 
significant contribution to American law enforcement lay in creating a heroic persona 
that lent legitimacy and authority to police work. A careful examination of the public 
profile of “Inspector Byrnes,” as he was called in the pages of countless newspapers 
and magazines, reveals that his fame was the result less of his technical skill than his 
canny understanding of how to mobilize the new notions of publicity and celebrity that 
were circulating in the world of commercial print. During his reign, practical changes in 
police administration were reconfiguring the relationship between the press and the 
police, with consequences for the conventions of crime reporting. Likewise, industrial 
changes in print culture changed the nature of journalism; as newspapers became 
physically larger and produced multiple daily editions. Reporters needed to generate 
more copy, and celebrity profiles became a staple.  
 
In Chapter Four, “The cop stays in the picture: The NYPD and the film industry, 
1896-1925,” Manhattan’s first film screenings occurred within months of a major police 
scandal. I examine the surprising history of the NYPD’s involvement in film production in 
the Progressive era. I argue that we can trace the development of professional identity 
and the effects of police reform by examining the images the NYPD chose to project 
onscreen and understand more about how they might have responded to other 
depictions by more closely examining their role in film censorship. In the first decade of 
cinema, members of the department appeared in non-narrative actuality films and in an 
Edison Company story film. Though this allowed for the communication of powerful 
images about policing, audiences, including police, were also learning how to interpret 
screen images and integrate new notions of persona and identity. Though the 
historiography of film in the early Progressive era suggests that police were very 
distressed about how they were represented, this is a national story. In New York, the 
department’s role suggests that it was far less interested in content censorship than 
were police departments in cities like Chicago. Between 1910 and 1916, the NYPD was 
involved in a half-dozen features in which we can see the development of a professional 
consciousness. In these films, the department deliberately took advantage of 
opportunities to display new forensic methods and demonstrate the rigor of police 
training. The initial development of cinema provides insight into a changing society and 
how its police changed with it. 

Through these case studies, “Just Images” offers new insight into how the role of 
police in American society developed over the 19th and early 20th centuries. The 
historiography of policing is inevitably a part of the historiography of mass culture in the 
American city, not an adjunct to it. This framework disrupts a tendency toward teleology 
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in both histories. We now identify the founding of the NYPD as the birth of the modern 
police force, just as we refer to the antebellum period as the arrival of American 
modernity, but both formulations are deceptive. But just as Americans in the early 
antebellum period did not know that a war was coming or how it might shape the future, 
they did not know how to conceptualize the disruption and reorganization of social and 
cultural life until it was already well underway. Placing the history of policing within this 
context suggests that law enforcement’s institutional formation was not foreordained 
tautology—i.e., the police department arrived because New York clearly needed 
police—but a gradual and contingent process of deciding what police were and whether 
a standing civil defense force was the best way to manage an increasingly chaotic city.  
 Realigning these otherwise disparate historiographies also demonstrates that 
popular culture changed how Americans thought about civil and political institutions in 
the same ways it led them to reconsider the practical and psychic dimensions of 
everyday life. The first developments in so-called police professionalization came into 
being when policemen brought the materials of their everyday lives into the station 
house. New modes of mass entertainment, including the celebrity profile as well as 
cinema, helped reiterate and reinforce policing’s claim to legitimacy, inculcated the 
image of the policeman as part of everyday life, and seemed to provide proof of lasting 
reform.  Eventually, photography, became a specialized tools for policing, and police 
departments began to interact with the film industry more formally, as when endorsing 
or advising on films.  

These histories have been overlooked, however, for reasons historiographical 
and historical. Part of the reason these projects have received so little attention is that 
the historiographies share a positivist limitation. Since the publication of Robert Wiebe’s 
seminal The Search for Order in 1967 & Allen Trachtenberg’s subsequent work on 
incorporation, U.S. historians have overemphasized this narrative of nationalization and 
industrial consolidation in order to periodize something like a long twentieth century of 
capitalist reorganization and technological progress that begins after 1865. Histories of 
popular culture trend, if implicitly, toward the full realization of what Theodor Adorno 
called “the culture industry” in 1955 and what Daniel Boorstin labeled the age of the 
pseudo-event in 1961.15 This is particularly true in the case of film history, which 
privileges a consolidation narrative that necessarily resolves in the formation of the 
Hollywood studio system. In the case of policing, historians anchor the development of 
J. Edgar Hoover’s Federal Bureau of Investigation to the establishment of the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police in 1893.  In both cases, emphasizing 
nationalization distorts and obscures the local histories that constituted that very 
process. Treating film censorship and the first wave of police reform as national 
ideological projects, for example, elides the more complicated history of the New York 
Police Department’s involvement in filmmaking.  

                                            
15 Theodor Adorno and Max Horkheimer, “The Culture Industry: Enlightenment as Mass Deception,” in 
The Cultural Studies Reader, ed. Simon During (New York: Routledge, 1999), 31-41; Adorno, “Culture 
Industry Reconsidered,” in The Culture Industry: Selected Essays on Mass Culture (New York: Routledge, 
2005), 98-106; Daniel J. Boorstin, The Image: A Guide to Pseudo-Events in America (New York: Vintage 
books, 2012). 
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 At the same time, concealing these histories was a vital part of a larger 
ideological project. Occluding them was also important step in the development of law 
enforcement. If American police professionalization was chiefly a process of invention, it 
almost certainly required the creation of a usable past that could be used to reiterate the 
centrality of law enforcement to American society. The idea of the usable past is, like 
police reform, a product of the Progressive era. When literary critic and sometime 
historian Van Wyck Brooks coined the concept in 1918, he was arguing against what he 
saw as the version of American history on offer in the university: the knowledge that 
America had once been great was weaponized, deployed as a counterweight “against 
the living present.”16   These historians, he said, had “no sort of desire to fertilize the 
present, but rather to shame the present with the example of the past.” What he 
envisioned was a past not merely descriptive or evaluative, but aspirational and 
generative, a past “of living value.” Policing has certainly needed one. As Robert 
Fogelson, Samuel Walker, and others have pointed out, efforts to curb corruption or 
reduce violence have largely failed; police reform’s greatest successes were in 
structural and administrative reorganization. But that past, the profession insists, is of no 
living value; progress is the anodyne for whatever its other legacies might have been. 
Framing the development of policing as a process of continuous improvement in which 
its failures and defects have been successively overcome continues to be essential to 
maintaining claims to authority and legitimacy. If, as Brooks argues, the usable past is 
not just an alternative, but also a life-giving necessity for the body politic, the “warm 
artery that ought to lead from the present back into the past,” civil society cannot do 
without it. The professionalization narrative that has become part of U.S. historiography 
suggests that scholars might agree, whether or not they know it. 
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A brief note about terms: Language makes it difficult to write a history of 

American policing, even a culturally inflected one, that examines its legitimating 
ideologies without simultaneously reiterating them or collapsing the past and the 
historical present.  Police and policing have multiple inflections in the humanities and 
social sciences, popular culture, and the field of law enforcement, and untangling this 
language precedes further work. Literary theorist Raymond Williams’s concept of the 
keyword is useful here.17 His keyword is a term in everyday usage that has accumulated 
such a range of meanings, inflections, and associations that it confounds a shared 
vocabulary. The problems of the keyword’s meanings, he says, are inextricably bound 
up with the problems it is used to discuss, which is only further complicated when a term 
also has a specialized or technical meaning. Policing describes both the activity of law 
enforcement agencies on behalf of the state; and a broader strategy of social control 
that can be exercised by a range of different authorities, with and without state license. 
Policing has referred to the regulation and maintenance of communities of any size 

                                            
16 Van Wyck Brooks, “On Creating a Usable Past,” The Dial, April 11, 1918, 337-341. 
17 Raymond Williams, Keywords: A Vocabulary of Culture and Society (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 2015). 
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since the sixteenth century.18 The more specific term police force appeared in the first 
half of the nineteenth century to describe the new regulatory bodies to which the state 
designated that work and assigned a monopoly over violence.  

These usages are distinct from what we mean by social or cultural policing, 
inflections used in the academic humanities and social sciences after 1960 and now in 
colloquial use. The people we call police are ultimately the enforcers, not the arbiters, of 
policies set by state and municipal governments. Though they can exert influence 
through selective enforcement, they do not necessarily set the ideological agenda. By 
contrast, what we describe as social or cultural policing tends to involve both setting and 
defending ideological norms. For example, we talk about movie censorship as a form of 
cultural policing without distinguishing who defines the terms and who enforces them. 
Some police departments, including the Chicago and Washington, D.C. forces, were 
empowered to both censor and to enforce censorship. But this was not always the case, 
and failing to make the distinction has led to overstating the role of the NYPD in movie 
censorship. In this project, therefore, I exclusively define police as civil law enforcement 
agencies, and policing as a description of their actvity. 
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Dragnet made its national television debut in December 1951.19 The pilot was a 

twenty-six-minute nail-biter centered on Detective Joe Friday’s real-time negotiations 
with a man who had come into the building with a ticking time strapped to his body. Its 
final scene is arresting: just before the bomb is set to explode, Friday wrests the device 
away from him, immerses it in a waiting bucket of water, and barrels through City Hall to 
dump it outside of the building. He trips and drops it, but the detonation never comes. 
He has disarmed it. The camera fades to black on a tableau of Friday peeling himself off 
of the damp sidewalk, surrounded by his partner and officers and technicians, the hero 
of the day.  

Nine days later, a mob of at least fifty LAPD officers demonstrated that they were 
no Joe Fridays. They severely beat seven young men who were brought into the City 
Jail for booking during an unauthorized Christmas party. When criminal trials began a 
couple of months later, newspaper coverage spared few details. The young men had 
been “beaten until the floor of a station locker room became slippery with their blood.” A 
witness, a photographer who quietly phoned his newsroom during the melee, reported 
that the officers were animals, passing their victims “from one policeman to another, 
each officer beating them in turn,” howling like they were “full of lust.”20  But for a few 
sparsely circulated wire stories, this episode appeared only in local newspapers. All the 
while, Dragnet was well on its way to becoming one of the most popular television 
shows in the country, and Joe Friday was the LAPD’s most famous face. 

But this is part of a much larger story of the invention of American policing in and 
through popular culture. This story begins nearly 150 years earlier, in New York City. 
                                            
18 “policing, n.”, OED Online. June 2017. Oxford University Press. http://www.oed.com/view/Entry/146838 
(accessed December 12, 2017). 
19 Hayde, My Name’s Friday, 3.  
20 “Police Face Beating Count,” Tucson (AZ) Daily Citizen, May 14, 1952. 
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CHAPTER ONE 
 

Everyday people: Policing, commercial culture, 
and the shared problem of urban anonymity, 1840-1860 

 
In 1857, a curious new museum opened at the corner of Broome and Elm Streets 

in New York’s Lower East Side. 413 Broome was a bit far from Photographers’ Row, but 
its territory was at least as fashionable; the Lord & Taylor department store was just 
south on Grand. The gallery’s collection was, admittedly, a bit sparse—a modest 
twenty-eight portraits, whereas one entered Brady’s or Plumbe’s and was surrounded 
by an array of faces, photographs large and small, printed on canvas and colored with 
oils. They were portraits of lawyers, ministers, orators; presidents and governors and 
authors. But the gallery on Broome included men of a far more unusual range of 
professions: “notabilities in the ranks of pickpockets, burglars, &c.” It had struck 
Sergeant Lefferts, the new head of the New York Metropolitan Police detective office, 
that the portraiture fad might be put to another purpose. Combining “the old plan of a 
verbal description of a rascal’s personal appearance entered on the police books” with a 
new technology, the New York Times reported, he hired a daguerreotypist to produce, 
“in a cheap but correct manner” the portraits of those illustrious New Yorkers who “might 
from day to day be offered to the notice of the Police.” Lefferts also generously invited 
the public to the Police Headquarters of the New York Metropolitan Police to view what 
the papers had dubbed his rogues’ gallery, the better for them to avoid crossing paths 
with the city’s most notorious confidence men. In a city as crowded and chaotic as New 
York, everyday people needed as much help as they could get.  

This gallery bore all the hallmarks of Broadway’s new temples of amusement. 
The phrase “Rogues’ Gallery” came from the press, who readily classified the display as 
another example of the Broadway gallery, not as a practice tied specifically to policing.1 
That it was understood this way became especially clear several months later. In March, 
the Times reported—under the rubric of “Police Intelligence”—that interested citizens 
could soon peruse the gallery in two locations: in the office at Broome and Elm, or a 

                                            
1 Several months later, the precinct superintendent reported in a quarterly report, “The Rogues’ Gallery, 
as it is appropriately called by the press, and those persons who have the curiosity to call in and examine 
it, is steadily on the increase” (see Daniel Carpenter, “25th Precinct Quarterly Reports of the Deputy 
Superintendents of Police,” in New York Metropolitan Police Department, Quarterly Reports of General 
and Deputy Superintendents of the Metropolitan Police, Ending July 31, 1858, New York: Thomas 
Holman, 1858). This was not the first such project in the country. According to one 20th century journal, 
“the St. Louis Police Department started its tintype and ambrotype rogues gallery in 1851—reputedly, first 
in the nation to make such a use of photography” (See Image: Journal of Photography of the George 
Eastman House, 3, no. 1, January 1954, 5). Other reports note that the Philadelphia Police Department 
established a detective squad and a rogues’ gallery, which “almost immediately proved its value,” by 
1859. See James Robinson, “Evolution of a City’s Police Force from ‘Watch’ to Three-Platoon System,” in 
Proceedings of the Annual Conventions of the International Association of Chiefs of Police, 1913-1921 
(New York: Arno, 1971), 25. Philadelphia may have had a gallery of sketches of prisoners as early 1842, 
and under the administration of Mayor Charles Gilpin (1850-1854), some daguerreotypes may have been 
taken for similar purposes. See Francis Wharton and Moreton Stillé, A Treatise on Medical Jurisprudence 
(Philadelphia: Kay and Brother, 1860), 939 n(f). 
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mile away on Broadway, at Barnum’s American Museum. In both places, the gallery 
was intended to offer both amusement and instruction, arming city dwellers with useful 
intelligence that might help them avoid being swindled. Then, if they liked, they might 
cross over to Brady’s and cleanse their palates with a bit of uplift.2 (See Fig. 1.1 for 
locations.) 

The fact that the rogues’ gallery was suitable for both the American Museum and 
the Detective Bureau was not accidental, for Sergeant Lefferts’s moment of inspiration 
probably had more to do with the time he spent on Broadway than the hours he spent at 
Police Headquarters on Broome and Elm. The rogues’ gallery was a solution to the new 
social problem of urban anonymity, and its success relied on the new phenomena of 
celebrity and spectacle. Nor was the link to Barnum entirely novel. Initial descriptions of 
its development and use reflect the remarkable degree to which this newest variant of 
the gallery was an artifact of the same commercial culture in which Barnum participated, 
the hybrid product of a society still in transition.  

New Yorkers understood the rogues’ gallery not as a specialized tool for the new 
work of policing, but within the idiom of the commercial museum or gallery, a place of 
both amusement and instruction open to all. In this way, American policing invented 
itself, literally and figuratively, through the new forms of popular culture and patterns of 
consumption that first emerged in the antebellum United States. The invention of 
photography and the invention of policing were both products of the same antebellum 
crisis of modernity. Arriving around the same time in the 1830s, both were mobilized 
and celebrated as solutions to the increasingly challenging task of maintaining social 
order in a mass society. This chapter constructs the genealogy of the New York Police 
Department rogues’ gallery in order to understand how photography became a material 
tool for the new work of maintaining order—and, in turn, how the work of maintaining 
order became a specialized function of municipal government.   Assessing the rogues’ 
gallery in its cultural and social context generates new connections between formative 
developments in American mass culture and major innovations in law enforcement. 
Taking as a starting point the introduction of the daguerreotype camera and process in 
the United States in 1839, I suggest that the developments of mass culture—new 
modes of viewing, spectatorship, and visual communication and expression; the new 
spatial and social locations of the gallery and the museum; new understandings of 
celebrity, notoriety, character, and confidence— were all essential to emerging 
structures of policing.3  

Between 1840 and 1880, seismic forces of demographic, geographic, economic, 
technological, and change reshaped the country and society: cities grew exponentially, 
the result of both the arrival of 7.5 million immigrants on American shores and a mass 

                                            
2 Qtd. in James D. Horan, Mathew Brady: Historian with a Camera (New York: Crown, 1955), 28. 
3 Samuel F.B. Morse announced the invention of Daguerre’s camera in the United States in 1839, and by 
the end of the year, Morse and D.W. Seagar had both succeeded in making daguerreotype images. The 
first commercial portraits were made the following year. For a narration of this story, see Robert Taft, 
Photography and the American Scene: A Social History, 1839-1889 (New York: Dover Publications, 1964 
[1938]), 8-22.  
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rural-to-urban internal migration.4 The advance of market capitalism led to the creation 
of what historian William Cronon has called “an integrated economy,” which bound cities 
and frontiers, linking them to new national and international markets.5 The technological 
innovations that accompanied and drove these shifts also altered drastically the ways in 
which people participated in that economy and communicated with one another. Instant 
long-distance communication, vastly shortened travel times, reduced shipping and 
production costs: these factors reconfigured how people perceived and experienced 
everyday life. No less than the experiences of space and time had been profoundly 
altered. How Americans lived—and how they experienced their lives—changed in 
virtually every way.  

In the rapidly expanding city, newly a place of “promiscuous contact between 
strangers” that could no longer be governed by the social mores of a face-to-face 
society, preindustrial strategies of identifying strangers and placing them in a stable 
social hierarchy were no longer useful in either the city or the country.6 In the rural 
communities of the preindustrial era, strangers, Karen Halttunen writes, were “the 
exception rather than the rule.”  Every daily interaction was built on deeply rooted and 
widely shared intimate knowledge. Likewise, in smaller, preindustrial cities, strangers 
were rarer and more easily recognized than they would later be. In both cases, 
interpersonal familiarity, reputation, and a clear bodily semiotics were sufficient to order 
and contain “the world of strangers.” In northern cities, all that was needed in the way of 
policing was the primitive night watch system.7 
 In 1820, for example, night watch high constable Jacob Hays needed only a 
“marvelous memory of faces” and “intimate knowledge” of “criminals and their ways” to 
enforce and maintain order in a city of 123,000 people, already large enough to make 
his task a challenge.8 The annals of NYPD mythology are laden with stories of his 
legendary skill. Early in that decade, attorney R.M. Blatchford came to Hays to report 
that his home—then considered “beyond the city limits”—had been robbed.9 Perhaps 
                                            
4 Immigrant arrivals, 1820 and 1840; 750,949; 1840-1860, 4,311,465; U.S. population 1810: 7 million; 
1860: 31 million. U.S. Congress, Immigration and Nationality Act, Reflecting Laws Enacted as of May 1, 
1995, report prepared for the use of the Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives, 
104th Cong., 1st sess., 1995, Committee Print, 582. 
5 William Cronon, Nature’s Metropolis: Chicago and the Great West (New York: Norton, 1992), xvi. 
6 David Henkin, City Reading: Written Words and Public Spaces in Antebellum New York (New York: 
Columbia University Press, 1998). 
7 Karen Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women: A Story of Middle-Class Cultures in America, 
1830-1870 (New Haven, CT: Yale University Press, 1982), 37. For a history of the night watch system in 
New York, see James F. Richardson, “Crime and Police in Early New York,” chap. 1 in The New York 
Police: Colonial Times to 1901 (New York: Oxford University Press, 1970).   
8 Augustine E. Costello, Our Police Protectors: History of the New York Police (New York, 1885), 96. 
9 Costello doesn’t provide a precise date for this story. It could have been any time between 1819 (when 
Blatchford opened his office at 140 Water Street) and 1828 (presuming that he relocated some blocks 
southeast from Jones & Bleecker to 683 Broadway in that year).  See Thomas Longworth, Longworth’s 
American Almanack, New York Register, and City Directory, for the Fifty-First Year of American 
Independence (New York: Thomas Longworth, 1826), 86; and Longworth’s American Almanac, New-York 
Register, and City Directory, for the Fifty-Fourth Year of American Independence (New York: Thomas 
Longworth, 1829), 95; Robert T. Swaine, The Cravat Firm and Its Predecessors, 1819-1947 (New York: 
Ad Press, 1946),1:5.  
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most insultingly, one of the thieves had absconded in a new suit of Blatchford’s, leaving 
his old clothing behind. Hays merely needed to examine the discarded suit to determine 
the identity of the thief: “I know the man these clothes belong to,” he told Blatchford. “He 
came from Baltimore to this city two weeks ago. . . his hair is as red as blood.” Excusing 
himself, Hays left the office and returned within thirty minutes, accompanied by a red-
haired man wearing Blatchford’s suit.10 But by 1845, the city’s population had swelled to 
370,000, and crime, once rare and easily controlled, proliferated. Hays’s memory, like 
the old physiological and physical signifiers, was no longer sufficient to identify 
strangers and assess the threats they might pose. Maintaining order in the dizzyingly 
expanding “world of strangers” was now a job for the police.11  
 The civil law enforcement institution we call the New York Police Department was 
established as the New York Municipal Police in 1845, when the night watch system 
was abolished and replaced, through legislative action, with a new police force modeled 
on the organization of the London Metropolitan Police in 1829.12 (This was the country's 
second urban police force; Boston established its police department in 1838. Both were 
politically controversial.13)  The formation of this semi-military day and night patrol of 
800 salaried officers (though still staffed through limited-tenure political appointment) 
still did not constitute “effective police protection,” historian James Richardson writes in 
his comprehensive history of the New York police through 1901.14 “There were no 
professional standards of recruitment, training, and performance, partly because no one 
knew how to establish and maintain such standards,” and there would be “no formal 

                                            
10 Costello, Our Police Protectors, 96.  
11 For a thorough history of the NYPD before 1845, see James F. Richardson, “Crime and Police in Early 
New York,” chap. 1 in The New York Police: Colonial Times to 1901 (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1970).   
12 See, among others, Wilbur R. Miller, Cops and Bobbies: Police Authority in New York and London, 
1830-1870 (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1977). A consensus view that modern policing 
emerged in the U.S. at mid-century was established in the historiography in the 1970s and 1980s. See, 
for example, Robert Fogelson, Big-City Police (Cambridge, MA: Harvard UP, 1977), 13, and Philip 
Ethington, “Vigilantes and the Police: The Creation of a Professional Police Bureaucracy in San Francisco, 
1847-1900,” Journal of Social History 21, no. 2 (1987), 197. For my purposes here, I am using this date 
and will comment elsewhere about my own reading, but there are many, many reasons to probe this 
narrative carefully. Technically, the New York Municipal Police was a skeleton of an organization that was 
not like the night watch that had preceded it. But, leaving aside the fact that some scholars question 
whether the 1845 force was all that similar to the London Metropolitan Police, there are several other 
dates one might identify as the inception of the NYPD. In 1857, the state legislature revoked municipal 
police forces and created a regional force known as the department into the New York Metropolitan 
Police; it was then that the department’s detective bureau was formed. One might also elect 1870 as the 
department’s inception, when the city regained control from Albany. In 1898, administrative reorganization 
led to the establishment of the New York Police Department, which police historians consider the first 
iteration of the “modern NYPD.” Scholars argue for each of those dates as the establishment of modern 
policing in New York—or for entirely different ones.  
13 See Roger Lane, Policing the City: Boston, 1822-1885 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1967). 
For a discussion of Americans' anxieties about the role of a permanent police force in a democratic 
society, see especially Chapter 3. 
14 See James Lardner and Thomas Reppetto, NYPD: A City and its Police (New York: Henry Holt, 2000), 
23; Richardson, New York Police, 53. 
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training for policemen until 1853.”15  Adds Wilbur Miller: “The policeman’s authority was 
personal, resting on closeness to the citizens and their informal expectations of his 
power more than on formal bureaucratic or legal standards”—that is, the authority that 
undergirded this new professional structure was not initially all that far removed from the 
previous model.16 The New York police had been born, perhaps, but not yet made; the 
force bore little resemblance to its later structure.  Absent more fully realized police 
forces in Europe, there were few professional precedents to look to.  

 Perhaps more importantly, many Americans were not convinced that domestic 
policing was even an appropriate solution. Its founding justification was contentious, its 
mandates were vague, and there was no consensus, in New York or elsewhere, about 
its value. Antebellum Americans grappled with the question of whether systematized law 
enforcement was even compatible with “distinctively American notions about limiting 
and diffusing government power.”17 Then, as now, boosters were quick to point out that 
politicians seeking new solutions for the problem of growing civic disorder had modeled 
the NYPD on the London Metropolitan Police, the well-disciplined paramilitary 
bureaucracy organized by Sir Robert Peel in 1829. But the resemblances were largely 
cosmetic: the national ideologies that underlay each organization were incompatible.18 
Because London Bobbies served the city but operated under the aegis of the national 
government, they were insulated from local politics—"impartial agents of the legal 
system"—and were trained according to a national standard.19  However much 
American politicians might have hoped to emulate this bureaucratic professionalism, the 
nation's strong traditions of local governance and the rejection of centralized power 
made such a model untenable. So, likewise, did the widespread American aversion to 
standing armies and an attendant mistrust of professionalization. 20  Any law 
enforcement structure would have to “conform to preexisting patterns of democratic 
government,” a system James Richardson calls “municipal federalism,” in which city 
government and the Board of Aldermen each held some authority over the police 
force.21 The police were an experiment and a test. Not everyone was convinced that the 

                                            
15 Richardson, New York Police, 53-54, 68. 
16 Miller, Cops and Bobbies, 13. 
17 Daniel Czitrom, New York Exposed!: The Gilded Age Police Scandal that Launched the Progressive 
Era (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), 33.  
18 Historians have since concluded that the 1829 founding of the Metropolitans represents a fundamental 
antecedent for the profession as a whole, which over-determines our sense of the similarities between the 
early NYPD and the Metropolitans.  
19 Miller, Cops and Bobbies, 15 
20 Czitrom, New York Exposed!, 33. Yet such analysis of the early differences between the New York and 
London models may overplay American singularity; Wilbur Miller argues that Londoners shared some of 
the same concerns as New Yorkers, especially with regard to the question of a standing army—to each 
citizenry the police represented “an unprecedented, highly visible increase of the state’s power over the 
lives of ordinary citizens.” It was for this reason that Sir Robert Peel outfitted his new police force in blue, 
rather than military red—to create an immediate visual distinction between military and police power. At 
the same time, Miller certainly concedes that the political cultures of the two cities gave each citizenry a 
distinct set of expectations for policing; see Cops and Bobbies, 3-4. 
21 Richardson, New York Police, 43, 46. 
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night watch system was no longer adequate or that civil police were compatible with 
democratic republicanism. 

The formation of the New York Police Department was simply one response to 
the stresses and dilemmas that beset these growing cities, and it was not necessarily 
privileged or valued over others. These included new technologies like the telegraph 
and the microscope and new popular sciences like physiologies and psychologies. As 
Sarah Kate Gillespie writes, “One of the connections among art, science, and 
technology in mid-nineteenth century America is that they are rooted in verisimilitude 
and reality, in what is knowable, particularly in the minds of the general public.”22  All of 
these systems, including policing, were hotly contested. Just as they worried about the 
shortcomings of the camera, Americans also worried about whether so-called 
telegraphic intelligence was “superficial, sudden, unsifted, too fast for the truth,” an 
insufficiently “clear narrator of facts.”23 Likewise, city dwellers resisted the idea that the 
microscope could tell them more about the invisible miasma around them than could 
their olfactory senses.24 All of these systems and technologies were also entangled with 
commercial popular culture; even the “‘hydro-oxygen’ microscope” was a special 
attraction at New York museums in the mid-1830s.25 These new structures and systems 
evolved together, and at mid-century, the purposes and responsibilities of each were not 
yet firmly fixed. Antebellum Americans wrestled with what to believe and whom to trust, 
and that included the ideology of civil law enforcement and the authority of the state. 
Police and, for example, phrenology each had their detractors and their advocates. 

Phrenology arrived in the United States around 1832, when neuroanatomist 
Johann Christoph Spurzheim brought the new European pseudoscience to the lyceum 
circuit.26 Both a medicalized practice and, as Nathaniel Mackey points out, “a 
significantly commercial undertaking,” phrenology took up residence on Broadway in 
1842, when brothers Orson and Lorenzo Fowler established their Phrenological Cabinet 
and Museum at number 308.  Phrenology was based on the idea that the human 
faculties could be clearly located in, and mapped to, the physical brain. Each intellectual 
and psychic human trait had its own organ; the strength of the various traits, and the 
total personality they constituted, could be discerned by evaluating the bumps on each 
individual’s cranium.27 Phrenology promised to make human weaknesses and vanities 

                                            
22 Sarah Kate Gillespie, The Early American Daguerreotype: Cross-Currents in Art and Technology 
(Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2016), 4. 
23 “Latest by Telegraph,” NYT, August 19, 1858; “Kentucky Invaded by the Rebels,” NYT, September 9, 
1861. 
24 See Melanie A. Kiechle, Smell Detectives: An Olfactory History of Nineteenth-Century Urban America 
(Seattle, WA: University of Washington Press, 2017). 
25 Lynda Walsh, Sins Against Science: The Scientific Media Hoaxes of Poe, Twain, and Others (Albany, 
NY: SUNY Press, 2016), 30. 
26 For more on the development of the Lyceum, see Chapter 3.  
27 For a complete history of phrenology and its European roots, see Jan Goldstein, “Bringing the Psyche 
into Scientific Focus,” in The Cambridge History of Science, vol. 7, The Modern Social Sciences, ed. Roy 
Porter, Theodore M. Porter, and Dorothy Ross (New York and Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University 
Press, 2003), 131-153. 
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visible and, in so doing, could guide the patient to a path of self-improvement. As Arthur 
Wrobel describes the “optimistic doctrines” of phrenology, 

the brain’s faculties could be modified through exercise and will, to 
just about every reform: health (including temperance, anti-tobacco, 
Bloomerism, water-cure, and vegetarianism), penology, education, 
treatment of the insane, human sexuality, religion, and even 
political theory.28 

It was, in short, a science of reassurance for people bewildered and overwhelmed by 
the world around them, who craved clarity and direction in responding and adapting. It 
was also widely embraced, with a seriousness that seems laughable in the historical 
present. Yes, John Quincy Adams called it a “plausible rascalit[y]; physician David 
Meredith Reese devoted a chapter of his 1839 book The Humbugs of New York to the 
subject. Phrenology’s adherents nonetheless included not only “mere lecture-goers and 
literary triflers,” as one contemporary account put it, but “the most scientific and learned 
in various professions: Physicians, Surgeons, and Lawyers, of great present 
eminence.”29 Like policing, phrenology seemed to offer guidance on a path to social 
stability. 

 Phrenology’s promises were often communicated through advice and etiquette 
literature and through discourses of scientific and medical expertise, but the Fowlers 
were also theatrical in ways that resembled P.T. Barnum’s strategies, and their offerings 
took material form beyond print culture. The Fowler brothers were frequent lecturers and 
popular on the Lyceum circuit, and their publishing operation produced a veritable flood 
of print matter, including advice books; John Kasson notes that their partner Samuel 
Wells, who headed their publishing arm, wrote How to Behave in 1856 and How to 
Read Character in 1869.30 Phrenology was “a significantly commercial undertaking,” but 
it was circulated through a far broader set of material strategies. The Fowlers were 
savvy businessmen, and they took as many cues from portrait photographers as they 
did from dispensers of advice.  

Like any of the photography studios clustered nearby, the Phrenological Cabinet 
was both studio and gallery. Their concern, one adman enthused in 1870,  

constitutes one of the marked points on that great thoroughfare, 
Broadway, and there is scarcely a boy ten years old in New York, 
who, being inquired of where the phrenological establishment is, 

                                            
28 Arthur Wrobel, ed., Pseudo-Science and Society in Nineteenth-Century America (Lexington, KY: 
University Press of Kentucky, 1987), 13. 
29 New England Magazine, 1832, qtd. in Wrobel, Pseudo-Science, 13. 
30 John F. Kasson, Rudeness and Civility: Manners in Nineteenth-Century Urban America.  
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1990), 50. Surprisingly, this is Kasson’s sole mention of phrenology in the 
book. 
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would not promptly respond: ‘The great skull store is on Broadway, 
near Canal Street.’ 31 

 In a private examination room, the Fowlers, along with their brother-in-law Samuel 
Wells, practiced the new “bumpology.” There were services for every price range; “for 
one dollar a verbal examination was given with a booklet in which the faculties were 
marked.”32 Those willing to spend the additional money—around five dollars—could 
leave with a written analysis, “a complete mental daguerreotype of your inner self,” in 
“black and white, fit for printing.”33  

The Phrenological Cabinet also promised pleasures for those who did not care 
for examination. Admission to the museum was free, and here, too, curious visitors 
could study the faces of the notorious and the celebrated. The Fowlers promised “the 
rarest collection of HUMAN HEADS, BUSTS, etc, in the WORLD. Thousands of Busts 
and Casts from the heads of the most distinguished men that ever lived,” paintings and 
drawings of “Celebrated Individuals, living and dead,” and “skulls, human and animal, 
from all quarters of the Globe,” including “Pirates, Robbers, Murderers and Thieves.” 
The Fowlers had examined the skulls of the Broadway galleries’ most famous faces: 
John Brown, P.T. Barnum, Andrew Carnegie, Brigham Young, and Chang and Eng 
Bunker, among others.34 Their most famous patron may have been Walt Whitman, who 
included his own chart in Leaves of Grass; the Fowlers had been the sole vendor of the 
first edition and publisher of the second.35   Their eponymous publishing operation 
churned out dozens of phrenology texts, the American Phrenological Journal, and their 
own etiquette and advice books; their series of “Hand Books for Home Improvement” 
pocket guides promised to teach readers “How to Write,” “How to Talk,” “How to 
Behave,” and “How to Do Business.”36  

The fact of these commercial entanglements neither distinguished nor discredited 
the Fowlers as medical practitioners. Their location on Broadway, a literal and figurative 
site of commercial popular culture, was not necessarily out of place. Phrenology had, 
after all, swept in on a wave of Jacksonian anti-elitism that led “many states [to] 
eliminate their already meager licensing requirements for medical professionals.” One of 
the most vigorous evangelists for unlicensed practice was botanical physician Samuel 
Thompson, who sold his $20 patent medicines to 100,000 people during his career.37 

                                            
31 George Presbury Rowell, ed., Rowell’s American Newspaper Directory and Rate Book (New York: Geo. 
P. Rowell & Co., 1870), 120. 
32 Madeleine B. Stern, A Phrenological Dictionary of Nineteenth-Century Americans (Westport, CT: 
Greenwood Press, 1982), xiv. 
33 This is an estimate. A practitioner in Buffalo charged fifty cents for the verbal exam and two dollars for 
the full evaluation around the same time. Phrenological Examinations [advertisement], Buffalo Daily 
Republic, November 24, 1852. 
34 Wrobel, Pseudo-Science and Society, 14. 
35 Walt Whitman, Complete Prose Works (Philadelphia: David McKay, Publisher, 1892), 512-513. 
36 Lorenzo Fowler, Hand-books for Home Improvement: Comprising How to Write, How to Behave, and 
How to Do Business, Complete in One Volume (New York: Fowler and Wells, 1867). 
37 Mary-Elizabeth Wallick and Christopher Bates, “Medicine and Health,” in The Early Republic and 
Antebellum America: An Encyclopedia of Social, Political, Cultural, and Economic History, ed. Christopher 
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The Fowlers’s practice straddled that boundary. As King’s Handbook later put it, the 
Phrenological Cabinet was “classed in a business way as phrenologists and publishers, 
but they might well be called a scientific and educational institution.”38  

Phrenology also had a place in crime detection, not just for early criminologists at 
Blackwell’s Island Penitentiary or those who hoped to better apprehend the most brutal 
criminals. It was also thought to be a critical strategy for dealing with the new problem of 
women shoplifters. As vast dry goods emporia and department stores became urban 
fixtures, shoplifting became a new type of crime whose practitioners were largely m/c 
white women, who little resembled the Marm Mandelbaums and prostitutes that would 
have made up the rogues’ gallery.  As John Kasson has written, if the men of the 
rogues’ gallery were seen as  “dark parodies of business rationality,” the few women 
were viewed as “perversions of middle-class consumption,” though moral weakness, not 
calculated mastery, was thought to be the cause.39 Elaine Abelson notes,  

Long after it was discredited as a pseudo-science, phrenology 
remained an important part of the mystique of selling as well as 
protection. The job of the stores was handling people, particularly 
women; and the idea that salespeople, floorwalkers, and detectives 
could judge the character of those they dealt with was an 
assurance that success was possible. 

As late as 1898, New York’s oldest department store relied on physiognomy in loss 
prevention. At Arnold Constable & Company, which anchored the Ladies’ Mile, 
employed “a private detective, who is a skilled physiognomist . . . and who watches 
everyone that comes into the store.”40 Still, phrenology was not foolproof with regard to 
women, because they could conceal their telltale bumps not only with hats, but also with 
their hairstyles. In 1855, Godey’s Lady’s Book wrote, “Woman has very much the 
advantage over man in this respect. She can make her head show, phrenologically, for 
pretty much what she pleases.” Or, “in other words,” Karen Halttunen writes, “she might 
take on any character she wanted.”41 New York’s detectives seem to have embraced 
phrenology in its very earliest days, but had discarded it shortly after the advent of the 

                                                                                                                                             
G. Bates (New York: Routledge, 2015), 632. Also see Toby A. Appel, “The Thomsonian Movement, the 
Regular Profession, and the State in Antebellum Connecticut: A Case Study of the Repeal of Early 
Medical Licensing Laws,” Journal of the History of Medicine and Allied Sciences 65 (2010), 153-186.  
38 Moses King, King's Handbook of New York City: An Outline History and Description of the 
American Metropolis (New York: Moses King, 1892), 291. 
39 I disagree with Kasson’s notion, however, that the discourse around the shoplifter was only slight a 
variant of the figure of the female pickpocket; shoplifting was specifically framed as a woman’s crime, and 
part of the transgression lay in the fact that the department store was imagined as a quasi-extension of 
the domestic sphere—and, therefore, a private space in which one might take refuge from the anxieties of 
the public.  The shoplifter portended a different, larger threat. This particular duplicity threatened the 
notion of the wife and mother as the moral anchor of the separate sphere. A cold, calculating middle-class 
woman might instead be its rotten core. 
40 Qtd. in Elaine Abelson, When Ladies Go A-Thieving: Middle-Class Shoplifters in the Victorian 
Department Store (New York: Oxford University Press, 1992), 136. 
41 Halttunen, Confidence Men and Painted Women, 160. 
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NYPD. In 1847, a curious item in the National Police Gazette reported on the 
arraignment of “Madame” Josephine Adolph on the charge of practicing fortune; she 
defended herself by arguing that she was actually a phrenologist. In the Gazette’s 
account, 

The courtroom was crowded to excess with spectators, and 
members of the “old” and new police, and the testimony of the 
several parties as to their knowledge, experience, and practice in 
the science of phrenology, elicited roars of laughter by the knowing 
ones, and wonder and consternation among those members of the 
“old police,” who had considered their former practices as buried in 
oblivion.42 

 Still, some thought that phrenology could still help the police—that its revelations 
about character could help identify the best candidates for leadership of the force. In 
1859, the Fowlers’ Phrenological Journal printed the phrenological profile of new 
Superintendent of Police Amos Pilsbury. “He is, unquestionably, one of the few who was 
born to govern not only by force, efficiency, and strength of character, but also by 
kindness, adhesiveness, and tenderness of feeling.” The Journal was sure that “New 
York may well be proud of him as a man and an officer.”43 In fact, he was celebrated for 
protected New Yorkers from “rudeness and noisy confusion,” foiling dishonest hackmen, 
“bogus ticket sellers and their infamous agents,” reducing burglaries, repressing 
rowdyism, and redeeming Sundays from raucous tipplers.”44 (Unfortunately, a 
posthumous biography reported, “one of the best superintendents that force ever had” 
resigned in eight months, “too honest to suit the purposes of scheming politicians.”45) In 
a moment in which the art of concealment seemed to flourish, phrenology could reveal 
who was clear-headed and reliable.  

&&& 

It is not a coincidence that the daguerreotype, a fetishized object of commercial 
production and mass consumption, compelled Americans’ attention just as modern 
policing was established in New York and phrenologists were setting up shop was 
hardly a coincidence.46 The problem of legibility was shared: everyone needed new 
                                            
42 “Phrenology vs. Fortune Telling,” National Police Gazette, March 20, 1847 
43 “Amos Pilsbury,” American Phrenological Journal, November 1859, 66-67. 
44 Sketch of the Life and Services of Amos Pilsbury (Albany, NY: Munsell & Rowland, 1860), 25-27. 
45 Tribute to the Memory of Amos Pilsbury (Albany, NY: The Times Company, 1873), 20. 
46 Nor is it a coincidence or surprise that Edgar Allan Poe’s detective fiction emerged at the same 
moment, nor that he was quite taken by photography and its possibilities as a truth-telling device. The 
detective story as a product of the culture industry and the implications of this history for early policing are 
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(Cambridge, UK: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Leroy Lad Panek, Probable Cause: Crime Fiction in 
America (Bowling Green, OH: Bowling Green State University Popular Press, 1990); Amy Gilman 
Srebnick, The Mysterious Death of Mary Rogers: Sex and Culture in Nineteenth-Century New York (New 
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University of Chicago Press, 1985); David Reynolds, Beneath the American Renaissance: The 
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tools for navigating an increasingly complex social world and a vastly expanding city. In 
this sense, the problem for police was not theirs alone. New York had formerly required 
only a single man’s exceptional memory (and a bunch of heavies willing to stay out of 
his way) to maintain the city’s order and stability. Now New York needed many more 
men and an entirely new mode of perception and classification, one that was notably 
unconnected to all of the strategies of mind that had once made human recall so 
valuable.  

New Yorkers struggled to forge a standard of objectivity that might replace the 
newly troubling subjectivity of confidence, a shared sense of trust that all participated in 
the same social contract. Reliant as it was on preindustrial strategies of observation and 
apprehension, confidence could be persuasively and easily counterfeited. The signs of 
authenticity and social identity one might use in interacting with strangers were likewise 
malleable; confidence could be manipulated to defraud the very people it once 
protected. Inexpensive mass-produced goods like clothing made sartorial markers of 
class unreliable, and the etiquette guides that helped city dwellers navigate daily life 
could also help rascals and scoundrels fabricate the behavioral signs that denoted 
identity. In a society now characterized by anonymity and illegibility, the risk of a 
swindle, small or large, was a constant danger; it is hardly a coincidence that the term 
“confidence man” entered the lexicon around 1850.47 It was through emergent mass 
media that they sought instruction and reassurance, as well as entertainment. In this 
changed world, police use of photography developed not just concurrently with popular 
and commercial cultures, but was a product of them. The daguerreotype (and its 
successive forms) became a source of entertainment, pleasure, and clarity, as well as 
an instrument of criminal justice. Often, it was an artifact upon which all of these 
meanings and capacities converged and, through mutual constitution, legitimated 
themselves.  

The new and widely held impulse to identify a mode of understanding the world 
that was inarguably true, fully revealed, and indelibly fixed drove the enormous 
popularity of photography in the antebellum United States.48 The daguerreotype was a 
particularly powerful figurative and material emblem of, and answer to, that restless 
search.49 The notion that the form had evidentiary power was established quickly: in 
1842, Richard Rudisill writes, daguerreotypes served as “undeniably accurate 

                                                                                                                                             
Subversive Imagination in the Age of Emerson and Melville (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 
1988). 
47 The term was inspired, so to speak, by infamous swindler Samuel Thompson. See Kasson, Rudeness 
and Civility, 103.  
48 An expanded version of this chapter might survey the range of technological innovations in the 
antebellum period, e.g., the telegraph, and briefly assess whether and how they were imagined to 
produce “truth.” 
49 This discussion of the daguerreotype is in no way an assertion that “photographs are equivalent to 
reality itself,” as Dan Schiller puts it. While the idea remains something of a shibboleth, there is a large 
body of literature that scrutinizes and deconstructs the claim. That the belief was common in the United 
States at least through the 1860s, however, was an essential cultural construct through which Americans, 
including the police, understood photography. See Dan Schiller, “An Exploration of the Origins of 
Objectivity in American News Reporting” (Ph.D. diss., University of Pennsylvania, 1978), 79.   
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evidence’" in setting and confirming federal geographic boundaries.50 Despite anxiety 
that photographs might pose only another form of deception and fraud, the tendency to 
see them as an antidote to that problem was powerful.51 Shortly before Edgar Allan 
Poe's “The Murders in the Rue Morgue" was published in 1840, he described 
photography as “the most extraordinary triumph of modern science,” which allowed the 
rendering of a “perfect identity of aspect with the thing represented.”52 Oliver Wendell 
Holmes waxed rhapsodic in the pages of The Atlantic in June 1859:  

 
The Daguerreotype has fixed the most fleeting of our illusions, that which 
the apostle and the philosopher and the poet have alike used as the type 
of instability and unreality. The photograph has completed the triumph, by 
making a sheet of paper reflect images like a mirror and hold them as a 
picture.53 
 

Contemporaries believed that the camera's gaze could not be foiled, and this discourse 
was an enduring one: Tom Gunning observes that the hand camera, introduced in the 
1880s and quite popular with amateurs, was colloquially known as the “detective 
camera.”54 

Photography also became part of the machinery that Eric Lott describes as “early 
American cultural industrialization" well before U.S. police forces began using it 
regularly.55 The first commercial portrait studios appeared in 1840, and the term 
“daguerreotype" was “assimilated, [though] not without difficulty, into everyday 
language” within five years. (The difficulty had to do with spelling and pronunciation, not 
public reluctance to use the term.)56 By the time the San Francisco Vigilance Committee 
made the earliest known police identification portraits in 1851 Americans spent 
“between 8 and 12 million dollars a year on photographs.”57  Daguerreotypery was a 
                                            
50 Richard Rudisill, Mirror Image: The Influence of the Daguerreotype on American Society (Albuquerque: 
University of New Mexico Press, 1971), 240, quoted in Schiller, “Exploration,” 78.  
51 Early critics argued that photographs were a new means of deception in a society in which one’s 
appearance no longer denoted one’s character.  
52 Qtd. in Thomas, Detective Fiction, 111. 
53 Oliver Wendell Holmes, “The Stereoscope and the Stereograph,” in Soundings from the Atlantic 
(Boston: Ticknor and Fields, 1864), 126. 
54 Tom Gunning, “‘Embarrassing Evidence’: The Detective Camera and the Documentary Impulse,” in 
Collecting Visible Evidence, ed. Jane Gaines and Michael Renov (Minneapolis: University of Minneapolis 
Press, 1999). 
55 Eric Lott, Love and Theft: Blackface Minstrelsy and the American Working Class  (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2013), 79. 
56 The first commercial portrait studio in the United States was opened by Alexander Wolcott and John 
Johnson in the spring of 1840; see Barbara McCandless, “The Portrait Studio and the Celebrity: 
Promoting the Art.” In Photography in Nineteenth-Century America, edited by Martha Sandweiss, 48-75. 
(New York: Harry Abrams, Inc., 1991), 50.  On the introduction of “daguerreotype,” see Beaumont 
Newhall, The Daguerreotype in America, 3rd ed. (New York: Dover Publications, 1976), 33. Newhall 
details the fascinating public debate over its pronunciation. Edgar Allan Poe sniffed that it was 
pronounced “Dagairraioteep,” but newspapers had already reported that it was “Dar-ger-row-type.”  
57 Rudisill, Mirror Image, 198, quoted in Schiller, “Exploration,” 76. But there was little communication 
among domestic agencies, much less internationally, so it is entirely likely that no one in New York knew 
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truly democratic art, Sarah Kate Gillespie writes, and “clearly populist in that nearly 
anyone, of any means, could have a portrait taken.”58 

Daguerreotypes functioned in two ways, operating as both material expressions 
of the sitter’s effort to articulate and reinforce personal identity and discrete cultural 
objects that were part of public discourse about the possibilities of ontological truth.59 
Americans were quickly obsessed, and seeing others' likenesses became a popular 
amusement.60 Opportunities for public viewing abounded, especially along Broadway, 
where “its many strollers” could “drop into the luxurious daguerreotype galleries”—
described by one contemporary source as “place[s] of general resort”— [and] view the 
images on display there while enjoying a calm respite from Broadway’s tumult,” usually 
for free.61 In 1851, at least nineteen daguerreotypists, including Mathew Brady, did 
business in just the half-mile stretch between the Battery and Vesey Street alone.62  

Increasingly, daguerreotype galleries were exhibitions of the new idiom of 
celebrity, or at least one of its very specific, staunchly genteel expressions. While 
celebrity clearly encompassed both notoriety and infamy by midcentury, Robert Wilson 
writes that the earliest galleries were self-consciously devoted to a celebrity of prestige, 
places of veneration that attracted paying clients by allowing visitors to “imagine their 
own images displayed on [the] walls.”63 (Prominent people were usually photographed 
for free.) Edward Anthony’s National Daguerreotype Miniature Gallery, established at 
257 Broadway in the early 1840s, was such a place: “one of the ‘sights’ of the city, and 
by no means the least attractive one,” The Knickerbocker reported in the mid-1850s. 
“What an array is there of heads!” the writer marveled of the 500 portraits of men of 
distinction, including every member of Congress in 1843: “[P]oets, painters, statesmen 
and heroes; the evidence of truth stamped on each likeness.”64  

                                                                                                                                             
that the San Francisco Vigilance Committee had done so. European police agencies, which emerged at 
least a decade before their American analogues, also began experimenting with photography earlier, 
within a few years of the introduction of the daguerreotype process. Both French and Belgian police had 
reportedly begun to use photography by 1843, the year before Brady’s gallery opened on Broadway. , 
Robert Taft estimates that more than 3 million daguerreotypes were taken annually in the United States 
and they could be had for as little as fifty cents apiece. See Taft, Photography and the American Scene, 
76, 82. 
58 Gillespie, The Early American Daguerreotype, 6. 
59 Alan Trachtenberg, “Likeness as Identity: Reflections on the Daguerrean Mystique,” in American 
Studies: An Anthology, ed. Janice A. Radway, Kevin Gaines, Barry Shank, Penny Von Eschen (West 
Sussex, UK: Wiley-Blackwell, 2009), 405-412. See also Gillespie, The Early American Daguerreotype. 
60 Gillespie, The Early American Daguerreotype, 6. 
61 Lott, Love and Theft, 20; Taft, Photography and the American Scene, 76, 80; Robert Wilson, Mathew 
Brady: Portraits of a Nation (New York: Bloomsbury, 2013), 13; “Editor’s Table,” The Knickerbocker, 
November 1845, 472. European police agencies, which emerged at least a decade before their American 
analogues, also began experimenting with photography earlier, within a few years of the introduction of 
the daguerreotype process. Both French and Belgian police had reportedly begun to use photography by 
1843, the year before Brady’s gallery opened on Broadway. 
62 John Doggett, Broadway in 1851 (1878, repr., Doggett’s New York City Street Directory, for 1851, New 
York: John Doggett, Jr., 1850), pp. 1-10. According to Beaumont Newhall, 37 of the city’s 86 portrait 
galleries were on Broadway. See Newhall, The Daguerreotype in America, 55. 
63 Wilson, Mathew Brady, 24. 
64 “Editor’s Table,” The Knickerbocker, June 1846, 563. McCandless, “The Portrait Studio,” 55. 
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This, of course, was one of the main attractions of the daguerreotype: through 
“objective mechanical means,” Tom Gunning writes, what was reflected in the perfect 
mirror of the apparatus could be permanently fixed by light.65 The daguerreotype, the 
material record of this event, was a replica of that reflection. A production process 
requiring a chemical precision that guaranteed its uniformity no matter where it was 
conducted substantiated the object’s evidentiary power. Unspoiled by human intention, 
here was a record of what Derrick Price describes as “an unmediated and . . . neutral 
reflection of the world.”66 As Gunning notes, industrialized, mechanical image making 
was a counterweight to the psychic effects of modernity’s disorienting, seismic 
reordering of time, distance, and speed.67 Daguerreotype portraits could be records of 
even the most ephemeral events and, as in reverential portrait galleries, guarantors of 
identity. The reliability of Anthony Edwards’s daguerreotypes in confirming the latter was 
reiterated in the visages of “upwards of 500 of the most distinguished men in the 
nation,” among them “Congressmen, Senators, Governors, Presidents, &c.”68 Likewise, 
Mathew Brady’s ambition for his Miniature Daguerreotype Gallery was to “form a gallery 
which shall eventually contain life-like portraits of every distinguished American now 
living.”69 (Such spaces were dubbed “Halls of Fame” around 1903.)  

Daguerreotypes were also tools with which their subjects attempted to assert 
new identities—though, and this is arguably the case with the rogues’ gallery, 
photographs were meant to assign identities to their subjects—though image-makers 
and consumers imagined this as something more like a process of (figurative) exposure. 
And galleries such as these were new public spaces, places of class formation. Sven 
Beckert notes that “‘[t]asteful’ art collections were to be found, if at all, only in 
fashionable homes” of the city’s wealthiest residents—those of the Astors and 
Vanderbilts. The few attempts to open public art galleries of this sort were unsuccessful, 
and “New York would not see a major public fine arts institution until the late 1870s.”70 

Photo portraiture might also help its subjects assert new identities in a period of 
class formation and shifting notions of racial citizenship, particularly in New York State, 
where a decade-long process of gradual emancipation was completed in 1827. During 
that period, Leslie M. Harris notes, enslaved people “took advantage of a new laxity 
among whites” fled to New York City to join its sizable free black community.71 By 1830, 

                                            
65 Tom Gunning, “Tracing the Individual Body: Photography, Detectives, and Early Cinema,” in Cinema 
and the Invention of Modern Life, ed. Leo Charney and Vanessa R. Schwartz (Berkeley, CA, and London: 
University of California Press, 1995), 19. 
66 Derrick Price, “Surveyors and Surveyed: Photography Out and About,” in Photography: A Critical 
Introduction, ed. Liz Wells (London and New York: Routledge, 2015), 103. 
67 Derrick Price, “Surveyors and Surveyed”, 103; Gunning, “Tracing the Individual Body,” 19. 
68 “By the Southern Mail, Washington,” New York Herald, March 15, 1845, 4. Apparently it wasn’t 
exclusively male: Edwards had also produced “most faithful and beautiful [pictures] of Mr. and Mrs. Polk.” 
69 Qtd. in Wilson, Mathew Brady, 25. 
70 Sven Beckerts, The Monied Metropolis: New York City and the Consolidation of the American 
Bourgeoisie, 1850-1896 (2003, rprt. New York: Cambridge University Press, 1993), 48-49. 
71 Leslie M. Harris, In the Shadow of Slavery: African American in New York City, 1626-1863 (Chicago: 
University of Chicago Press, 2003), 74. 
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the free black population was around 14,000, the largest in the country.72 (Between 
1850 and 1855, the implementation of the federal Fugitive Slave Law shrank that 
population to 11,840, a reflection not only of “the danger posed by the new law, but also 
declining economic prospects” as white immigrants “pushed blacks out of unskilled 
labo[r] and domestic [service].73) Black New Yorkers, the vast majority of whom held 
unskilled positions, could not easily afford even a cheap portrait; in 1853, for example, a 
fifty-cent portrait represented a day’s income for waiters.74 Even so, free black 
Americans and formerly enslaved people regularly sat for daguerreotypes, and working-
class black New Yorkers did not live far from Photographers’ Row; in the 1830s, the 
majority of Manhattan’s black population was located in a section of the Five Points 
known as Stagg Town or Negro Plantations, around Mulberry and Baxter.75   
Black New Yorkers might also have sat for portraits in the studios of African American 
photographers like Augustus Washington.76 He is best known for photographing John 
Brown at his Hartford, CT, studio in 1846. After he immigrated with his family to 
Monrovia, Liberia, in 1853, Washington took studio portraits of many of the young 
nation’s leaders.77  Whether the photographers were black or white, portraits could be 
expressions of freedom; Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby argues that in claiming copyright over 
her likeness, Sojourner Truth asserted autonomy and citizenship.78 

For many, however, photographs were a technology of interpellation, used to 
forcibly assign and classify their identities. The daguerreotype and its related practices 
of white middle-class and working-class spectatorship were instrumental in constructing 
and enacting narratives of difference, especially racial difference.  “At the same time 
that daguerreotypists were displaying portraits of moral exemplars in their parlors,” Paul 
                                            
72 Eric Foner, Gateway to Freedom: The Hidden History of America’s Fugitive Slaves (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2015), 46. 
73 Foner, Gateway to Freedom, 136. 
74 Harris, In the Shadow of Slavery, 242, 264. 
75 Irving Lewis Allen, The City in Slang: New York Life and Popular Speech (New York: Oxford University 
Press, 1995), 238. 
76 The history of early photographs of Africans and African Americans is a complex one, made more so 
when considering the ways in which white abolitionists used these images in their work and, famously, 
when Sojourner Truth did. None of the known African American operators and gallerists (Jules Lion, J.P. 
Ball and Alexander Thomas, the Goodridge brothers, James Lyon, and Augustus Washington) had 
studios in New York. Some New York operators, including Edward Anthony, were known to take portraits 
for African American sitters. Frederick Douglass sat for several portraits, including one from which an 
engraving for the frontispiece of My Bondage and My Freedom. A rich literature has developed on these 
subjects in the past twenty years, only a fraction of which I can name here. On the subject of Black self-
determination and on the subject of Black exploitation, see Deborah Willis and Barbara Krauthamer, 
Envisioning Emancipation: Black Americans and the End of Slavery (Philadelphia: Temple University 
Press, 2012); Nell Irvin Painter, Sojourner Truth: A Life, a Symbol (New York: W.W. Norton and 
Company, 1996), especially Chapter 20, “Truth in Photographs,” 185-199. Maurice O. Wallace and 
Shawn Michelle Smith, eds., Pictures and Progress: Early Photography and the Making of African 
American Identity (Durham: Duke University Press, 2012); Molly Rogers, Delia’s Tears: Race, Science, 
and Photography in Nineteenth Century America (New Haven: Yale, 2010); Darcy Grimaldo Grigsby, 
Enduring Truths: Sojourner’s Shadows and Substance (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015). 
77 Shawn Michelle Smith, “Unredeemed Realities: Augustus Washington,” in Pictures and Progress, 101-
108. 
78 Grigsby, Enduring Truths. 
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Gilmore points out, “daguerreotypy was also being used for ethnographic purposes to 
record, codify, and demonstrate the physiognomic features of criminals and racial 
others.”79 The images of African-born slaves commissioned by Harvard zoologist Louis 
Agassiz were used to substantiate “his theories of polygenesis—the separate human 
origins of Africans and Europeans—and racial hierarchy.”80 Photographs were also 
used to denote criminality and disease, which was key to the development of police 
photography. “In many ways,” Shawn Michelle Smith writes, “the rogues’ gallery 
functioned as a public counterexample to the middle-class portrait gallery; analogously, 
the criminal body served as a point of distinction against which the middle-class citizens 
could identify themselves.”81 In 1846, Mathew Brady was commissioned to take a series 
of portraits of inmates at Blackwell’s Island Penitentiary and the Long Island Farm 
School. Eliza Wood Farnham, the female warden at Sing Sing Prison, wanted to use the 
daguerreotypes as references for engravings for an American edition of Marmaduke 
Sampson’s phrenological text on criminology, The Rationale of Crime. What’s more, 
these purportedly scientific images were considered spectacles of amusement as much 
as they were proof of the increasing embeddedness of racial ideologies in the larger 
society. 82 Their display was thought to offer moral education through a spectatorship of 
aversion that threatened to in turn unmask those who refused to accept their lessons. A 
“Spread Eagle Daguerrian Gallery,” for example, displayed portraits of “the fine 
Likenesses of the Chippewa Indian Chief and His Sons”— on the doorposts in a gesture 
of exclusion.83 

                                            
79 Among the most infamous examples of the latter are the images of African-born slaves commissioned 
by Harvard zoologist Louis Agassiz, who used the portraits, taken on plantations in South Carolina, to 
substantiate “his theories of polygenesis—the separate human origins of Africans and Europeans—and 
racial hierarchy.” Willis and Krauthammer, Envisioning Emancipation, 4. See also Brian Wallis, “Black 
Bodies, White Science: Louis Agassiz’s Slave Daguerreotypes,” American Art 9(2), Summer, 1995, 38-61. 
Many of the authors cited above have also assessed the Agassiz images. Find further discussion of Truth 
in Chapter 2. 
80 Willis and Krauthammer, Envisioning Emancipation, 4. 
81 Shawn Michelle Smith, “‘Looking at One’s Self through the Eyes of Others’: Du Bois’s Photographs for 
the 1900 Paris Exposition,” in ed. Dolan Hubbard, The Souls of Black Folk: One Hundred Years Later 
(Columbia, MO: University of Missouri Press, 2007), 198. In this essential essay, originally published in 
2000, Smith assesses W.E.B. Du Bois’s American Negro Exhibit photo collection—363 portraits “made by 
unidentified photographers”—assembled for the Paris Exposition of 1900. She cannily notes that Du Bois 
curated these images to reference the “visual paradigms” of the rogues’ gallery and criminality in order to 
“contest the discourses and images of an imagined ‘negro criminality’ that were evoked to legitimize the 
crime of lynching in turn-of-the-century U.S. culture” (189-190). 
82 My focus here is the ways in which the portrait in particular was used to inscribe difference and 
criminality on the body (and especially on African American bodies). However, there is much to be said, 
as Paul Gilmore does in The Genuine Article, about the people on display at the American Museum—
both their bodies and their likenesses—and about the understanding the antebellum freak show as “a 
central site for the popularization of scientific ideas, especially scientific ideas about race” and the history 
of scientists having “lent credibility to these institutions by celebrating their promulgation of natural 
science.” See Gilmore, The Genuine Article (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2001), 108. I also 
discuss this below, comparing the racial politics of another Barnum project with his exhibition of Joice 
Heth. 
83 Paul Gilmore, The Genuine Article, 232n44. 
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As celebrity grew to encompass the notorious and the sensational in the decades 
before the Civil War, consuming the images of a more vulgar kind of fame was at least 
as popular as the edifying spectatorship of the images of elites. Even when these 
modes of viewing were not exhibited together in a single space (though this would 
increasingly be the case), the city’s geography of popular entertainment nestled them 
alongside each other.  The history of Mathew Brady’s New York studio suggests that he 
purposefully sought such proximity. In 1844, he moved his studio one block north to 
205-207 Broadway. The grandly renamed New-York Daguerrian Miniature Gallery was 
less than 140 feet away from Barnum’s American Museum, 224-226 Broadway. An 
early advertisement invited “Ladies, Gentlemen, and all strangers to call at the Gallery, 
whether they intend sitting or not” (in other words, a “just, intelligent public”).84 Yet he 
had no compunction about culling visitors from the showman’s museum. He hung an 
enormous exterior sign that announced “BRADY’S GALLERY OF DAGUERREOTYPES 
in letters so large that no tourist could miss it when leaving” Manhattan’s leading 
attraction.85  

Though the vulgarities of Barnum’s Museum seemed designed to attract visitors 
of lesser taste and refinement as well as the better classes, Brady needn’t have worried 
that they would be ill mannered. Barnum was just as committed to the uplift of the 
working classes. He trained his working-class visitors to be good guests—to behave in 
accordance with the standards of “middle-class respectability” that his neighbor sought 
to express through curation. While it wasn’t free, the American Museum’s admission 
price of twenty-five cents was not a barrier to the working classes, who could also 
readily access daguerreotype portrait galleries. Whatever their enticements to entry, 
once visitors crossed either threshold, the atmosphere was one of middle-class 
respectability.86  

                                            
84 Sheldon & Co., Business or Advertising Directory Containing the Cards, Circulars, and Advertisements 
of the Principal Firms of the cities of New-York, Boston, Philadelphia, Baltimore, &c (New York: John F. 
Trow, 1845), 41. The ad was complete with an engraving of the gallery that depicted someone sitting for a 
portrait and several men and women viewing the images. In an early expression of what might later have 
fallen under the banner of the 21st century idiom “thirst” (cf. “overkill”), this advertisement called the gallery 
the “First Premium New-York Daguerrian Miniature Gallery.”  
85 Wilson, Mathew Brady, 25. In return (if implicitly), Barnum prepared his working-class visitors to behave 
in accordance with the standards of “middle-class respectability” that his neighbor sought to express 
through curation. While it wasn’t free, the American Museum’s admission price was low enough (twenty-
five cents) to attract the working classes, who could also readily access daguerreotype portrait galleries. 
But, Benjamin Reiss points out, Barnum’s project was, in many ways, as committed to the uplift of the 
working classes as Brady’s gallery.  Whatever external their external enticements to entry, once visitors 
crossed either threshold, the atmosphere was one of middle-class respectability. There is more to be said 
about the heterogeneous mix of middling virtues and vulgar entertainments at the American Museum, of 
course, and about the spectacular tension of the attraction to and anxieties of the prospect of fraud, 
though extensive analysis is beyond the scope of this project. See Benjamin Reiss, The Showman and 
the Slave: Race, Death, and Memory in Barnum’s America (electronic repr., Cambridge: Harvard 
University Press, 2001),186-188.   

86 There is more to be said about the heterogeneous mix of middling virtues and vulgar 
entertainments at the American Museum, of course, and about the spectacular tension of the attraction to 
and anxieties of the prospect of fraud, though extensive analysis is beyond the scope of this project. 
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 While Anthony, Brady, and other daguerreotypists developed the portrait gallery 
in the image of middle-class respectability, P.T. Barnum began to expose its negative 
(though he ultimately did so in the service of the former). For several years in the mid-
1850s, Barnum held an annual contest to find “the handsomest ladies in the United 
States and the Canadas,” who would appear in the museum’s newly ginned up Gallery 
of American Beauty.87 Lest the public think he might parade his American beauties in 
some sort of debasing meat market—and they had reason to, given that the showman 
had made his career by putting Joice Heth’s body on display—he reassured them he 
would not.88 Contestants would “only be exhibited by means of daguerreotypes,” and 
“no likenesses will be received from disreputable persons.”89 In the hopes of rounding 
up hundreds of images of beautiful women, Barnum offered to pay for their sittings and 
dedicated $5,000 in prizes for to the top 200 “handsomest ladies in the United States 
and the Canadas.” He would hang them, arranged by state, in the American Museum, 
and visitors would vote on the most beautiful. The humbug was this: the pretense for 
this fleshly display was that Barnum was searching for the ten most beautiful American 
women so that they could be painted, and the paintings in turn would be engraved and 
collected in “the French ‘World’s Book of Beauty.” The product of all of this was to be a 
collection of suitably dignified art. 

The inherent tension—that Barnum might be upholding good taste, or he might 
be playing some degrading shell game—played upon middle-class anxieties about the 
perversions of market society. The threat that white bodies might be turned into 
commodities was pervasive in a society that seemed to have mastered the exploitation 
and the commodification of the black body through the institution of slavery. Barnum 
himself had been a part of that process. He had launched his career twenty years prior 
by putting an enslaved woman’s body on display and denying her even the dignity of 

                                            
87 “Barnum’s Gallery of American Beauty,” New-York Morning Journal, August 27, 1855, 2. It’s not entirely 
clear whether he actually managed to pull this off, or whether the successive advertisements in 1854 and 
1855 were attempts to revive an idea that had not worked. The nearest I can get to determining whether 
he went forward with it is another notice, which suggests that the exhibit was to open in October 1855 and 
remain in place at least until the voting period ended and the most beautiful ladies were determined on 
September 15, 1856. See “Barnum’s Gallery of American Beauty,” New Orleans Times-Picayune, July 
28,1855. 
88 “Barnum’s Gallery,” Morning Journal. The very market society that seemed to have mastered the 
exploitation and the commodification of the black body through the institution of slavery could also, as 
Paul Gilmore points out, “rende[r] everyone a slave to market demands” (The Genuine Article, 133). 
Barnum had, after all, launched his career by putting Joice Heth on display twenty years prior. He 
famously exhibited Heth, a slave he purchased in 1835, as George Washington’s nurse (Lott, Love and 
Theft, 76-77).  When she died the following year, he hired a surgeon to conduct a public autopsy for 1500 
paying spectators who stared, rapt, at her naked body. Clothing was a dignity only for his white beauties. 
See Gilmore, The Genuine Article, 85; Bluford Adams, E Pluribus Barnum: The Great Showman and the 
Making of U.S. Popular Culture (Minneapolis, MN: University of Minnesota Press, 1997).  See also Reiss, 
The Showman and the Slave, 18-27, which also describes an 1854 trip through the American South 
during which Barnum had boasted of buying a slave. The proximity to the slave pen was no mere mental 
association.  
89 “Barnum’s Gallery,” Morning Journal; “Barnum’s Gallery,” Times-Picayune. The Gallery of Female 
Beauty, as it was also called, may have been the precedent for this, though the caustic editorial 
“Prometheus Barnum” made no mention of the former. New York Daily Times, March 27, 1855, 4. 
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death. He purchased Joice Heth in 1835 and claimed that she was George 
Washington’s nurse. When she died the following year, he hired a surgeon to conduct a 
public autopsy for 1500 paying spectators who stared, rapt, at her naked body. What’s 
more, Barnum had also held both poultry shows and baby shows, with cash prizes 
awarded to the best fleshly specimens of each, and there was no guarantee that his 
American beauties would not be treated as livestock, too. The risk that capitalism might 
“rende[r] everyone a slave to market demands” did not seem trivial. The fact that 
Barnum reserved the dignity of clothing for his white beauties is a clear assertion racial 
hierarchy.90  There was no preexisting World Book of Beauty of French provenance, of 
course, and it is not clear if he successfully executed the project.91 He had, however, 
created the possibility that portrait galleries might display the likenesses of people rather 
more notorious than illustrious—or that simply displaying a woman’s likeness could 
degrade her. 

Cheap newspapers, which had positioned themselves as enemies of crime and 
corruption since the beginnings of the penny press in the 1830s, also began collecting 
the likenesses of the criminal classes.92   Since its founding in 1846, he National Police 
Gazette had illustrated its front-page serial “Lives of the Felons”  with portrait engravings 
based on daguerreotypes the paper had commissioned for the purpose. In September 
1846, for example, they “induced [a subject] to accompany us to Plumbe’s daguerrian 
rooms, where, with his steel hand-cuffs on, [he] sat for the likeness which is to be found 
on our first page.”93 In fact, the Gazette had actually claimed to pioneer the collection of 
criminal identification photos. In 1846, the NPG noted that the Herald “suggests that the 
art of the daguerreotype may be made very serviceable in the prevention of crime, by 
using it in taking the likenesses of notorious felons, for distribution among the police.” It 
was a very good idea,  

 
and we are more than ready to say so, as we introduced it at the 
commencement of the National Police Gazette, and have continued 
it with advantage to the criminal departments of country and the 
public at large, ever since.94  

                                            
90 Gilmore, The Genuine Article, 139 
91 He claimed he going to contract with a French publisher for a book to be titled The World Book of 
Beauty. See The Reasoner and London Tribune 19 (1855), 167. 
92 See discussion of James Gordon Bennett’s New York Herald in Chapter 3; see also Srebnick, 
Mysterious Death of Mary Rogers.  
93 “Adams the Highwayman,” National Police Gazette, Sept 12, 1846, 4. Qtd. in Schiller, “Exploration,” 
105. Their choice of photographer was probably meant as further proof of the image’s authenticity; John 
Plumbe was a pioneer in the field. The Welsh-born Plumbe was one of the earliest daguerreotype portrait 
artists to establish a commercial studio in the United States—which became a chain of as many as 
sixteen galleries—known for a number of innovations, and in 1846 published The National Plumbeotype 
Gallery, which Beaumont Newhall says is the first collection of “portraits of celebrities” (though doesn’t 
specify who they might have been.) Shortly thereafter, he went bankrupt, and next tried to establish a 
southern route for a transcontinental railroad, but committed suicide when another entrepreneur foiled his 
idea. See Newhall, Daguerreotype, 38-41. On the range of galleries he owned, all supplied by a central 
depot, see McCandless, “The Portrait Studio,” 52. 
94 “New Idea in Police,” National Police Gazette, April 11, 1846. Qtd. in Schiller, “Exploration,” 105. 
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By August of that year, the Gazette advertised that the public would  
 

find in our office a complete set of portraits of the most daring 
‘knucks’ that infest the country, to which additions are daily making. 
A glance at one of them may lead to the detection of the guilty 
parties without delay.95 

 
In its early days, the Gazette also published some of Lorenzo Fowler’s phrenological 
character sketches, like his “accurate likeness of the celebrated Land Pirate, John A. 
Murrell.”96 The Gazette styled itself a civic organ “devoted to the interests of criminal 
police,” though it was a for-profit enterprise that trafficked in the sensational.97 In so 
doing, however, the Gazette positioned itself not as an ally of the city police, but as a 
separate entity devoted to seeking justice for everyday people. As Jarret Lovell has 
noted, the paper “hardly limited its coverage to the crimes of the peasantry. On the 
contrary, its pages condemned not only those who committed crimes against individuals 
and property, but also corrupt officials and those representing economic or social 
privilege.” The National Police Gazette claimed to practice an independent policing.98 

Mass amusements introduced Americans to a broader social world, ordering 
people and their characters into new taxonomies. Cheap newspapers, particularly the 
National Police Gazette, visualized criminality for its readers. Likewise, on lower 
Broadway, a heterogeneous mass audience sought equally the pleasures of vulgarity 
and cultivation and called the spectacles that produced this compelling dissonance 
amusement. Galleries and museums were promiscuous theaters in which they could 
learn to negotiate new modes of perception and understanding. Audiences could 
experience an uneasy indulgence in both the threat of fraudulence and the tonic of 
objectivity, often on the same block—and, in the rogues’ gallery, in the same place. 
 

&&& 
 

From the start, observers understood Lefferts’s collection as a gallery like any 
other. The Times had described Lefferts’ collection as both a “Daguerreotype Gallery of 
Criminals” and a “Rogues’ Gallery of the Detective Police,” and the experience of visiting 
and examining the rogues’ gallery bore more than a little resemblance to its Broadway 
analogues. Like Mathew Brady’s gallery, admission to Lefferts’s gallery was free. 
Viewing the portraits on display was explicitly a public and collective experience, not a 
                                            
95 “Portraits of Pickpockets,” National Police Gazette, August 1, 1864. 
96 “Likeness of Murrell,” National Police Gazette, December 5, 1846 
97 “Prospectus,” National Police Gazette, October 16, 1845, 56, qtd. in Schiller, 136. They explicitly 
connected their work to that of London’s “Police Gazette,” a government-owned publication. There was 
little to suggest that the Gazette would develop into the lurid men’s tabloid it eventually became (the 
version favored by 19th-century historians), a process that began under the stewardship of its second 
owner, former Municipal Police Chief George Matsell. 
98 Jarret S. Lovell, Good Cop/Bad Cop: Mass Media and the Cycle of Police Reform, Monsey, NY: Willow 
Tree, 1993, 61-63; “Prospectus,” National Police Gazette, October 16, 1845. 
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private one, and it wasn’t reserved solely for clients, either. The portraits were to be 
displayed “in a large case, in the Superintendent’s room, so that everybody can inspect 
them.” The Times described “scores of visitors” who called daily to scan over the 
likenesses with much interest,” and the precinct’s deputy superintendent reported with 
satisfaction that its visitors included “those persons with the curiosity to call in and 
examine it.” 99 The Police Headquarters gallery was quickly “becoming a decided 
institution,” and its subjects were understood to be celebrities—only the most notorious 
of the city's swindlers and thieves would do. And here, too, visitors’ experiences 
elsewhere had already trained them to expect this; criminal portraiture was already in 
public circulation as fodder for entertainment. 

Though the press did not name the Gazette as one of Lefferts’s influences a 
decade later, the paper had set a precedent.  Sergeant Lefferts reportedly only took the 
portraits of incorrigibles. “Nobody arrested on suspicion, of course, is taken, nor even on 
a second arrest after a first conviction,” the Times noted with approval,” only those true 
incorrigibles whom the police encountered each day. Burnishing their notoriety, of 
course, was the fact that the collection was right at home at the American Museum, 
where one department’s ongoing project was the “prompt” rendering of “every person 
who at the present day becomes famous either for crime or ability.”100 In 1860, the wax 
figures on display included “the noted John Brown,” Daniel Webster, Henry Clay, 
Ulysses Grant, and “Jackalow, the Chinaman who is supposed to have murdered Capt. 
Leete and brother, on board the sloop Spray.”101 

One writer imagined that the police rogues’ gallery, where a “poetical quotation” 
from Lord Byron adorned one wall, might serve as a place of moral instruction, much 
like the Lecture Room at Barnum’s American Museum.102  If young men on the path to 
ignominy realized they ran the risk of “contributing a likeness to the list of the criminal 
celebrities of his day and generation,” one reporter opined, they might be scared 
straight.103 In fact, this seemed to be Lefferts’s explicit intent. Wrote the Journal of 
Commerce:  

 
[W]hen the culprit is evidently a beginner in crime, the  
Sergeant very kindly consents to keep his picture in a private drawer, 
away from the public view, with the understanding that he will be added to 
the collection if he offends again.104 
 

Parents could also find childrearing advice here: “Sergeant Lefferts, with his pictures, 
teaches us we are certainly not training up the child in the way he should go.”105  
                                            
99 “The Rogues’ Gallery,” NYT, 19 Jun 1858, 8. Qtd. in Littell’s Living Age, 17 July 1858. 
100 Catalogue or Guide Book of Barnum’s American Museum (New York: Barnum’s American Museum, 
1860), 4. Rogues’ Gallery catalogue entry, 73. 
101 Catalogue, Barnum’s American Museum, 58. 
102 The Rogues’ Gallery,” NYT,” “Daguerreotype Gallery,” NYT. This explicit connection to the American 
Museum’s Lecture Hall is mine. 
103 “Daguerreotype Gallery,” NYT. 
104 “The Rogues’ Gallery,” Journal of Commerce, qtd. in New York Observer and Chronicle, 22 Jul 1858, 
229. 
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The rogues’ gallery was likewise meant to function as a civic solution to the 
problem of the confidence man—one that most afflicted the new middling classes and 
new visitors to the city. “[T]his ‘Gallery of Eminent Persons,’” the Knickerbocker reported 
in 1859, “is a school of Precaution, where the very first rudiments of the science of ‘Look 
Out!’ are taught in a few easy lessons.” The Times likewise predicted that the police 
gallery would “provide a good service to the community,” one that addressed a new kind 
of problem. Statistics from the late 1850s suggest that New Yorkers had more to fear 
from drunks and rowdies than from pickpockets and other professional criminals, but 
contemporary accounts suggest that police were more focused on the latter 
constituency. Pickpocketry, like counterfeiting, swindling, and forgery, was an emergent 
crime, driven in part by the growth of an industrial economy that pushed foreign-born 
and working-class New Yorkers, no longer anchored by family workshops or the 
vanishing apprenticeship system, into the casual labor market. 106 In an urban economy 
where it was estimated that two thirds of antebellum New Yorkers lived on a dollar per 
week, Timothy J. Gilfoyle explains that pickpocketing, largely the purview of boys and 
young men, was an attractive option. By the 1860s, the median value of stolen goods in 
pickpocketing trials was ten dollars, and pickpocketing was “among the most common 
and frequently mentioned transgressions in the nineteenth-century city”—or, at least, it 
was presented as such.107  

The rogues’ gallery offered a visual read on the new problems in the 
industrializing city and revealed which kinds of crimes—and which kinds of victims—
were priorities for urban police. In the rogues’ gallery, swindlers, forgers, pickpockets, 
and the like far outnumbered violent criminals, even though arrests for property crimes 
represented far less of police activity. In 1858, for example, the Metropolitan Police 
recorded 3412 arrests for property crimes between May 1 and July 31, which included 
grand larceny, passing counterfeit money, obtaining goods by false pretenses, 
swindling, forgery, and fraud. (Nearly a third in this category were described simply as 
violations of correctional ordinances.) By contrast, some 13,916 arrests were for 
“offenses against the person,” a category that included intoxication, disorderly conduct, 
and intoxication and disorderly conduct, as well as murder, assault, indecent exposure, 
and rape.108 Other contenders for criminal infamy in the late 1850s, like gang members, 
were also underrepresented in the rogues’ gallery. As Paul Dolan points out, “mob 
force” drove the growth of criminal activity in the city at midcentury, and yet the rogues’ 
gallery wasn’t said to be stacked with members of nativist gangs or the politicians who 
“utilized” them..109 Instead, the New York Times crowed with satisfaction that “the fellow 
Howard, who has cheated so many people out of money, ball-tickets, good dinners and 
expensive suppers, by representing himself to be a reporter, Mayor’s clerk, &c.,” had 
                                                                                                                                             
105 Insert instrumental sax version of opening lines to “The Greatest Love of All,” chiefly “I believe the 
children are our future.” See “The Greatest Love of All,” track 9 on Whitney Houston, Whitney Houston, 
Arista, 1985. 
106 Timothy J. Gilfoyle, A Pickpocket’s Tale: The Underworld of Nineteenth-Century New York (New York: 
W.W. Norton, 2007), 23-25. 
107 Gilfoyle, A Pickpocket’s Tale, 23-25, 60 
108 Carpenter, 25th Precinct Quarterly Reports,” 49-50. 
109 Paul Dolan, “The Rise of Crime,” 861. 
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been arrested and photographed for the gallery. Though he’d been released, the paper 
intoned that he would, before long, “be a candidate for a few yards of twisted hemp.”110,  

Violent disorder was a regular feature of city life, but this was not necessarily the 
problem the NYPD addressed. Descriptions of the rogues’ gallery famous faces suggest 
that police prioritized the prevention and remediation of nonviolent property crimes—and 
in so doing, revealed that the middle and upper classes were its favored constituents. 

In an increasingly violent and disorderly city, the rogues’ gallery was a new 
solution to new problems and addressed to a new class of victim. Less a law 
enforcement tool than a public service for middling citizens negotiating anonymous 
crowds, the gallery predominantly featured perpetrators of nonviolent property crimes 
who were already known to the police. The sorts of crimes prevented or resolved 
involved lightening the pockets of those who favored balls and expensive suppers. This 
constituency interested Barnum, too. The impresario had reportedly asked to make 
copies of the police photos for exhibition because doing so would specifically serve his 
patrons, visitors “mostly from the rural districts” who were vulnerable to the “impositions” 
of pickpockets and confidence men.111  

Whether or not the strategy worked on a large scale, there were plenty of 
instances where the rogues’ gallery allowed such citizens to seek redress. The Journal 
of Commerce reported that it had enabled “persons to identify burglars, pickpockets, 
and other villains by whom they had suffered”—that is, the businessmen the paper was 
writing for.112 The Brooklyn Daily Eagle observed that photos of women in the rogues’ 
gallery typically contained “the smiling countenances of dishonest servant girls.”113 
Though this effect would have been hard to demonstrate, the precinct superintendent 
thought the display had also prevented crimes of this sort “by the fear of certain 
detection.”114 In trumpeting the exposure of pickpockets and swindlers, the Metropolitan 
Police offered an equally clear picture of the community they served.  

At the same time, the police rogues’ gallery reflected a society still in transition. 
The material strategies were new, but personal relationships still mattered. Though the 
American Journal of Photography declared in 1859 that “social intercourse and 
sympathy with thieves,” once “valuable accomplishments for a policeman,” were no 
longer sufficient tools for detection, other reports suggested that they still were.115 That 
year, the Knickerbocker’s Kit Kelvin he himself had been able to stop a crime in 
progress with “a loud ‘Ahem!’ and a searching glance” the very same day he had visited 
                                            
110 “A Bogus Reporter in the Rogues’ Gallery,” NYT, May 22, 1858 
111 Barnum probably was at least a little concerned with his rural visitors and intended to offer them a New 
Yorker’s education in negotiating the city. According to Bluford Adams, Barnum did cultivate “a patronage 
among itinerant businessmen and tourists, especially rural ones.” Matthew Hale Smith testified to it in 
Sunshine and Shadow in New York, and after the museum burned down (for the second time, in 1865) 
the Tribune sneered, “What in the world will our country friends do now? What inducement will they have 
to visit the great Metropolis, which heretofore they have regarded as simply the big town whereof 
Barnum’s Museum was the center and the charm?” Qtd. Adams, E Pluribus Barnum, 113. 
112 “The Rogues’ Gallery,” Journal of Commerce. 
113 “Bad Characters Photographed,” Brooklyn Daily Eagle, March 27, 1860, 2. 
114 Carpenter, “25th Precinct Quarterly Reports, 47. 
115 Editor, “The Rogues’ Gallery,” American Journal of Photography 9, 1859, qtd. in Horan, Mathew Brady, 
28. 
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the rogues’ gallery.116 But it wasn’t because of he recalled an image he had seen there. 
While he was examining the photos, “two men, with a thin varnish of gentlemen, came 
in, and began to scrutinize the pictures, stealing furtive glances, occasionally, at each 
other.” One of the officers present, whom Kelvin apparently knew, tipped the writer off 
with a wink, and the pair scuttled away. “‘Those are two thieves, not yet represented 
here,’ explained the official, ‘who have come here to see whether or no their portraits 
adorn the ‘Rogues Gallery.’” When Kelvin later recognized him, it “had not been seen 
how he looked in his daguerreotype, but only how he looked in looking for it.” The 
success here rested more on Kelvin’s personal relationships than on the rogues’ 
gallery’s offerings.117  

So, too, were older mechanisms also in play, including social embarrassment. 
Sergeant Lefferts used the leverage of social embarrassment to control men’s behavior 
and to urge moral reform. The Journal of Commerce explained that those under arrest 
sometimes tried to resist sitting for a photo.118  When they did, one of the “ingenious 
ways for bringing them to terms” was to “fasten placards on their backs and parade 
them on Broadway til they give up, out of pure shame.” One pickpocket subjected to this 
strategy “held out for a while” amid “the comments and jeers of the public” before he 
“finally burst into tears and expressed a willingness to have his portrait taken.”119 The 
other was to successively parade the suspect before the roll call at multiple police 
precincts until he gave in—apparently a worse prospect than having a photograph 
circulated, though each ostensibly had the same effect. Public shame, more effective in 
a “village society, a more intimate social realm in which business was transacted face-
to-face between people known to one another,” could still be put to use in a city where 
the population grew by nearly twenty-five percent in only five years.120 

In addition, the sergeant reportedly promised each person who was 
photographed “that when he produces sufficient evidence of having entered upon a 
reputable mode of life, his likeness will be struck from the gallery.” But this measure of 
relief was by no means absolute:  the portraits would only remain “reversed in their 
frames . . . as long as the reformation proves to be genuine.” This, too, reflects an older 
worldview, one not yet replaced with the emerging science of criminology, which 
advanced the idea of “criminal” as a social category and a proscribed identity. The 
appeal of the photograph lay in its imagined capacity to reveal character, and the 
proposition was not entirely new. But if a New York policeman could still believe in 1858 
                                            
116 “Gossip with Readers and Correspondents,” The Knickerbocker, Jan 1859, 95. 
117 Another measure of success might have been this: in 1859, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported that “the 
key of the door has been stolen from the room in which portraits of rogues are kept—better known as the 
‘Rogues’ Gallery.’ Some of the friends of the illustrious individuals whose portraits grace the walls are 
doubtless anxious to possess some memento of them, and anything they lay their hands on seems to 
answer their purpose.” “Carrying the War into Africa,” BDE, October 13, 1859, 3. 
118 This has to mean physical fighting. Another resistance strategy— distorting one’s facial features before 
the camera—was described in separate terms in the story. 
119 “The Rogues’ Gallery,” JoC. 
120Simon Cole, “Manufacturing Identity: A History of Criminal Identification Techniques From Photography 
Through Fingerprinting” (PhD diss., Cornell University, 1998), 53. The population of Manhattan in 1855 
was 622,924; by 1860, it was 813,669. See Robert Ernst, Immigrant Life in New York City, 1825-1863 
(1994, repr. New York: King’s Crown Press, 1949), 191-193. 
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that social embarrassment effectively inspired personal reform, it suggests that the 
theory that criminality was a condition of alien moral depravity had not yet become so 
intractable.121 At least initially, the rogues’ gallery was a cultural product that the police 
happened to borrow—not as a reflection of new professional acumen, but as a strategy 
that might help sustain older social norms. 

Perhaps most strikingly, the unremarkable installation of the rogues’ gallery at the 
American Museum suggests that New Yorkers did not yet conceive of maintaining order 
as a function of government. They did not yet think of the police as an institution with a 
specific charge or responsibility separate from theirs. Nor had they yet demanded a civil 
service that operated without (ostensible) concern for profit.  Barnum’s interest in the 
photographs was overtly commercial. As well-to-do New Yorkers began moving further 
uptown, the Museum’s star had begun to fade, and by 1858, “nobody expected that 
money could ever be made at the Museum again—too far out of the way,” his stage 
manager Harry Watkins said.122 If the photographs from the rogues’ gallery had 
managed to even briefly renew interest in the museum—if, that is, Barnum made 
successful commercial use of police materials, we ought not be surprised. Mass culture 
was, after all, where the idea had come from, and the notion that civic and government 
ventures ought be separate from profitmaking enterprises would not enter the public 
discourse for another fifteen years.  

Between 1840 and 1860, then, three new kinds of public spaces appeared in 
lower Manhattan—the portrait gallery, the museum, and the police headquarters—and 
each had profited from making or exhibiting photographs of criminals. They were not yet 
so spatially or socially differentiated from one another that they could not all play host to 
the same constituencies and serve them in overlapping and sometimes identical ways. 
P.T. Barnum and Sergeant William Lefferts both expected their visitors to take similar 
lessons from their rogues’ galleries—each offered an education on the confidence man 
and on negotiating the hazards of city life.  By century’s end, however, this liminal stage 
in the development of these social and civic institutions would be smoothed over in the 
service of reifying police authority through the construction of a narrative that gave 
American policing a professional past and an increasingly powerful future.    
 
  
  

                                            
121 For a fuller account of this development, see Karen Halttunen, Murder Most Foul: The Killer and the 
American Gothic Imagination (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1998), especially Chapter 7, “The 
Murderer as Mental Alien,” 208-240. 
122 Bluford, E Pluribus Barnum, 112. 
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FIGURES 
 
Fig. 1.1: Galleries and museums in lower Manhattan, 1848 
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CHAPTER TWO 
 

The record album and the rogues’ gallery:  
Becoming the police, 1866-1900 

 
 “Between ourselves,” grumbled Montague Marks in 1875, “This rogues’ gallery is 
a great humbug.” Marks, a British-born raconteur, newspaperman, and art critic, had 
visited Police Headquarters at 300 Mulberry Street—“New York’s Scotland Yard”— for 
Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper. A dozen years earlier, the department had moved 
a half a mile uptown to this massive three-building complex with a block-long hallway 
that connected an entrance on Mulberry to one on Mott. Its white marble façade had 
gradually yellowed with city soot and grime. Next door was the St. Barnabas Home for 
women and children; across the street stood St. Philip’s Episcopal Church, the city’s 
oldest African American congregation; on the corner of Mulberry and Houston was the 
City Coroner’s office. When Marks arrived for a visit on a bright August day, “the 
‘Central’ seem[ed] to look down mockingly upon the squalid tenements around it,” and 
Mulberry Street made a “playground for the young ragamuffins of the neighborhood.” 
Mounting the steps to the entrance, the building seemed to promise to reveal its 
mysteries.  

Unfortunately for Marks and his readers, those revelations proved unsatisfying. 
The rogues’ gallery, “commonly supposed to be the great feature of a visit to police 
headquarters,” was, in fact quite boring. The gallery had been closed to the public 
(“mere idlers”) since 1865, but Superintendent George Walling had given him 
permission to view it. Walling himself led Marks to the Detective Office with great 
ceremony through a door in his offices, then “through the Inspectors’ Room and across 
that covered wooden bridge that spans the courtyard,” what Walling called “Bridge of 
Sighs.” Marks arrived to find “no gallery at all, in fact, being nothing but half a dozen 
photograph albums filled with portraits of, for the most part, very shabby and villainous-
looking persons.” Little more than a “dull panorama of . . . repulsive faces,” he sulked, “it 
really would not pay you to get your pocket picked, or to allow you to be swindled, for 
the privilege of seeing it.”123 

The rogues’ gallery, it seemed, had changed by the 1870s. But it could not have 
been because it was depressing or gruesome, as the New York Times had claimed 
when the gallery was closed to the public some years before. Montague Marks had, 
after all, been able to entertain himself: the albums were kept next to “a kind of armory 

                                            
123 Montague L. Marks, “New York’s ‘Scotland Yard,’” Frank Leslie’s Illustrated Newspaper, September 
11, 1875. MM apparently got his start, Frank Luther Mott says tantalizingly, as a “cowboy,” but later 
became a newspaperman and art critic, who married Agnes Lazarus (but may not(?) have been the son 
of David Woolf Marks). See Frank Luther Mott, A History of American Magazines, 1865-1885 (Cambridge: 
Harvard University Press, 1938), 185. Closed to the public: See “The Metropolitan Police Machine,” NYT, 
May 14, 1865. The NYT reported the news in an astonishing full-page story assessing the Metropolitan 
Police twenty years after the founding of its predecessor, the Municipal police. The story doesn’t actually 
acknowledge that it was the 20th anniversary, only that the reporter intends to contrast current operations 
with those of “ten years ago,” before the force was reorganized. The story offers extensive detail—
extraordinarily extensive—about the department’s structure and is very positive. 
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filled with knives, pistols, handcuffs, bludgeons, and some queer-looking implements 
which we are told are burglars’ tools, all carefully labeled.”124 These “awakened a lively 
interest that we fail to find” among the rogues’ visages. (This gruesome assortment of 
novelties was likely inspired by a similar collection at London’s Scotland Yard, which 
began as the custodial office for prisoners’ property a year earlier.125) Nor could it have 
been because “the public could gain little from cultivating the acquaintance of the 
rogues’ counterfeit presentments”: public anxiety about swindles and fraud were still 
pervasive.126 Far from tedious, most visitors would probably have found the albums 
compelling and familiar.127 After all, they probably had a stack of the very same albums 
at home, where they spent hours poring over other photos of people they did not know. 
Any one of them could tell Marks what had happened: the carte de visite craze had 
finally come to 300 Mulberry Street.  
 When the NYPD created a rogues’ gallery in 1857, the entire proposition of a 
standing civilian protective force staffed with men paid for the job was still an uneasy 
one for many New Yorkers. To some degree, the ethic of the voluntary night watch 
system still shaped the everyday New Yorker’s sense of how to solve the problems of 
city life. Until 1844, the responsibility for public safety was divided among different 
groups, each with limits on their authority. Duties were split between a professional fee-
for-service constabulary that held common law responsibilities and served during the 
day; the volunteer leatherheads were citizens who received modest salaries for their 
service, which were funded through taxes.  Police enforcement relied less on the law 
than on personal relationships and communal connections. Vestiges of this system 
persisted in New York and elsewhere for years after the establishment of a full-time 
police force.128 Philadelphia had established a full-fledged police force by 1841 but 
returned to a day-and-night system in 1848; through the 1840s, Boston had a 
                                            
124 Marks, “New York’s ‘Scotland Yard,’” Leslie’s. 
125 Until 1870, felons forfeited their property to the Crown, but a prisoners’ property act required police to 
return it after their release from prison. In 1874, a legislative act established a central storehouse at 
Scotland Yard, and its custodians. Act to Abolish Forfeitures for Treason and Felony, and to Otherwise 
Amend the Law Relating Thereto, 1870, c. 23 (Eng.);  Joshua Williams, Benjamin Gerhard, and Samuel 
Wetherill, Principles of the Law of Personal Property 3rd American edition (Philadelphia: T. & J.W. 
Johnson & Co., 1866), 103; The British Almanac of the Society for the Diffusion of Useful Knowledge, For 
the year of Our Lord 1871 (London: The Company of Stationers, 1871), 234; “The New Headquarters of 
the Metropolitan Police,” Public Opinion 55 (January 11, 1889), 41. Used for police training thereafter, the 
collection (which a reporter barred from entry dubbed the “Black Museum” in 1877) was not open to the 
general public until 2015. See also George Dilnot, Scotland Yard: The Methods and Organization of the 
Metropolitan Police (London: Percival Marshall & Co., 1915), 119; Joseph Gollomb, Scotland Yard, 4th ed. 
(London: Hutchinson & Co., 1929), 60. 
126 “Metropolitan Police Machine,” NYT. There’s a fascinating thing here too about the detectives—they 
are not, “in their untold peregrinations, required to wear the garb of policemen. On the contrary, they not 
only travel as civilians, but they have, in a private room adjoining their large parlor at headquarters, an 
extensive wardrobe of disguise suits, that are employed when they have occasion to enter upon any 
undertaking in places where there is liability of their being too known. . . they mingle with every class of 
society, and are omnipresent.” Names them all, too. Describes them as broken into squads. 
127 “The Rogues’ Gallery,” New York Herald, September 19, 1870. 
128 A.C. Germann, Introduction to Law Enforcement (Springfield, IL: CC Thomas, 1967), 
55-58. 
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constabulary, a night watch, and a police force. New York patrolmen insisted on wearing 
civilian clothing and brass or copper badges until 1853, when the city became the first to 
require police uniforms. Vestiges of these systems remained visible for years; smaller 
cities sometimes retained the watch-constabulary model until the end of the 19th 
century.129  

The NYPD’s adoption of photography in 1857 as a tool for policing illustrates the 
degree to which New Yorkers initially conceived of public problems as shared ones, 
rather than differentiated tasks that could be assigned to civil government. The 
department had taken its cues from the thriving economy of commercial photography 
and the culture of portraiture. The daguerreotype had been introduced a quarter-century 
before it occurred to Sergeant William Lefferts that he might combine “the old plan of a 
verbal description of a rascal’s personal appearance entered on the police books” with 
identification photos. The result, at least for the first several years, was more like a 
portrait gallery than a policing strategy. By 1896, when the NYPD adopted an 
internationally recognized system of criminal identification, policing was understood as a 
public institution charged with the work of civil law enforcement. The development of the 
rogues’ gallery in the decades between the beginning of the Civil War and the end of the 
century provides a material record of this transformation. Changes in photography and 
image consumption reshaped the terrain of American psychic life and rendered older 
conceptions of identity obsolete. In turn, the same photograph albums and small cards 
that proliferated in the hands and homes of ordinary people enabled the formation of 
new social and political institutions that were more responsive to their changing society.  

The objects and ideas that remade American society also enabled the NYPD 
begin to rationalize processes of criminal identification and data collection and to 
differentiate the work of policing from the encounters of everyday life. On the eve of the 
Civil War, what Christian Parenti calls “the interlocking institutions of the law” were less 
tightly bound to one another and more deeply intertwined with social and cultural life 
than historians have yet recognized—and these entanglements longer lasting.130 The 
transformation of the rogues’ gallery offers persuasive evidence that policing had to 
emerge from the ordinary stuff of mass culture before it could be defined against it.  
 

&&& 
 

Twenty years after the introduction of the daguerreotype, a major technical 
innovation in photography again transformed the meaning, consumption, and reception 
of the image in American society. Though photographers had been able to make paper 
prints since about 1855, these were typically produced as costly art objects; in 1857, 
Mathew Brady, for example, sold large portraits (22”x30”) for as much as $750.131 But 
further advances in photography and printing allowed for the creation of the carte de 
visite (or CdV), and its physical characteristics and reproducibility created a new market 
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segment in commercial photography.132 The newly developed four-tube camera made it 
possible to expose multiple images on one photographic negative plate. Printed on 
albumen-coated paper, a “single print from this negative could then be cut up into eight 
separate portraits,” Beaumont Newhall writes. “The production of the cameraman and 
printer was thus increased eightfold.”133 Other methods of reproduction on paper were 
far less efficient, and in adopting this particular process, they also elected the product—
the particular size, shape, and visual conventions of the CdV.  Inexpensive, infinitely 
reproducible, manufactured in a standard 4” by 2.5” format, the commercial carte de 
visite industry changed practices of spectatorship and profoundly altered the conceptual 
role that images played in American society.134 In turn, these changes in commerce and 
culture would come to further transform policing by allowing for new ways of organizing 
and retaining information that came to seem like the tools of a professionalized 
occupation 
 Both cheap and novel, the format would have flourished regardless, but its 
introduction on the eve of the Civil War—when it could, as daguerreotypes had twenty 
years prior, meet a pressing new social need—helped create an enormous commercial 
market. In September 1862, two months after President Abraham Lincoln  called for 
300,000 volunteers, a trade publication reported that “stock dealers are having it all their 
own way . . . operators are getting desperate (no supplies), and dealers have advanced 
prices.”135 Thousands and thousands of CdVs were carried into battle and left with loved 
ones at home. The format democratized portraiture on a scale previously unimaginable, 
and the carte de visite was intimately entwined with the war. The idea that examining 
portraits of distinguished and eminent figures might result in personal improvement or 
moral instruction still held currency. Earlier generations celebrated the military 
achievements of George Washington or Andrew Jackson in the context of their larger 
identities as master statesmen; in a nation at war, the ambit of celebrity was expanded 
to include the leaders of the Union Army. Mathew Brady and Alexander Gardner agreed 
to sell their negatives to Edward Anthony and Company, the “nation’s leading 
photographic supply house,” and Anthony turned out thousands and thousands of 
cartes de visite of Brady’s portraits and scenes. In the weeks that the Union Army 

                                            
132 The phrase “cartomania” is quite popular in the historiography, but I am fairly confident that this was 
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struggled to hold Fort Sumter in April 1861, Americans bought 1,000 prints a day of 
Major Robert Anderson’s carte de visite.136  

But Americans were at least as interested in scoundrels and ne’er-do-wells as 
they were war heroes and presidents, and this was the propulsive force that exploded 
the market. At the height of his CdV operation, Edward Anthony reported printing 3,600 
cards a day, which featured  “eminent generals, pugilists, members of Congress, ballet 
dancers, politicians, pretty actresses, negro minstrels, circus riders, doctors of divinity, 
poets, freaks, [and] bedheaded brigands.”137 CdVs of friends and loved ones were, as 
one trade journal grumbled, far outnumbered by “the deluge of portraits of public 
characters which are thrown on the market; piled up by the bushel in the prints stores, 
offered by the gross at the books stands, and thrust upon our attention everywhere.”138  

The CdV alone wasn’t enough to transform Americans’ conceptions of identity, 
however. The significance of the carte de visite was established partly by the invention 
of the photo album. In 1861, two American commercial operations claimed or acquired 
patent rights for “albums destined to contain collections of photographic proofs,” with 
leaves that allowed secure back-to-back insertion within the pages.139 To that point, 
photographs had been meant for public display, either in the portrait gallery or in the 
newly demarcated communal social spaces of the home, where one’s collection of 
photographs was necessarily limited by available space.140 The photo album 
encouraged accumulation, allowed curation, and created new contexts for viewing—
and, because albums were available at a wide range of prices, it did so even and 
perhaps especially across class lines.141 But they were also ephemeral, and this 
portended the major social reorganization necessary when it finally became clear that 
the older communal world was unrecoverable. 
 Cartes-de-visite were a perfect tool for policing, though it took time for the police 
to understand it.  As with newspapers and pamphlets, the cards’ profligate circulation 
and their portability cultivated familiarity, recognition, and notoriety, the very kinds of 
knowledge a rogues’ gallery sought to mobilize. Yet the NYPD did not adopt the format 
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until 1866—probably because it was not yet clear that the form’s conceptual uses and 
practical advantages would help reorient and professionalize the vocation. The CdV 
radically reconstituted the rogues’ gallery, but only after police needed it to function 
differently. Early policing, after all, had approached the crisis of modernity as a problem 
of scale, not of fracture. The threat of social embarrassment and the promise of restored 
esteem were still understood as powerful mechanisms for maintaining order. It still 
seemed possible that the crisis of anonymity might not be fundamental—that a portrait 
gallery could be a prosthesis with which lesser men might replicate the work of Jacob 
Hays. Sergeant Lefferts could choose to hang a portrait in the rogues’ gallery or to turn it 
face down—or even stow it in his desk.142 In the early rogues’ gallery, photography 
could extend the reach of intimate recognition and, in turn, the life of an older social 
order.  

Thus, in the months before the New York Metropolitan Police began using cartes 
de visite for criminal identification, the rogues’ gallery of 1865 looked and worked very 
much as it had in 1858 -- just as policing itself did. The portraits were now printed on 
paper, but this seemed to be a matter of cost and convenience more than anything else. 
In February 1860, the Times reported that the NYPD had begun exchanging copies of 
its portraits with those of the Philadelphia police and hoped to make similar 
arrangements with other cities. The article noted that the Philadelphia and Boston police 
had begun taking smaller photographs—“a quarter life-size”—while “at present, the 
likenesses [here] are medium-sized daguerreotypes.” Adopting the smaller size was 
“under contemplation” at Police Headquarters, but apparently not for long. A month 
later, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle reported, “the daguerreotypes have given place to 
photographs of large size,” probably paper print enlargements.143 
 One crucial difference anticipated the changes to come. In the spring of 1865, the 
New York Times reported that the police department had closed the gallery to visitors.  
This likely represented a stab at professionalization. If the earlier emphasis on the 
rogues’ gallery as a place for public viewing had implied that responsibility for 
maintaining the social order was shared—that civilians might also make practical use of 
what they learned there—closing it may have been a way of suggesting that such work 
was now the sole preserve of the police.144 Of course, this was not stated explicitly. The 
Times suggested that the gallery was not an appropriate place for visitors because “the 
exhibition of so many ‘ugly mugs,’ unrelieved by a single open and winning 
countenance, was provocative of anything but good humor” and “the public could gain 
little from cultivating the acquaintance of the rogues’ counterfeit presentments.”145 
Unless Americans had lost their appetites for the kinds of moral education and 
entertainment that required the contemplation of ugly mugs, it is more likely that this 
was an effort to demarcate specialization.146  
                                            
142 For an example of such a case, see “Reddy the Blacksmith: He Demands the Withdrawal of His 
Likeness from the Rogues’ Gallery,” NYT, Oct 19, 1869.  
143 “Bad Characters Photographed,” BDE, 17 Mar 1860. 
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The larger function of the rogues’ gallery, however, was unchanged, and it would 
remain so until after the CdV came into use. Limiting public access to the rogues’ gallery 
did not necessarily alter the way it was used as a tool for “the science of thief-taking,” 
and what prompted police to adopt the smaller format wasn’t a changed sense of what 
their work required. The gallery fundamentally remained a tool for addressing the petty 
property crime that typically afflicted the ascending middle class—but it was, like the 
framework of policing itself, an increasingly ineffective one. The population of Manhattan 
had surged past 800,000 by 1860, the year its inhabitants began sitting for cartes de 
visite—and it was not only the ranks of the mannerly middling that grew.147  

By 1866, the limits of the old ways had become clear, even if their fundamental 
obsolescence hadn’t.148 The city’s increasingly crowded streets had always been ripe 
hunting grounds for pickpockets, but theft on the city’s multiplying and overtaxed 
streetcar lines was a newer problem. In 1860, the streetcar lines carried 38 million 
passengers a year; by 1865, a dozen railroad companies carried 82 million people 
across Manhattan annually.149 In response to a sharp increase in pickpocketing, the 
Metropolitan Police created a squad of so-called “car detectives,” who were “detailed to 
the various city railroad and omnibus lines to watch for and arrest pickpockets.”150 In 
order to “facilitate this work,” as the National Police Gazette recounted two decades 
later, 

it was determined that each pickpocket should have his photograph 
taken, and that these should be placed in albums. These albums 
were to be kept not only at the Police Central office, but duplicates 
were to be sent to all the police stations, that the entire force might 
become familiar with the faces of the pickpockets. The plan was 
found to work admirably, and in a very short time a host of 
pickpockets was sent to prison or driven to seek a new field of 
operation.151 
 

 
It may have been the case that this was initially intended only as a solution for the 
pickpocketing problem. In 1870, the Herald reported that “only the professional birds 
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were privileged to appear in the gilt-edged albums, and as they were hard to catch at 
most times, the work of collection involved considerable time and a nice discriminating 
taste.”152 The Gazette noted that “after a time the photographs of higher classes of 
professionals were added to the collection of duplicates distributed to all the police 
stations.” In the haze of nostalgia, “after a time” might have indicated weeks or months, 
but it probably meant years.  

The delay might have been practical, but it was more likely conceptual: policing 
practices remained oriented to the older model of simply overcoming anonymity. The 
department seems to have simply thrown away all of the older, larger portraits, but had 
not discarded its ideas about who and what represented the criminal. To this point, 
“rogues” were no mere ne’er-do-wells or one-time customers, and their single-minded 
focus may have been replacing these after their subjects were apprehended and re-
photographed so “all the rogues who graced the old gallery” would not simply “be given 
over to dumb forgetfulness.”153 Sergeant Lefferts’s practice of photographing only the 
most notorious repeat offenders was as yet unchanged, and it is unlikely that “higher 
classes of professionals” meant offenders who had committed more violent or 
destructive crimes. Only a few years before, a pseudonymous “Old Detective” had 
written in the New York Herald that the gallery’s purpose, “that of identifying 
professional criminals for the protection of the public—cannot be served by the 
preservation of the portraits of murderers, who are supposed to be immediately put out 
of person’s way by the law.”154 Accordingly, murderers only rarely appeared in the 
rogues’ gallery, and typically “as a study for the visitors or the curious.” In 1860, 
“Murderers’ Row” was probably literally description: a Times reporter described the 
location of a particular photograph by explaining that it was “in a line with ‘murderers’ 
row,’ which contains the portraits of STEPHENS STRAUB, MRS. HARTUNG, and 
others.”155 Of the seven murderers whose portraits the Old Detective described, only 
three had actually committed the crimes in New York City.156 In this framework, the light-
fingered men and boys menacing the Broadway Line were just pickpockets. They were 
not rogues.   

But urban society had changed in ways that could no longer be misapprehended 
as, nor reduced to, matters of scale or even speed. In the same sense that “antebellum 
Americans” was only a meaningful category after the war had already come, the onset 
of modernity was first understood as a disturbance, but not necessarily as a disruption.     
If early photography had seemed at all like a strategy of social preservation, the 
daguerreotype its material artifact, the arrival of the reproducible image and the 
precarious materiality of the carte de visite made clear that the psychic changes in lived 
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experience were something more than a modest storm passing through. The CdV both 
helped create the social conditions that required a changed policing and consequently 
became a tool for policing them. 
 Cartes de visite were part of an evolving economy of identity—one in which 
signifiers that were once indexical were now tied to abstractions. Its transactions may 
have been immaterial, but its currency was not. “As everybody knows,” Oliver Wendell 
Holmes remarked in July 1863, so-called “card-portraits” had “become the social 
currency, the sentimental ‘green-backs’ of civilization.”157 He could have easily reversed 
his comparison. Greenbacks, first issued only a year and a half earlier, were far younger 
than the card-portrait and just as fragile. Both were more uniform versions than their 
antecedents, and both, through their circulation, legitimated the new systems of 
commodification and abstraction they represented. Public identity, like money, was less 
securely anchored to a real referent. Early daguerreotypes communicated the esteem or 
virtue of which their subjects were worthy by their singular materiality. Mathew Brady did 
not need to explain why he’d selected his “Illustrious Americans”; the fact of the 
illustration was proof enough. While the portrait of the rogue or the freak had begun to 
demarcate a notoriety that was independent of such anchors to real achievements or 
demonstrable qualities, the carte de visite denominated not just fame, but obscurity, a 
hierarchy of value.  

What is more, this symbolic system was, like paper currency, subject to peculiar 
inflationary and deflationary cycles. In 1866, the year that all pickpockets became 
rogues, British Quarterly Review observed that while royal portraiture was consistently 
popular, a “singer or actor or a successful prize fighter . . . will sometimes have a run 
entering into tens of thousands of copies but the demand will suddenly collapse, and 
their names will be heard no more.”158 Consumers could now “affirm their admiration” of 
a given public figure by buying his or her portrait, and “these emerging celebrities, in 
turn, recognized that their professional fame was now connected to the number and 
character of CdVs in circulation.”159 This is how the condition of social obscurity was 
made material: volume could imply both fame and failure.160 It was not only that portraits 
of celebrities passed quickly through one’s hands, but that everyone else’s did, too. 
Obscurity made celebrity meaningful. 

The degree to which this principle had come to organize society—and, in turn, 
change the strategies of policing these new conditions required—was made brutally 
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manifest during the Civil War.161 Here, too, photography was instrumental. Portraiture 
had once dominated the form, but now Americans came to galleries to study 
photographs that depicted vast fields of newly dead men and boys, too many to know or 
name.162 Robert Taft writes that cartes de visite were often found on the bodies of 
soldiers killed in battle.163 These, like the bodies of the men who had carried them, could 
accumulate. The threat of anonymity was the condition of not knowing; the threat of 
obscurity was the condition of indifference to the proposition. Knowing people was not 
possible anymore, not in the same ways. Maybe it wasn’t even desirable: indifference 
could be a balm to the intolerable vulnerability of all that could not be known.  

For some Americans, the obscurity and indifference communicated in this river of 
images could also signal belonging. Free and newly emancipated black Americans had 
already encountered the kinds of psychic shattering native white Americans were 
experiencing for the first time, and their responses to Civil War photography 
encompassed a broader affective range. In fact, Maurice O. Wallace has pointed out 
that the war photography of black soldiers constituted a consolidation and affirmation of 
identity, even and especially through their proliferation. The anonymity of the black 
soldier—the black citizen—signified identity differently by offering “the public imagination 
the picturable prospect of a new national subject, one fully assimilable into the imagined 
body politic.”164 Photography now communicated black lives as grievable: In 
1864, Frank Leslie's Illustrated Newspaper and Harper's both printed engravings based 
on photographs taken at Fort Pillow, Tennessee, where a Confederate cavalry attacked 
250 Union soldiers in the process of surrendering; over 150 black soldiers were killed, 
and only a handful of white members of the regiment survived and were taken as 
prisoners of war. The images outraged white Northerners in a different way than 
abolitionist photographs had. A writer for Leslie’s spoke of American soldiers, not 
African slaves, when he asked, “Is it possible to conceive of demons exceeding the 
treatment which could reduce able, healthy men to such a frightful state?”165 It was 
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significant that black Americans could be part of this new economy of images, whatever 
the larger implications of these war images. 

The years immediately after the war marked a watershed in police 
professionalization. In this newly configured society, the old rogues’ gallery could only 
fail, but popular culture lent the police a solution before Sergeant Lefferts and his crew 
had even realized anything was broken. Access to the rogues’ gallery was now 
privileged, limited to those charged with the work of maintaining order, and framed 
photos of prized local talent were replaced with a tidy pile of five albums (though the 
older appellation remained).166 Intimate social knowledge replaced by rationalized 
administration: this was the professionalization of policing. But administrative knowledge 
could have its intimacies, too, and the NYPD’s use of the photo album tells us 
something unexpected about how changing mores of public and private life might have 
influenced police professionalization. We might think of the album of pickpockets as a 
different version of the collection of celebrity photographs—but we can also think of it in 
terms of the family album. Stored and perused in private, the police album bore no little 
resemblance to its domestic counterpart. It rationalized police work, certainly, but it also 
represents the efforts of urban police to negotiate a sphere of influence that moved 
beyond the cruder public-private binary that seemed to define the antebellum city.  

The family photograph album was part of a larger shift among the white middle 
class to more firmly delineate public and private spaces and assign to women the work 
of attending to intimate family life—work in diametric opposition to policing. But the 
distinction was false, or at least misleading, as literary critic Richard Brodhead writes. 
Though “rendered an insular or private spirit, [the woman’s] sphere is nevertheless 
always the public sphere, and her work is not to make a home but to ‘come before the 
public’ on the most spectacular of terms.”167  The so-called sphere of women’s 
containment was also a framework that remapped urban life in a new geography of 
gender, where “masculine cities and feminine suburbs” mimicked the microcosm of the 
home.168 By extension, in taking on the task of assembling the family photo album, 
women not only performed their “role as arrangers of the domestic interior,” but 
participated in the reconceptualization of the public life of the photograph and organizing 
visual information.169  
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The family album prompted and showcased sentimental reenactments that 
constituted middle-class family life, but it was also a project entirely consonant with 
public preoccupations with quantified knowledge, identity, and taxonomies of social 
position. 170 Sitting for a portrait reflected a self-constitutive impulse, as Elizabeth Siegel 
suggests, a “positivistic desire to see and verify—and thus to know—the person 
pictured there.” The photograph captured the fugitive reflection.171 Putting the portrait in 
a family album took that knowledge and turned it into data, “the visual evidence of 
familial connection.”172 This categorical physiognomy was not unlike what took place in 
the rogues’ gallery. In 1874, a writer in the Journal for Amateur Photographers 
described the purpose of taking the rogue’s photograph was so that officers might 
“obtain permanent means of knowing them again,” to attach criminal identity to their 
visages. Earlier criminologists had hoped—or feared—that there might be a family 
resemblance visible among them. Some critics had worried that because “[c]riminal 
faces are all of one type,” their portraits would “have so unusually strong a family 
likeness as to be of little or no practical value in establishing the identity of a prisoner.” 

173 The presence or absence of recognition in each of these cases presented different 
kinds of social crises. 

Thus, the same processes of inscribing criminal identity on the body were 
practiced on the pages of the family album and in the private space of the home. As 
early as 1864, Elizabeth Siegel writes, one could buy mass-produced family photo 
albums that included “ample room for physical and personal data” and instructions that 
suggested recording every detail of an individual’s life course, from “name, birth-place, 
[and] date of nativity” to “time and place of death, disease, age, and place of 
internment.” In fact, an advertisement suggested that they considered it something 
different and merely “bound like an album.”174 These records could also be private or 
privileged in ways a gallery wall wasn’t—and public in ways unlike other kinds of 
records, like family Bibles. Collections of celebrity cartes de visite might have a 
permanent place on the parlor table, but the family album could be “tucked away safely 
in the sitting room,” the family’s private space, and brought out when and they liked. 175  
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When the NYPD closed the rogues’ gallery to the public and gathered its 
offerings into albums, data and all, they were also figuring out what was public and what 
was private (and therefore specialized) in police work. As in the larger society, the two 
were not so opposed as to be independent of one another, and over time, policing came 
to occupy a third space. This change was reflected, and perhaps even enacted, in 
spatial and material ways. In 1876, the rogues’ gallery changed again, and the album 
became a cabinet. Detective Sergeant Thomas F. Adams took charge of the gallery and 
implemented what he later called the detective bureau’s “record department.” He built a 
display cabinet that combined the function of the album with that of the gallery wall (see 
fig. 4; it’s more or less like mounting the spine of an album to the wall so you can turn 
the pages) and also began keeping a separate record book with identifying notes and 
details for each photo. The cabinet, which was kept under lock and key, was hung on 
the wall of the detective office. Both occupied a kind of intermediary zone: publicly 
accessible but not indiscriminately so, and less private than privileged. Unlike the 
interior of the home, though, the spatial distinctions of the station house governed by the 
rational instead of the sentimental. Adams patented the design and subsequently 
manufactured them for sale to other agencies, bringing about a similar spatial 
transformation in departments across the country.176 (See Figs. 2.3 & 2.4.) This may 
also have represented the introduction of a specialized market for purpose-built police 
equipment, and, therefore, a further differentiation between the police and the public.  

Such differences, however, may have been more rhetorical than material. When 
Inspector Thomas Byrnes published Professional Criminals of America in 1886, the 
book was understood as an innovation and a major contribution to the social scientific 
professionalization of criminology. The book took Sergeant Lefferts’s project literally, 
combining the written description with the image.  Along with essays on how 
professional criminals operated, the book contained more than 200 portraits and brief 
profiles of legendary rogues. In its review, the Columbia Law Times wrote that Byrnes 
was “the only person who could, with accuracy and completeness, produce a readable 
record of the noted criminals of the country.”177 Physician Havelock Ellis wrote in his 
1890 criminal anthropology text The Criminal that “whoever wishes to study the modern 
professional criminal and his methods should consult Inspector Byrnes’ Professional 
Criminals of America.”178 By this time, both the legal and medical fields had established 
their professional legitimacy.  As a reference text, Professional Criminals of America 
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contributed to these processes alongside its own articulation of the professionalization 
of policing.179    

But the book’s origins still lay in mass culture, which is evident in the fact that its 
most enduring image was not a portrait at all. In a section called “Why Thieves are 
Photographed,” Byrnes included a special illustration.180 (See Fig. 2.1.) In this image, 
the cameraman has stationed himself far enough away to reveal the scene, a portrait 
session in progress. The subject—the caption tells us he is “The Inspector’s Model”—is 
not there because he wants to be. Four men in uniforms hold each of the seated man’s 
limbs, and one broad hand firmly grips his wild, dark hair. Off to the left stands Inspector 
Byrnes, relaxed but attentive.181 The Inspector’s model, the viewer is to understand, will 
soon have his portrait displayed in Byrnes’s famous rogues’ gallery. The book and the 
illustration could convey what it was like to be there, too.  

Like any portrait, “The Inspector’s Model” is posed but it is also staged—that is, 
artificial in a larger and more deliberate way.182 When the daguerreotype was introduced 
in 1839, the photographic image seemed a reliable index of reality. “The Inspector’s 
Model” demonstrates that the belief may have endured long after it was disproven, as 
Byrnes clearly intended to capitalize on it. The photograph—which Byrnes eventually 
hung above his desk in the Detectives’ Office— was taken in a bare room somewhere 
inside 300 Mulberry Street.183 Wooden planks line the walls and floors and bars cover 
the small windows. Surely men and women under arrest were routinely photographed in 
a room like this; the viewer could hardly be faulted for thinking so. But they were not, 
and they never had been. When he had the gallery’s first images made, Sergeant 
Lefferts contracted a local daguerreotypist to do the work; the cost of portraits was so 
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cheap that both working-class New Yorkers and the police department could do so.184 
For years after, criminal identification photography was contracted out to one or several 
of the nearby commercial portrait studios, and the arresting detective escorted his guest 
to one of them as part of established procedure.185 This remained the practice through 
1896.186 

Descriptions of this process suggest that having such a photo taken was not 
unlike sitting for any other portrait and that duress may not have even been required all 
that frequently. “If any objection is made” to the prospect of being photographed, the 
New York Times reported, “the prisoner is invited to look” at the photograph hanging 
above Byrnes’s desk and is “told that he can have his choice and be photographed in 
that way or so as to make a respectable appearance.” By the late 1880s, the 
conventions of sitting for a portrait were clearly well established, and Americans of all 
classes and political persuasions, who now understood themselves as natural subjects, 
were ready to perform them at a moment’s notice, no matter the conditions: 

  
Women often begin by protesting violently, and declaring they will 
die before they will allow their pictures to be taken, but they are 
frequently mollified by a little persuasion, and then they end up by 
asking for a comb and brush to ‘primp’ up for the sitting. Often they 
ask for copies of the photograph to send to their admirers . . . A 
noted offender . . . after strenuously objecting, was finally 
persuaded to have a good picture taken by Inspector Byrnes’s 
suggestion that the picture would be seen by a great many persons, 
and might be the means of securing her an admirer. And yet she 
was not a handsome woman.187 
 

There were certainly still reports of criminals trying to foil the camera, twisting up their 
faces “as to render a photograph wanting in real identity.”188 In 1883, The Photographic 
Times reported that one man, who “curiously enough, did not wish to have his photo 
taken . . . seized his chair and, using it as a club, irretrievably smashed the camera.”189  

But only professional criminals were wont to resist so violently. Now that more 
people were being photographed for the rogues’ gallery, they knew less about what they 
were getting into. “The novice in the path of crime,” George Roe remarked in 1890, 
“generally does not comprehend the true magnitude of the operation.” Often he or she 
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would not realize where their detective-escort was taking them until they were actually in 
the photographer’s studio, which they would enter from the back door, and they were 
too shocked to do anything but “giv[e] way to the universal vanity of the human kind, 
and pose[s] to the best advantage.” Once overtaken by the ritual, they played it out: 
“Oftentimes it has been noted that this feeling has so far mastered them as to impel the 
asking of the question whether or not the picture was a good one.”190 Women, Roe said, 
were tough customers. “An imperfect likeness, detracting from [her] beauty, as the 
unfinished photographs for the gallery generally do, is received with natural anger.”191 

Not only did the New York Police Department still work in partnership with 
commercial photographers, but the project of capturing criminals’ likenesses also relied 
explicitly on an evolving understanding among American readers of the meanings of the 
photograph and the very concept of identity. Over time, the profession moved to sever 
this relationship, or at least more actively control it: to replace the generic portrait and its 
multiplicity of meanings with the specialized mug shot, a vocational tool and a 
legitimating artifact. This was parallel to, or even the eventual outcome of,  the NYPD’s 
decision to close the rogues’ gallery to the public in an effort to assert and refine the 
function of policing in contemporary society.  

But rejecting the gallery’s origins on Broadway was still a reflection of the degree 
to which the very institution of policing was constructed and legitimated through popular 
culture. Modern policing developed in tandem with, and in relation to, commercial 
culture and mass democracy, and the distinctions between them were not as rigid as we 
might expect. Neither modernity nor its institutions arrived fully formed; despite Thomas 
Byrnes’s boasts, the rogues’ gallery was still tied to the portrait studio. Byrnes’s most 
important contribution to the profession lay in claiming ownership of the concept of the 
rogues’ gallery, rather than actually inventing or innovating it. Like “The Inspector’s 
Model,” his public identity as one of “the most imposing, influential, and feared 
policemen of the Gilded Age” and the man responsible for “transforming [the detective 
force] into a centralized professional bureau” was carefully, cannily, and brilliantly 
staged—not only for his contemporaries, but also for posterity.192  
 Despite its explicit framing as a professional reference text, the book was still an 
artifact of popular culture—a commercially circulated photo album. While Daniel Czitrom 
cites the book’s prohibitive $10 price tag as evidence that it was “not for the mass 
market,” the publication context in which Professional Criminals of America appeared 
suggests otherwise. 193 Though expensive, the book was published by Cassell & Co., a 
general trade house, and sold by subscription.194 This was not unusual, according to 
historian Carl Kaestle; trade houses typically offered expensive books through their 
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subscription departments.195 “Most subscription books,” he writes, were examples of 
genres that included “household manuals, encyclopedia, and handbooks, collections of 
biographical sketches, Civil War memoirs, and accounts of natural disasters.” These 
volumes often looked a lot like Professional Criminals of America: “large and heavy, with 
a characteristic look; they were illustrated and usually packaged in an ornate binding.” 

196 High price tags were not necessarily a barrier to sales figures, either. The year 
before the publication of Professional Criminals of America, a Hartford publisher 
released The Personal Memoirs of General Grant in two volumes, each priced at 
$3.50.197 “Four months before the manufacturers delivered the first volume,” Kaestle 
says, the house had orders for 300,000 sets. Within a year, they had sold another 
25,000. Kaestle concedes that “most subscription works were less exceptional,” but 
“many had sales in the tens of thousands.”198 Given all of this, there is nothing to 
suggest that Professional Criminals of America was strictly or even primarily intended 
for a professional audience. In fact, the New York Times anticipated that “scheme for 
enabling the public at large to keep track of professional criminals” would “be a 
complete rogues’ gallery . . . [and] every man may be his own detective”—a revival of 
the older world in which the public shared responsibilities with the police.199   
 But the NYPD’s photo identification practices were already becoming outmoded. 
The creation of specialized police photography practices began to erode the connection 
with the commercial market as departments across the country began adopting the 
anthropometric Bertillon system of criminal identification; bertillonage, as it was 
sometimes known, was the professional standard across the country by the end of the 
century. In 1883, French criminologist Alphonse Bertillon developed a system of police 
photography designed to produce uniform criminal identification images in an attempt to 
solve the longstanding problem of suspects attempting to distort their faces or bodies for 
the camera. At the same time, the system, which required specialized equipment and 
technical training, brought the photo studio back into the police station. This also 
brought an end to the practice of engaging commercial photographers for the work, and 
the technical mastery it required created the new role of the police photographer. Where 
commercial photographers might once have used a portrait stand, the Bertillon system 
had its own equipment. Suspects were seated in a special chair that was attached to a 
camera and “fitted with devices that held the head steady, monitored the angle of the 
face, positioned the eye in the frame, and normalized the format of the final 
photographic product as much as possible.”200  A Bertillon card included front-facing and 
profile images, as well as a series of bodily measurements taken with specially 
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designed furniture and calipers. (See Fig. 2.2.) Bertillon described this as a portrait 
parlé, a talking portrait.  

This marked the birth of forensic police photography, a specialized system 
distinct from the commercial portraiture market, which in turn contributed to the idea that 
policing was a critical civil institution. The days of Old Hayes had passed, but so, too, 
had the days of Inspector Byrnes, whose tome was a haphazard array of commercial 
portraits annotated with details he himself had gathered and which was available to any 
interested buyer. Individual knowledge was no longer the basis of urban policing. 
American police departments quickly embraced bertillonage. The Chicago Police 
Department adopted the Bertillon system in 1888, and the Cincinnati Police followed in 
1891. Chicago made itself a central distribution bureau, assembling what its chief called 
“the biggest rogues’ gallery in the country.”201 At the inaugural meeting of the Police 
Chiefs’ Association of the United States and Canada (later the International Association 
of Chiefs of Police) in 1893, the organization passed resolutions urging its members to 
adopt the Bertillon system and “earnestly endeavor to secure its general adoption 
throughout the United States” and to designate the Chicago Police Department as the 
central administrator and distributor of the cards.202 (This was the forerunner of the 
IACP’s Uniform Criminal Identification System and, ultimately, the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation’s Uniform Crime Statistics system.) Adopting bertillonage was one way the 
fledgling organization could begin to assert its identity as the governing body of a newly 
coherent and formalized profession.203 

Foiling anonymity was now a professional science. The adoption of bertillonage 
pointed to an expanded conceptual understanding of policing, and the standardization of 
the photographs was only part of this project. The Bertillon system was transformative 
as a system of recording, indexing, and archiving: it created an administrative apparatus 
that dealt not only with individual wrongdoers, but, by “simultaneously recording arrests 
and producing subjects as criminals,” the Bertillon system was “key to the creation of 
the [modern] political discourse surrounding criminality.”204 Photography itself had long 
been “an institutional technology for the construction of particular types of human 
subjectivities”; one of Mathew Brady’s earliest projects involved photographing 
psychiatric inmates in the city’s Blackwell’s Island facility, and anthropologists used 
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photography to both create and capture so-called vanishing societies.205 At the same 
time, Thomas Byrnes had always insisted that one could not distinguish a criminal 
merely by his photograph. Now, however, the photograph, with its new administrative 
apparatus, made the criminal—and brought to bear the imprimatur of state authority. 
Bertillonage also marked the development of a new kind of intimacy between the state 
and the citizen, one that looked nothing like Byrnes’s subordinates wrestling with a 
rogue. The system of measurements brought police and criminal suspects into intimate 
contact, but it was routinized, rationalized, and submissive. The body could be marked 
and known. (See Fig. 2.) 

 This system simultaneously made the modern racialized subject and charged 
urban police with policing and criminalizing the black body in unprecedented ways. As 
bertillonage codified the criminal body with a series of measurements, the 1890 census 
introduced “new sources of statistical data [that] were joined to ongoing debates about 
the future place of African Americans in modern America.”206 Until this point, police in 
the urban north most actively policed native-born whites and ethnic immigrants. There 
are no photographs of black subjects in Byrnes’s Professional Criminals of America, just 
a few references to “Negro murders.” This is not to say that African Americans had not 
been the targets of those journalists like James Gordon Bennett, who “missed no 
opportunity to emphasize the supposed criminality of blacks.”207 Even so, urban 
anonymity functioned differently for African Americans, and the categorical identity of 
criminal was not attached to specific kinds of crimes before the 1880s and 1890s. By 
then, the problems of anonymity, obscurity, and professional crime—problems of 
whiteness and white ethnicity—were no longer so urgent; instead, Bertillon cards and 
crime statistics “were woven together in a cautionary tale about the exceptional threat 
black people posed to modern society” in cities across the urban North.208 The 
statistician joined the photographer at Police Headquarters.209 
 The New York Police Department did not adopt the Bertillon system until 1896, 
not because their rogues’ gallery was superior, but because Thomas Byrnes also clung 
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to old ways, even as they failed. For years, he and his detectives believed “that if 
criminals were known enough to be measured, they were already sufficiently known to 
the detective.”210 Defending a style of policing that was more directly entwined with 
commercial popular culture, he refused to adopt bertillonage or attend the National 
Convention of Chiefs of Police in the years he served as NYPD superintendent (1892-
1895). The NYPD had once relied on commercial popular culture in defining itself and 
its work, and so had Byrnes, whose identity as a celebrity was made in the commercial 
press, not the annals of department legend.  

Police Commissioner Andrews proposed that the NYPD adopt the Bertillon 
system in January 1896, about six months after Byrnes resigned, and this was intended 
to communicate a new professionalism, too. Though he escaped the sanctions of the 
Lexow committee, evidence of far-reaching corruption under his command allowed the 
newly appointed president of the police board, Theodore Roosevelt, to pressure Byrnes 
into retiring. So thorough was the cleavage between the new system and the old that 
Thomas Adams, now retired, demanded the return of his cabinet and all of his 
intelligence files, which he referred to as personal property (He had apparently used his 
own money for clipping services and the like.)211 

The success of police professionalization relied on creating the impression that 
the problems that police faced were different from those of everyday Americans in a 
changing society. Urban anonymity had constituted a shared crisis in antebellum New 
York, and solutions came from heterogeneous sources. The fledgling New York Police 
Department developed the rogues’ gallery just after the established conventions of 
commercial portraiture had begun to consolidate middle-class identity and good 
character into a visual language. New Yorkers could browse the rogues’ gallery just like 
any other, and newspaper accounts suggest that vigilance for professional crime was a 
shared civic responsibility. By the end of the century, however, certain social problems, 
like the new specter of black criminality, were defined as police responsibilities, to be 
solved with an array of specialized police functions. It would not do to have a rogues’ 
gallery that could be mistaken for Mathew Brady’s. 

This does not mean, of course, that the institution of policing was no longer 
influenced by commercial culture, but it does mark a shift in the urban and social order 
and a changed sense of the problems New Yorkers faced. The fact that a recent book, 
The NYPD’s First Fifty Years, begins in 1898 represents the assertion of a usable past 
that stresses coherent professionalism and specialized functions and occludes the idea 
that P.T. Barnum and Thomas Byrnes would have had anything in common. 
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FIGURES  
 
Fig. 2.1: “The Inspector’s Model,” from Professional Criminals of America 
 

 
Byrnes, Professional Criminals of America, bet. 52 and 53. 
 
 
Fig. 2.2: New York City Police Dept. Bertillon measurements, 1908 

 

 
 

[New York City Police Dept. activities: taking Bertillon measurements--armspan]. , ca. 1908. Photograph. 
Retrieved from the Library of Congress, https://www.loc.gov/item/2006677367/. (Accessed December 12, 
2017.) 
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Fig. 2.3: Patent illustration, Adams cabinet, 1876 
 

 
 
Adams, Improvement in Photographic Picture Cases. 
 
 
Fig 2.4 The Rogues’ Gallery cabinets in use, 1909  
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CHAPTER THREE 

 
Confidence policeman: Thomas Byrnes and 

the making of the first celebrity cop, 1880-1910 
 

On May 10, 1910, dozens of men “from all walks of life” gathered at the Church 
of the Blessed Sacrament on Manhattan’s Upper West Side to pay their respects to 
former police superintendent Thomas Byrnes.212 Prominent business, political, and 
religious leaders crowded the pews on this Tuesday morning—so many that they “filled 
the church and overflowed on both sides of the street, where a great many stood during 
the service.”213 Those seated inside included the Vicar General of the Archdiocese of 
New York and a “delegation from the Stock Exchange.”214 His pallbearers included a 
Rockefeller, a New York Supreme Court judge, and a protégé who had recently retired 
as the NYPD’s Chief of Detectives. At the conclusion of the funeral mass, many of the 
mourners followed the casket to Calvary Cemetery in Queens to witness the burial.215 
Such a funeral was only fitting for the man his protégé called “the greatest policeman 
New York ever had.”216  

This was no misty retirement retrospective, much less a hasty post-mortem 
reappraisal: Thomas Byrnes was a legend in his own time. In 1888, Charles Williams, a 
magazine journalist and the former editor of the London Evening News, profiled the New 
York Police Department for the Contemporary Review. Of Byrnes, then the head of the 
department’s detective bureau, Williams wrote, “it is not too much to say that he is to-
day one of the most famous men in the United States,” chiefly because he and his 
detectives “are more of a terror to evil-doers than all the rest of the force—nay, than all 
the police in America.”217 In 1892, Harper’s Weekly reported that Byrnes, newly 
promoted superintendent of police, had “earned the reputation of being one of the most 
skillful thief-catchers we have ever had in America” and “one of the most expert men 
who ever acted in such a capacity.”218 

Over thirty years, Byrnes racked up a distinguished service record as he rose 
through the ranks from patrolman to Superintendent of Police. He was best known for 
the twelve years he spent as the head of the detective bureau, where he was said to 
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have turned back a “reign of terror” that had plagued the city then “overrun with thieves 
and thugs,” where “murders were committed almost nightly.”219 He was credited with 
turning a force of “broken-down policemen, holding their places by force of pull, and 
working, when they worked at all, without system or purpose” into “the best detective 
bureau New York had ever known, or has since known.”220 (The convicted criminals his 
detectives arrested were said to have “received prison sentences aggregating more 
than 10,000 years.”)221 His successors were “merely products of his school.”222  

But his reputation extended far beyond the city of New York. Byrnes was a 
national hero, mourned throughout the United States (perhaps even “all over the 
civilized world”) and credited with not just improving New York’s detective force, but 
transforming police work entirely.223 The Times wrote that he was “famous as the 
world’s greatest ‘thinking detective,’” and the Washington Post claimed that he 
“discarded all the old cumbersome methods, and made the detection of crime a 
system.”224 His strategies—which included using informants and undercover 
investigators, requiring his detectives to keep regular diaries, turning the Rogues’ 
Gallery into an effective administrative system, and subjecting criminals to the terrors of 
his ‘third degree’ interrogation—were both novel and effective. They represented “new 
ideas, based on a knowledge of human nature such as no former chief of police had 
ever possessed.” Superintendent Byrnes had successfully “quarantined New York 
against the criminality of the rest of the United States” while also sharing his rich 
knowledge with the police profession.225  

He also left a profound mark on popular culture. During his career, Byrnes was 
the subject of numerous magazine and newspaper profiles; at least two theatrical 
productions; a series of dime novels taken “from the diaries of Inspector Byrnes”; and 
The Vidocq of New York, a novel by a prominent New York writer and theatre producer.  
He had cameos in at least eight other dime novel detective series, including two of the 
most popular, the Old Cap Collier and Nick Carter stories; Inspector Byrnes even and 
advises a plucky young man in a Horatio Alger novel.226 His achievements invited 
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comparisons with Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes and Émile Gaboriau's 
Monsieur Lecoq, among the most famous fictional detectives of the period. Their stories 
were said to be realistic; both authors were said to have based them on real people. But 
Byrnes was better, and how could it be otherwise? His stories were true, his feats well 
documented. Little wonder, then, that his contemporaries were so eager to transport the 
man directly from life into their art. 

But all may not have been quite as it seemed that day. It was, for a Catholic 
funeral, quite modest—a low requiem funeral mass with no singing, no sermon, and no 
eulogy—which certainly would not have met the expectations of this immodest man.  
More troublingly, there was, a conspicuous absence among the crowd of mourners.  
The NYPD did not send a delegation to the funeral of its most famous detective and 
former chief, an observation only the Brooklyn Daily Eagle made (and made no effort to 
interpret). If any of his colleagues were there that day, they came as civilians:  “The 
present-day police department did not honor the old chief by sending a detail of men in 
uniform.”227  

This was highly unusual. When his immediate predecessor died two years 
earlier, his high requiem mass was attended by droves of former colleagues—“the Old 
Guard”— and a small delegation in uniform.228 When former superintendent George W. 
Walling died in 1891, a procession of inspectors and captains and an honor guard of 
local fire engines accompanied his body to the cemetery. Too, “the men at headquarters 
in Mulberry Street sent an immense shield of roses bearing the legend, ‘Our ex-
Superintendent.”229 And when Byrnes’s successor William Devery died in 1919, his 
funeral procession was led by the 100-piece Police Band and a police escort of 550 
men, “every one a former friend and subordinate of the dead chief.”230 None of these 
men, however, had resigned in disgrace. Byrnes had been forced to retire in 1895 after 
his questioning by the Lexow Committee revealed that he had accumulated a $350,000 
fortune (nearly $1 billion in 2015) by taking stock tips from Jay Gould and the other Wall 
Street financiers to whom he had provided protection.  

But these revelations may not have been what impugned him among his peers at 
all.  Devery, a captain at the time of the Lexow investigation, fared much worse than 
Byrnes, who was officially cleared of any wrongdoing and never indicted. It was widely 
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understood in many quarters that he had simply taken the fall for the department, where 
he continued as an advisor in some capacity.231 By contrast, the Lexow committee 
made Devery into an emblem of their reform efforts. He was the first officer to be 
indicted on corruption charges and to face an unprecedented and very public jury trial. 
The police board had actually dismissed Devery. (He nonetheless got his job back 
through civil litigation and was made chief of police within three years, even though it 
was plainly evident that he was no less corrupt.232 By 1910, journalists seemed to agree 
that the Lexow investigation had “left practically none but Byrnes unbesmirched”—but 
the NYPD clearly did not.233  The disparity is striking. One corrupt top cop received a 
police escort of over five hundred men, while another, celebrated as the most famous 
policeman in America, received no official honors of any kind. The profound dissonance 
between the public valediction of Thomas Byrnes’s life and the Department’s response 
to his death suggests that he may have been more successful as a persona than as a 
policeman.  

But his career was by no means a failure. Thomas Byrnes distinguished himself 
not by bringing innovation to detective work or reform to the NYPD, but by making a 
place for himself in popular culture. A man whose apparent intelligence and talent were 
thought to mark him a singular hero was, in fact, a man that entirely of his time, whose 
achievements were highly dependent on the shifting social and political institutions of 
Gilded Age New York. Industrial changes in popular culture and the changing nature of 
crises of recognition in public life were as important to his ascent as were changing 
notions of the role of police in municipal life and the concurrent development of a 
professional civil servant class.  

Virtually every one of the popular culture portrayals that seemed a reflection of  
Thomas Byrnes’s fame was, in fact, part of its manufacture. Byrnes came to power 
during the social crises of the Gilded Age, a period in which American society was 
reshaped at almost every level through  

the consolidation and increasingly national scope of business enterprises, 
including those in the burgeoning culture industries; the heightened 
importance of national politics and the federal government; and 
improvements in communications and transportation that were 
undermining regional distinctions and bridging the gap between the city 
and the countryside.234 
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The growth of celebrity culture was not only part of these changes, but a response to 
everyday Americans' efforts to understand them. In moments when “the realms of public 
politics, civil society, and private domestic life are increasingly fractured and enclosed in 
separate enclaves,” Fred Inglis has written, celebrity can serve “to pull those separate 
entities together and to do its bit toward maintaining social cohesion and common 
values.”235 Through engagement with popular culture and the machinery of Gilded Age 
celebrity, Thomas Byrnes constructed the persona of Inspector Byrnes, a figure loved 
by the policed public, a constituency at least as important as his professional peers.  

This chapter examines the factors that made this work possible, both in terms of 
changing civil and municipal structures and in the industrial expansion of commercial 
print. Between 1883 and 1892, he leveraged his control over New York’s journalists, 
who increasingly relied on Police Headquarters for crime-related newsgathering, to build 
his public profile as Inspector Byrnes. He disseminated this identity through popular 
forms, commissioning  a series of novels, serials, and sensation plays that, when 
examined together, tell a coherent story about his heroism and stature. Likewise, he 
exerted his influence over the reporters whose jobs were changing. Increasingly reliant 
on the NYPD for newsgathering, the growth of the newspaper business also generated 
pressure to fill more pages and sell more newspapers. The Inspector made excellent 
fodder for celebrity profiles and crime stories alike.  

His efforts were almost certainly entirely self-serving, but Byrnes was pivotal in 
transforming commercial popular culture into a space for a kind of sociocultural police 
work. While the public was meant to understand that his domain was the streets of New 
York, it might be more accurate to say that it was the public’s imagination. Under his 
watch, then, police public relations developed far earlier than the profession’s own 
history suggests. Enlisting the commercial press in the work of policing was a far more 
important contribution to police professionalization than requiring his detectives to keep 
notes.  In inventing and inhabiting the figure of the canny, brilliant, heroic policeman, 
Byrnes contributed to the articulation of a civic and civil rhetoric of order and social 
control that has since become integral to the assertion and reiteration of the authority of 
police in American society—one that is also, as it remains today, deeply entwined with 
commercial popular. Thomas Byrnes distinguished himself not by bringing innovation to 
detective work or reform to the NYPD, but by becoming America’s first celebrity cop.  

&&& 

 Precisely because his self-promotion was so successful, it is hard to take full 
measure of Thomas Byrnes’s life and career. A typical version goes something like this: 
Born in Dublin, Ireland, in June 1842, Thomas Byrnes arrived in the United States with 
his family in 1843.236 He and his older brother Edward may have been orphaned fairly 
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young, and Byrnes, like Edward, later served as a volunteer firefighter. He served in the 
Civil War with the 11th New York Volunteer Infantry Regiment, known as the Ellsworth 
Zouves, from May 1861 to June 1862; when the regiment was disbanded, he joined (or 
returned to) his fire company. He was appointed an NYPD patrolman on December 10, 
1863. Beginning in 1868, he received several promotions in quick succession, and he 
was appointed captain of the Fifteenth Precinct, where he’d served as a patrolman, in 
1870.237 He had, however, already begun to cultivate a reputation as something of a 
detective. As a patrolman, Byrnes was said to have had cracked a tony Madison 
Avenue safe robbery case with only a scrap of scarlet ribbon as a clue.238 In 1872,  he 
helped apprehend Paul Low, “the son of an ex-governor of Maryland, who had shot four 
men in New York City.” In the fall of 1878, Byrnes scored the lucky break that allowed 
him to propel himself to renown when a professional gang pulled off one of the largest 
heists of the century at a bank in his precinct.239 In March 1880, Captain Byrnes was 
appointed commander of the Central Detective Office and was promoted to Inspector 
that April; by 1883, he had been charged with supervising all of the city's detectives, 
including those stationed in the precincts, who had previously answered to their 
captains.240  Over the next ten years, he became one of the most powerful men in the 
NYPD and, indeed, in the city. He continued to supervise the detective bureau after his 
promotion to superintendent in 1892, overseeing a staff known in the press as “Byrnes’s 
forty immortals.”241 In these busy years, he authored or contribute to several non-fiction 
books, including Professional Criminals of America (1886), Darkness and Daylight, or, 
Lights and Shadows of New York Life (with Lyman Abbott and Helen Campbell, 1897). 

Or these are the claims, anyway. While a number of these facts are supported by 
documentation, including an 1895 passport application and histories of the volunteer fire 
companies, it is unlikely that he served with Ellsworth's storied regiment, which fought 
with distinction at the First Battle of Bull Run (where Ellsworth became the first Union 
officer killed in the war.) 242 Claiming to be a Zouave was not arbitrary. Thomas Byrnes's 
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claimed associations with veterans of the regiment made the laurel resonate in specific 
ways.  Byrnes’s brother Edward, for example, known as a hero among the city’s 
volunteer fire companies, had served in the regiment as a company captain. Perhaps 
more crucially, so had another member of the brass, William Murray—the NYPD’s 
superintendent (and Byrnes’s immediate superior) from 1885 to 1892. The claim that 
Thomas Byrnes served alongside him first appears during a leadership transition, when 
it would have implied that the newly promoted superintendent was Murray’s personally 
anointed successor. They had worked together for years, but nothing connecting them 
as fellow soldiers appeared in print until after Murray’s retirement, even in contexts 
where it might be expected.243 Murray himself seems never to have made the claim; 
nor, for that matter, did Edward Byrnes.  After his retirement, prompted by debilitating 
illness, Murray was in no position to publicly dispute it. Declining health almost 
immediately took him out of the public eye.244 If, indeed, Byrnes embellished his 
biography in this way, it indicates that his claims ought to be viewed with some 
skepticism, especially if not supported by earlier records. In this case, he let the press 
attribute war service to him without making the claim directly; over time, it became 
enshrined as fact and repeated by social historians. 

It is also unclear whether Byrnes had to pay his ward boss for some or all of his 
promotions, as was the regular practice through the 19th century, “particularly [for] 
promotions to precinct captain, a lucrative position” not in terms of salary, but in the 
opportunity to accept bribes “from illegal establishments, such as brothels, or from legal 
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establishments that conducted illicit activity, such as gambling, prostitution, or Sunday 
alcohol service.”245 Indeed, one anonymous correspondent wrote to the New York 
Times in 1891 that “the price of advancement is always spoken of among [patrolmen] in 
dollars, and the man whose friends can raise the required sum is envied.”246 This 
system, he added, was self-replicating: “in time desperation makes [officers] attempt to 
increase their incomes by the methods that are successful with their superiors.”247 In 
1894, NYPD officers testified to the Lexow Committee that they had paid, or been asked 
to pay, as much as $15,000, either for their appointments as captains or did so on 
behalf of friends.248 One man testified that after twice passing the civil service exam with 
high marks, he was told that he could not receive a police appointment without making a 
$350 payment that was to be divided among a precinct captain, one of his superiors, 
and the police commissioner.249  

At the time he made the transition from precinct captain to inspector, Byrnes was 
not especially popular among his peers.  In 1878, A History of the Two Americas 
included (for no obvious reason and without explanation) an appendix with a history of 
the NYPD and a listing of every officer in the department.250 Capsule biographies of 
each precinct captain reveal that Byrnes was adequate, perhaps, but not exceptional: 
“Thomas Byrnes, of the Fifteenth Precinct, has held the post of captain for many years, 
to the general acceptance of his superiors and of the citizens at large.” This, to put it 
mildly, damns him with faint praise. Virtually ever other biography includes some form of 
praise. A sampling: “most highly honored by those who know him best"; “enjoys the 
esteem of the community"; full of efficiency, energy, and of a full share of manly courage 
and decision"; “an excellent record, which he is rapidly brightening by his untiring 
watchfulness and unflagging zeal on behalf of good order and decorum"; “often tried, 
always ready, never found wanting.” The second-most neutral biography in the bunch 
described a captain who had “a record as a man and an officer creditable and 
satisfactory.” Byrnes was considered especially talented by many civilians, but his 
professional peers did not seem to agree. 

Byrnes’s ascent to the head of the Central Detective Office after the Manhattan 
Savings Bank case likely had more to do with opportunism than anything else. 
Department crises provided an opening to depose Captain Kealy. Two weeks after the 
Manhattan Savings Bank robbery, grave robbers seized the remains of millionaire A.T. 
Stewart from his family vault, ultimately holding them for ransom for three years. (The 
family at first refused to negotiate for the remains, and the culprits went silent until 1881. 
The case was never solved.)  Both cases had been assigned to the same detective, 
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George Dilks, who struggled with them for months while the press poured criticism on 
the NYPD. Byrnes thought to question the bank’s night watchman, which eventually 
cracked the case. The investigation ultimately took another year, resolving in February 
1880, just as the state assembly’s reorganization of the Detective Bureau was coming to 
a close.251 Though he had many supporters in the department and in the press, Captain 
Kealy looked entirely incompetent next to Byrnes.252 So did Inspector George Dilks, who 
had been a detective for over ten years at that point and might otherwise have been a 
contender for the position.  

Yet historians have come to burnish, rather than challenge, the Byrnes myth. 
Their reappraisals have tempered his legend some, and they concede that he had “keen 
instincts for publicity and self-promotion,” but urban historians have in large part 
confirmed the narrative crafted by his contemporaries.253 They tend to interpret the fruits 
of his cultural production as reflections of his importance and evidence of his 
professional talents and spectacular achievements, not as deliberate assertions of 
importance reiterated through an archive of his own assemblage. In recapitulating the 
list of laurels heaped upon him after his death in 1910, Daniel Czitrom affirms a 
consensus view when he writes that Byrnes “pointed the way toward the twentieth 
century’s redefinition of the primary police function as crime-fighting.”254  Similarly, 
NYPD historians Thomas Reppetto and James Lardner claim that during his “long and 
mostly glorious career,” Byrnes  “shaped not just New York’s Detective Bureau but the 
template for detective work as it would come to be organized and practiced in every 
modern metropolis.”255 Timothy J. Gilfoyle writes that Byrnes “exemplified the evolution 
of New York's detective force from an untrained group of watchmen to a disciplined 
military-like organization" and “instituted a variety of high-profile reforms.”256  These 
scholars assert that Byrnes revolutionized police work by insisting that his detectives 
keep diaries of their work; instituting at each morning roll call a lineup of everyone 
arrested the previous day; vastly expanding and advancing the use of the rogues’ 
gallery as a professional tool, partly by requesting photographs from police departments 
in other cities; and banning his detectives from accepting cash rewards.257  
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Practically none of these claims is true. Ample evidence suggests that most, if 
not all, of these practices originated elsewhere, sometimes long before Byrnes even 
arrived in the Detective Bureau. Detectives were already supposed to keep diaries, 
though the practice had indeed lapsed. The Rogues' Gallery was fully in place by the 
late 1870s, and the department had been exchanging photographs with other cities as 
early as 1871.258 If Byrnes seemed to amass an enormous store of knowledge about the 
movements of various professional criminals across the country, it is likely because he 
subscribed to newspaper clipping services, a practice he could well have borrowed from 
the Pinkerton Agency, which opened its New York office in 1865. Nor does he appear to 
have actually banned cash rewards.259 And while Reppetto and Lardner, along with 
Czitrom, credit Byrnes with a major achievement in the Manhattan Savings case, most 
of what we know about that investigation was filtered through him: we have little 
information about the Central Office’s efforts, with which we might contextualize the 
achievement.260  

What these laurels really demonstrate is that Byrnes was not merely a man with 
“keen instincts for publicity,” but an architect of his own celebrity.261  His popularity was 
less indicative of his personal qualities and actions than his ability to orchestrate a 
professional persona that was recursively confirmed through its circulation. This identity 
was elaborated quite clearly when embedded in popular forms: audiences could pay 
more attention to the message when they did not need to habituate themselves to the 
form it came in. 

&&& 
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When Thomas Byrnes joined the Detective Bureau in 1880, “New York's Finest" 
was more often punch line than praise. Coined in 1870, 25 years after the founding of 
the Metropolitan Police, it was hardly (or at least rarely) indicative of public approval. By 
modern standards, expectations were fairly low, but the NYPD still struggled to meet 
them. The New York police, as elsewhere, were not necessarily expected to do more 
than stem the tide of disorder; Ernest Ingersoll wrote in 1878 that they could “hardly 
hope to prevent the increase of the aggregate amount of crime with the increase of 
population.”262 At the same time, however, this standard of managing disorder, rather 
than preventing it, allowed for endemic inefficiency and corruption, a problem only 
magnified by the confused public-private boundaries in early city service provision. 
Through 1880, police and detectives collected fees for serving warrants, apprehending 
criminals, and, sometimes, for investigating crime.263 In 1873, for example, the New 
York Times reported that the Police Board had recently approved a $50 reward to 
detectives Tully and Dilks for arresting a thief and recovering $6,000 in stolen property; 
and a $450 award to detectives Elder and MacDougal received $450. (The department 
skimmed 10 percent for the pension fund.)264 The drunkards and wastrels who made up 
the force often fattened their salaries by demanding a payoff before returning stolen 
property to its rightful owner—or, in at least one case, by collaborating with the thief.265 
“Graft was routine and widely accepted,” because, Lardner and Reppetto assert, “the 
notion of separating public duty from private business was far from firmly established as 
a concept.”266  New Yorkers may have tolerated such practices, but they did not 
approve of them: at midcentury, as in other cities, the public regarded police forces, and 
especially detectives, with a great deal of suspicion.  
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This was in no small part a result of ideological and political developments that 
shaped police forces. The first few decades of policing were years in which Americans 
had not yet come to a consensus about whether systematized law enforcement was 
even compatible with “distinctively American notions about limiting and diffusing 
government power.”267 Its founding justification was contentious, its mandates were 
vague, and there was no consensus, in New York or elsewhere, about its value. Then, 
as now, boosters were quick to point out that politicians seeking new solutions for the 
problem of growing civic disorder had modeled the NYPD on the London Metropolitan 
Police, the well-disciplined paramilitary bureaucracy organized by Sir Robert Peel in 
1829. But the resemblances were largely cosmetic: the national ideologies that underlay 
each organization were incompatible. 268 Because London bobbies served the city but 
operated under the aegis of the national government, they were inured from local 
politics—"impartial agents of the legal system"—and were trained according to a 
national standard.269  However much American politicians might have hoped to emulate 
this bureaucratic professionalism, the nation's strong traditions of local governance and 
the rejection of centralized power made such a model untenable. So, likewise, did the 
American rejection of the standing army and an attendant mistrust of 
professionalization. 270  Any law enforcement structure would have to “conform to 
preexisting patterns of democratic government,” a system James Richardson calls 
“municipal federalism,” in which city government and the Board of Aldermen each held 
some authority over the police force.271  

The New York Police Department’s claims to authority and force were therefore 
quite different than those of their European counterparts. Where the London 
Metropolitans were nonpartisan professionals, the New York police were partisan, 
deliberately amateur, and given wide personal discretion. The authorization of police 
power rested not on bureaucratic order or symbolic expressions of the state’s legal 
regime, but on their literal and figurative “closeness to the citizens.”272 The idiosyncratic 
appointees of ward bosses and aldermen, confirmed to or rejected for one-year terms 
by the mayor and the city government, patrolmen resided in the wards they patrolled, 
and their enmeshment in their communities was thought to serve, rather than 
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undermine, restraints on police power.  Policemen were amateurs, practitioners of 
“dedicated vigilantism” who drew their authority not by enforcing standards of conduct 
that transcended community conflicts, but by “doing what most citizens [i.e., their 
neighbors] would have done in his position.”273   These differences were visible: the 
department did not require uniforms until 1853, in part because the working-class men 
who would wear them saw them as sartorial markers of servitude, not authority—a 
“symbol of the Old World class distinctions that Americans had fought a revolution 
against.”274 City leaders considered inefficiency, inconsistency, and even inexperience 
to be among “democracy’s necessary prices.” 275 

New Yorkers, both affronted by what they saw as an illegitimate claim to authority 
and frustrated by the inefficiencies of the system it produced, did not find this especially 
reassuring.  The involvement of ward bosses and aldermen certainly guaranteed a local 
force—but an endemically corrupt one stacked with “saloonkeepers, gangs, and 
‘shoulder-hitters,’” who colluded with political bosses to fix elections.276  Distinctions of 
class and ethnicity categorized policing squarely as a blue-collar occupation and, 
because its demographics were heavily Irish, a lowly one at that.277 Street-level 
independence allowed for informal solutions sensitive to neighborhood context, but it 
also allowed for unchecked violence and peripatetic availability.  In 1854,the city 
averaged a murder a day. The following year, the NYPD protected a former cop wanted 
for murder, who ultimately survived three attempts at prosecution.278 Some patrolmen 
had been armed with locust clubs, a skull-cracking hardwood, since 1853; eventually 
the entire force was.279 

Municipal federalism limited any one government body from consolidating too 
much power, but it also left the city in disarray. For several months in 1857, New York 
City had two rival police forces. After the state legislature had moved to replace the 
corrupt Municipal Police with a regional police force, Mayor Fernando Wood refused to 
disband the Municipals. For several tense weeks, Wood and the Municipal Police faced 
off against the Metropolitans and the National Guard in a series of violent clashes that 
left the city unprotected. (This would not be the first time that police tried to drag a 
mayor from City Hall.) By June, the city had descended into chaos as the street gangs 
of Five Points competed for dominance, culminating in the so-called Dead Rabbit Riot, a 
two-day melee that killed eight and injured over 100. Months later, in a single November 
day, six New Yorkers were murdered.280  
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Even after the Civil War, the NYPD’s claim to legitimacy remained tenuous and 
its authorization ambivalent. The force's effectiveness during the 1863 Draft Riots may 
have “laid to rest lingering questions about the force's discipline, devotion to the job, and 
its ability to maintain order,” but the public remained suspicious of the NYPD into the 
1870s.281 “However loudly they might cheer a police parade,” write Lardner and 
Reppetto, “at heart they neither understood nor sympathized with the police.”282  In July 
1874, former superintendent George Matsell, now helming the board of police 
commissioners, reportedly told the men assembled at the Central Office that he 
intended “to make this the finest police force in the world,” but cynical New Yorkers 
recognized this as window-dressing: Matsell made his announcement in the middle of a 
highly publicized trial of two police commissioners. Just six months earlier, officers 
charged a peaceful demonstration of unemployed laborers in Tompkins Square Park in 
an episode Samuel Gompers called “a orgy of brutality.”283   Thus, while city and state 
officials used “the finest" to praise the NYPD, New York newspapers adopted it almost 
immediately as a pejorative in their outspoken criticism of the department.284  In 
December 1874, after detectives recovered his stolen watch, a state assemblyman 
visiting the city declared, “The New-York Police are the finest Police in the world.”285  
Less than a month later, the Herald, reporting on a day-long visit to a police court 
session in which 85 officers were tried for various disciplinary infractions, headlined the 
story, “Police Trials: How Eighty-Five Members of the Finest Force in the World Do 
Their Duty.”286 Such cynicism crossed political lines, appearing in both the New York 
Times  (e.g., in an editorial chastising the NYPD for its lenience toward professional 
criminals) and the Tribune (e.g., a story about the “rich dress and apparent 
extravagance of certain members of the Detective Squad,” who had cultivated personal 
fortunes through rewards and “fortunate investments in real estate”).287   

Perhaps unsurprisingly, negative stereotypes dominated popular representations 
of New York policemen.  In 1873, theater audiences met John Beat, the first incarnation 
of a character that playwright Joseph Bradford developed over the next ten years. The 
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character was an “absurdly obese policeman who is made jittery by the slightest noise 
or shadow” in Law in New York, a play critical of the Tweed ring and the recent Credit 
Mobilier bank scandal.288 If the play was a failure as trenchant social criticism, it was 
successful in creating a popular new stereotype, in no small part because the role 
originated with “squeaky-voiced” vaudevillian Stuart Robson in the role of John Beat.  
Law in New York appealed to audiences across class lines. Its New York debut was at 
Wood’s Museum and Menagerie, a dime museum and burlesque theater known as the 
“successor to Barnum’s Museum” (opened with the remains of Barnum’s collection after 
the second iteration of the American museum burned down) and likely appealed to a 
rowdy working-class audience.289 But in Chicago, the play opened at Aiken’s Theatre, a 
brand-new house that had hosted classical music soloists and orchestras, touring 
vocalists, and stock performances of, among other productions, Julius Caesar, 
suggesting a more sophisticated (and likely wealthier) audience, one a theatre historian 
has described as “a first-class house.”290 Though the Tribune's reviewer called “an 
extravagant burlesque of indifferent merit,” he also noted that Robson “keeps the 
audience in a roar.”291   

Less than a decade later, playwright Bradford debuted another comedy, and 
John Beat became Officer John Mishler, “a good-hearted, whiskey-loving, dull-witted 
German policeman.”  Vaudevillian Gus Williams may have commissioned the 1882 play; 
he had already included a character known as “the Dutch Policeman" in his routine for 
some time.292  Williams immediately commissioned two sequels (One of the Finest in 
1883 and Captain Mishler in 1884).  Williams's manager reported that the opening-night 
receipts of a Milwaukee production of Captain Mishler brought in over $1,000.293  He 
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also wrote at least four popular songs for the stage productions, which had commercial 
lives of their own among middle-class audiences as sheet music or in books of dramatic 
monologues and the like.294  “One of the Finest,” published in 1882, features lyrics like 
“The flies never plague me in summer,/ Because they are much too afraid” and a chorus 
that declares the character “One of the finest, one of the finest,/ Guarding our safety and 
peace;/ Brave and courageous, never outrageous,/ One of the Finest Police.”295 The 
following year, “The Finest Police in the World” declared, “We arrest every one now 
before us;/ We never run, from anyone,/ Not even when they pull out a big gun.”  And in 
“Captain Mishler,” the eponymous character boasted that on Sundays, when the 
saloons were closed, “I can point out all the drug stores/ Where good liquor can be got;/ 
And if drunk, and brought before me, I'll discharge you on the spot.” 296 (This was a 
popular theme for several decades. The 1868 song “Sergeant Cop! Or the Pet of the 
N.Y. Force,” noted that occasionally “mercy seasons justice with a little drop of rum.”297 
In the 1889 song “Ask a P'Liceman,” the lyrics promised that “the man in blue" could 
show the “thirsty and good-natured" the way to a Sunday drink.) 

The detective, too, was at best an ambiguous figure to city dwellers preoccupied 
with the problem of anonymity and trust.  The earliest police forces had been devoted to 
preventing crime, rather than detecting it, and city government offered no relief. “The 
business of detection was largely a private matter,” writes Lane, “with initiative 
encouraged through a system of rewards and fines paid to informers.”298 Successful 
detectives relied on their personal knowledge of the underworld and their connections to 
criminal networks, leaving urbanites to observe how little difference there was between 
the thief-taker and the thief. The detective, John Kasson writes, was “a kind of 
confidence man in reverse. For in the name of restoring justice and stability to society, 
the detective hid his own identity under multiple disguises and lived a more radically 
fragmented, isolated, theatrical life than the most deceitful villain.”299 Though embedding 
detective work in the structure of civic administration was thought to distinguish new 
practices from these older strategies, it didn’t. When the Boston Police Department 
created a detective branch composed of salaried officers in 1845, Roger Lane says, 
Bostonians were as suspicious as they were fascinated. In Allan Pinkerton's 1884 book 
Thirty Years a Detective, John Kasson notes his suggestion that  the detective, “who 
infiltrated a stratum of criminal society and skillfully employed every subterfuge at his 
command to gain the information necessary to betray it,” was fundamentally alienated 
from civil society and the transparency it demanded.  But this alienation seemed to be a 
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requisite for success. “When the nature of his calling is discovered and made known,” 
said Pinkerton, “his usefulness to the profession is at an end, and failure, certain and 
inevitable, is the result.300  

 If successful detectives often relied on their personal knowledge of the 
underworld and their connections to criminal networks, city-dwellers wondered whether 
there was any real moral or ethical difference between the thief-taker and the thief. 
Before Byrnes, the most famous detective of the day was France's Eugene Vidocq, 
whose 1828 Memoires de Vidocq, chef de la police de Sûreté brought him international 
fame. But Vidocq's renown was chiefly predicated on his biography: Vidocq was an ex-
convict who offered his services to the police at age 33. What mattered most was that 
he was a reformed outlaw who turned his thief's cunning into a tool with which to serve 
society. The thrill of his story was that he could have gone either way. Vicocq's 
translated memoir bears the English subtitle Master of Crime, and a 1911 children's 
story about his life is titled “A Clever Bad Man.”301  New York police detectives did not 
have especially good reputations, either. In 1880, the National Police Gazette 
complained that they seemed to operate as they always had: “You cannot get a 
detective to work on a case unless you pay him. The larger the fee for the detective the 
more faithful he works. If there is no money in it for him no trouble is taken.”302  
Peculiarly, there was one very popular and quite positive representation of the police 
detective, but Anna Katharine Green’s Ebenezer Gryce (an NYPD detective, no less!) 
may have looked so little like a detective that he made a poor stock figure. Green’s 1878 
novel The Leavenworth Case was extremely popular, selling a million copies within ten 
years and appearing in at least ten editions by the end of the century.303 Gryce 
eventually appeared in a dozen of the author’s novels and stories. Yet Gryce did not 
make a lasting impression, which we might infer because Thomas Byrnes was never 
compared to him, nor did Byrnes invoke such a comparison, even though (but perhaps 
especially because) Detective Gryce actually did the kinds of things that represented 
police professionalization. The character, amiable, gentle, and inattentive, did not cut an 
especially distinctive figure. Early in the novel we meet   
 

a portly, comfortable personage with an eye that never pounced, that did 
not even rest--on you. If it rested anywhere, it was always on some 
insignificant object in your vicinity, some vase, inkstand, book or button. 
These things he would seem to take into his confidence, make the 
repositories of his conclusions, but you—you might as well be the steeple 
on Trinity Church, for all the connection you ever appeared to have with 
him or his thoughts. At present then, Mr. Gryce was, as I have already 
suggested, on intimate terms with the door-knob.”304  
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Ebenezer Gryce was no eccentric, and certainly nothing like Vidocq. His methods may 
even have appeared a little boring. The Leavenworth Case presaged the police 
procedural novel by several decades. The novel, Erika Janik notes, “includes expert 
testimony, scientific analysis of clues, ballistics, medical reports, crime-scene 
schematics, [and] reconstructed letters”; Green, a lawyer’s daughter, depicted legal 
proceedings with such accuracy that a Pennsylvania legislator “argued that the book 
could not possibly have been written by a woman.”305 All of this might have seemed 
somewhat plodding in comparison to, say, the work of Edgar Allan Poe’s Dupin, who 
relied almost exclusively on his deductive powers. By contrast, Gryce literally loses his 
eyesight over the course of the series.306  

But what Americans liked between the covers was not what they wanted on the 
streets. Jaded New Yorkers embraced Thomas Byrnes as an agent of change. His 
timing was good. Upon his arrival in the Detective Bureau, he was poised to benefit from 
the ways in which municipal reform (and ethnic assimilation) could raise the profession’s 
status in the public eye.307 A national trend toward civil service reform reached an 
urgent pitch when President Garfield was assassinated by a disappointed office-seeker 
in September 1881, and the evolving consolidation and increasing professionalization of 
municipal government portended reform for police as well as other civic agencies. While 
Jon C. Teaford argues that municipal governments were increasingly effective “in every 
policy area but the maintenance of order,” this is not to say that police were wholly 
ineffective. Eric Monkkonen has argued that municipal police forces were service 
providers, like other civic agencies: “The police, with their centralized, hierarchical 
structure . . . [and] regular patrol, . . .  provided a new urban mode of service: integrated, 
accessible, regular, and free.”308 When fee-for-service policing was replaced with 
municipal funding, “urban crime control at once became a public good, like streets.”309 

In 1883, the state of New York adopted civil service regulations for public 
employees and empowered mayors to do so on the municipal level.310 New York City 
Mayor Franklin Edson subsequently “issued rules for admission into the public service” 
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that “brought all departments under the state law.”311 Because civil service fields were 
increasingly regarded as the domain of the middle classes, so was policing—regardless 
of the effects reform had actually had on the NYPD. Martin Scheisl notes, “there was 
little evidence to indicate a decline in spoils” after the 1884 implementation of 
nonpartisan hiring procedures. Though most jobs were theoretically based in 
examinations and service records, Joseph Varga adds that the police board retained the 
ability to selectively advance candidates from exam pass lists.312  

But leveraging the association with civil service reform was a powerful tool for 
increasing the NYPD’s stature, one Thomas Byrnes used expertly. In 1882, apparently 
at his behest, state legislators amended a prior law concerning police organization in 
order to bring the ward detectives under his supervision and give him full command of 
the newly named Central Office Bureau of Detectives; and to expand the central office 
detective staff to forty.313 The symbolism was blatant. His professionalism and success 
had secured the state’s trust and earned Inspector Byrnes—now Chief Detective 
Inspector Byrnes—a greater measure of power. By then, he had already garnered the 
support of the Wall Street elite. On the very day of his appointment in 1880, Inspector 
Byrnes rented an office on Wall Street, connected its phone to the Stock Exchange, and 
assigned its operation to a dozen detectives, who numbered more than a quarter of his 
staff.314 The subsequent elimination of professional crime in the Financial District--or so 
he said, anyway--quickly became a well-circulated story. “From the 12th of March, 1880, 
until to-day,” Byrnes boasted, “they have not lost a ten-cent stamp in Wall Street by a 
professional thief—not a penny, not a cent.”315 

Journalist Richard Wheatley included the boast in an 1887 magazine profile of 
the department, which made clear that Byrnes’s elevated stature lent polish to the entire 
organization. The tale of his 1882 promotion, granted by a legislative body thought to be 
above the fray of the city’s corrupt machine politics, had come to imply that he must 
have played a key role in the agency’s subsequent hiring reforms. Wheatley’s story, 
which devoted far more ink to the Inspector than it did his superiors, reinforced this 
impression. Civil service reform, Wheatley contended, had transformed the NYPD into a 
professional organization. The plain evidence lay in the (apparently obvious) fact today’s 
officer was a “vastly emended edition of the star-labelled functionary of 1850.” A 
nonpartisan hiring process had begun to weed out the brute amateur. Now he wrote, the 
NYPD was open only to the best and brightest: those who could handle a training 
progress that surpassed those of the established professions in intellectual rigor. “Few 
unfit men are successful,” partly because “no curriculum of instruction in pastoral 
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theology, clinical surgery, or legal procedure is so exhaustive. Not one is so thorough.” 
As in these other long-standing professional fields, a final examination certified mastery; 
Inspector Byrnes was one of the interlocutors.316  

Whether or not Byrnes truly ended crime in Wall Street, the Wheatley profile is 
evidence of his success in placing the detective bureau at the service of the financial 
industry, which elevated his stature and portended the larger transformation of policing 
into a white-collar profession.317 This wasn’t simply the story of one agency that had 
cleaned up its act. The piece was part of a series of articles on major city financial 
institutions, the domains of white-collar professionals. Between 1885 and 1891, 
Wheatley wrote lengthy reported features about the New York stock, maritime, and 
produce exchanges, city banks, and the chamber of commerce.318 By implication, 
policing was no longer the domain of ethnic blue-collar immigrants. In one stroke, 
Wheatley made clerks and managers out of patrolmen and ranking officers. Though the 
force was still heavily Irish (by 1885, one-third were Irish-born), as were most northern 
police forces, ethnic identity was subordinate to that of the middle-class American.319  

He was also taking aim at the man whose fame he craved: Allan Pinkerton. 
Opening a Wall Street office effectively turned the bureau into a self-styled rival of the 
Pinkerton Agency—the private detective agency explicitly employed to defend capital. 
“Capt. Byrnes,” the Times reported, “is satisfied that just as good, if not better, work 
could be done by the Police agencies as by the private detective agencies.”320 By that 
time, Pinkerton’s private policing agency was at least 25 years old; its New York branch 
had been in operation since 1865.321 If the reputation of the detective had improved at 
all, it was to Pinkerton’s credit. His claim that “the profession of the detective is a high 
and honorable calling” was sufficiently persuasive that “Pinkerton men” became a 
shorthand for any and all detectives.322 He published his first book, an embellished 
memoir, in 1875. The book sold 15,000 copies in sixty days; dozens followed, even in 
the years after his death.323 In 1880 and 1884, he published two “encyclopedia[s] of 
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crime and criminals,” which almost certainly inspired Byrnes’s Professional Criminals of 
America.324 Byrnes blatantly patterned his own celebrity after Pinkerton’s rise to 
prominence, and declaring himself a friend of American finance was a crucial step 
forward.  

The 1880s, then, were a ripe moment for the ascendance of Inspector Byrnes.  In 
larger popular culture, the machinery of celebrity was increasingly accessible to the 
middle classes, a stratum to which the aura of professional reform had elevated the 
once-lowly immigrant cop. Both civil servants and detectives, each laboring in different 
kinds of obscurity, could become stars. They just needed to know the right people—the 
folks who could tell their stories. 

 
&&& 

 
When he arrived in the Central Detective Bureau in 1880, Thomas Byrnes saw 

an opportunity to exert greater control over an urban press that had already grown less 
adversarial to New York's finest in the fifty years since the birth of the penny paper. 
Once self-consciously positioned as a “private defender of the public good,” as held 
newspaper impresario James Gordon Bennett, the city's press had drifted back to the 
“political, social, and economic values that had so long defined the content of the daily 
papers" in the years before the explosion of the penny press.325 Though crime reporting 
remained a news staple, reporters yielded some of their commitment to independence 
in the service of expedience, which in turn eroded what was described as “healthy 
skepticism or exaggerated cynicism" toward civic and civil institutions.326 This was the 
perfect environment for Thomas Byrnes. 

A newly distinctive genre when Benjamin Day founded the Sun in 1833, tabloid 
crime reporting created “frantic editorial competition” among New York’s cheap daily 
newspapers in the decades that followed.327  Before the paper had even launched, Day 
tasked his assistant George Wisner with attending the city’s nightly police court 
sessions and reporting the lurid details in a “Police Office” column the next morning.328 
Crime news, “easy and expensive to gather,” subsequently “became an immediate and 
natural staple” of the penny papers, and there was no competition from the staid six-
cent dailies for this particular beat.329 The genre found its fighting form in 1836, when 
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James Gordon Bennett’s New York Herald offered aggressive coverage of the murder 
of Helen Jewett and the subsequent trial of her lover, Richard Robinson, dominating the 
ongoing circulation war among the penny papers. 330 Within a decade, his coverage and 
advocacy were a direct impetus for the founding of the new police department, and the 
Herald and the Sun the reigning champions of the penny press. 

Crucially, Bennett’s earlier reporting had also set the terms for the relationship 
between police and the press. Bennett insisted that journalists worked in the interest of 
the newly established public, an imagined community that emerged from mass 
democratization and was in turn recursively authorized by print capitalism itself.331 He 
argued that in conducting a “public duty,” newspaper editors and journalists necessarily 
required access to privileged information about crime and the law.332 Conveniently, this 
self-proclaimed responsibility also served commercial purposes: if Bennett could 
demand access to a crime scene on this basis, he could offer more detailed coverage 
than his competitors and drive up the Herald’s circulation. In this way, the popularity of 
crime news and the explosive growth of newspapers ensured something like a 
watchdog role for the New York press. By 1842, there were sixteen daily newspapers in 
New York alone.333 Stiff competition meant that reporters ambitiously pursued crime 
news and even created a specific market for it; the publisher of the National Police 
Gazette declared in 1846 that the weekly’s purpose was in part to monitor the new New 
York police.334  

By 1880, however, the relationship between the press and the police had grown 
considerably less adversarial, and Thomas Byrnes inherited the cozier, closer 
relationship vital to turning journalists into partners in policing.  David Ray Papke asserts 
that this closer connection dated to the 1870s, but it more likely began before Byrnes 
had even joined the department. When the New York Metropolitan Police moved into its 
new headquarters at 300 Mulberry Street in February 1863, so did the press, which was 
assigned space in the building’s basement.335 It was said to be a move made for the 
sake of expediency, but it also had the effect of changing the relationships between 
reporters and their subjects. By the time Police Commissioner Benjamin F. Manierre 
ejected the press from the building in the early 1870s, close proximity had already 
begun to make collegial relationships between journalists and police administrators 
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seem like a normal part of the job, and physical separation did not wholly undermine this 
culture. The beat reporters simply moved across the street, en masse, to shared 
apartments in the tenement building at 301 Mulberry.336  

The growth of the New York press in the years that followed further incentivized 
this alliance. By the 1870s, New York had a dozen daily newspapers. The city’s four 
largest papers—the Sun, the Herald, the New York Times, and the Tribune—claimed a 
combined daily circulation of 300,000, corresponding to nearly a third of the city’s 
population. Selling more papers and harnessing more advertising led to changes in 
format and frequency. Newspaper broadsheet dimensions increased, pages multiplied, 
and publishers issued more frequent editions—and had considerably more space to fill. 
Crime reporting remained a staple, but the acceleration of the news cycle led the New 
York dailies to “abandon the courts and shift to the police department" as a 
newsgathering source, because doing so more easily “facilitated their daily news 
production” than, say, spending several hours in night court. 9 This technical shift 
produced a significant ideological change. Crime journalists once did their reporting in 
public courtrooms, without access to privileged information, and they, like other citizen 
spectators, heard multiple accounts of the same incident. But in relying on the police 
department as a source of information, the department also became an authoritative 
voice, and reporters “came to share the police department’s perspective.”337 This was 
made manifest in shifts both subtle and consequential, such as using police arrests as 
“certain indications of illegality and wrongdoing.” Such data, which isolated police 
activity from the workings of the larger justice system—by ignoring conviction rates and 
wrongful arrest numbers—became a benchmark by which the public judged the 
department's success in reducing crime and maintaining order. A reported increase in 
arrest rates could make New Yorkers feel subjectively safer, even if little else 
changed.338  

When he arrived in the Central Office in 1880, then, Inspector Byrnes inherited a 
press corps already friendly to the department and a reading public primed to accept his 
claims. From his first day, the legend went, Byrnes made himself the sole source of 
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public information about detective bureau activities. Newspapers reported this edict with 
admiration. “One of Byrnes’ first orders when he took charge of the detective bureau,” 
recalled an obituary in Chicago's Inter Ocean, “was one forbidding any man in his 
department to open his mouth about police business. Thereafter every ‘story’ of crime 
came from Byrnes himself, and his stories lost nothing in the telling.”339 Under this 
aegis, he forced reporters to submit to his elaborate theatrics of dominance.  He only 
spoke to the press through a daily audience in his office each morning, requiring 
reporters to take the same walk into his inner sanctum that criminal suspects did. When 
they arrived, members of the press were not given guaranteed access, but made to wait 
among other visitors in a small outer office, jockeying for access in a pecking order that 
shifted with Byrnes’s whims. When Lincoln Steffens became the Evening Post’s police 
reporter in 1892, he, too, participated in this ritual, introducing himself to Byrnes one day 
during the Superintendent’s “hour for receiving citizens with complaints, his inspectors, 
captains, heads of departments with reports, and ‘the press.’”340 Within a few decades, 
such strategies became regular public relations practices for American corporations, 
and it can be easy, in retrospect, to see the genealogy as positive, or at least neutral: 
Byrnes was an early adopter, a forerunner. Such an interpretation is not inaccurate. It is, 
however, misleading, as it implies that he imposed order with the nonpartisan neutrality 
that civil service reformers prescribed for the nascent field of government relations in the 
early 1880s. In 1882, vigorous civil service reform advocate Dorman Eaton addressed 
Yale Law School graduates on the subject of “The Public Relations and Duties of the 
Legal Profession” was among the first texts for this emergent vocation. As public 
relations impresario Edward L. Bernays later put it, “At the turn of the century, public 
utilities, railways and like industries, assailed by public disapproval, used the term in 
their defensive activities.”341  

In disciplining and terrifying the press corps, Thomas Byrnes extended the 
NYPD's leverage over its reputation and further eroded journalistic independence. His 
theatrics were more assertive than defensive.  Recalling their first meeting, Lincoln 
Steffens remarked that Byrnes was “a man who would buy you or beat you, but get you 
he would.” On that day in 1892, after a contretemps with the bullying officer managing 
the crowded waiting room, Steffens was brought in to see Byrnes. The Superintendent 
minced no words:  
  You will want the news. Well, sir, I control the news from the police  
  department, and I can—I can give and I can withhold the news . . . I am  
  only endeavoring to say to you that I am going to put you on the same  
  basis here as the old reporters who have been with us for years, most of  
  them, and in return I ask you, in all fairness, not to print the stuff you get  
  from the enemies of the police without submitting it to me for correction  
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  or—at any rate—comment.”342 
Of course, such scenes were never truly meant to be private. Though his subordinates 
controlled access to Byrnes's daily audience, he was also posturing, laying down a 
legend that became the groundwork for his celebrity. Just as changes in the commercial 
press signaled important shifts in public attitudes about law and order, newspapers 
circulated new ideas about renown, and Thomas Byrnes was a quick study.  

In his first years as a patrolman, Byrnes might have joined other New Yorkers in 
examining the offerings at the National Portrait Gallery, Mathew Brady's fourth and final 
studio location, which opened in 1860. Lined with the solemn likenesses of Abraham 
Lincoln and his cabinet, the gallery marked the waning moments of an era in which 
celebrity was an emblem of democratic republicanism. The founders believed that the 
pursuit of fame was a worthy ambition, what Alexander Hamilton described in Federalist 
72 as the “‘ruling passion of the noblest minds.’” In the developing years of mass 
democracy, celebrity seemed both sanction and sanctification, conferring approval and 
elevating the individual to an American metonym.343   

But fame, once an indicator of selfless public service and a guarantor of posterity, 
was becoming something more like a “collective performance of celebrity.” At the same 
time, notoriety had long meant being well-known for “some reprehensible action [or] 
quality” since the sixteenth century, but a new crop of connotations appeared after 
1840, when the word became a more descriptive noun for someone well known, but not 
with, say, a criminal past.344 If showman P.T. Barnum had elevated the freak and the 
oddity to objects of public interest, the intervening years had brought fame to singers 
and sportsmen, orators and writers, outlaws and military heroes, actors, actors 
portraying famous people, and, perhaps surprisingly, to public servants—including 
police.345 As evidence of such shifts, David Blake points to the transformation of the 
Lyceum lecture from “republican ritual to the public exhibition of celebrity.”346  Once a 
fundamentally local and amateur institution that drew its experts from its own 
community, by the late 1840s, the lyceum became part of a national circuit driven by “a 
cycle of renown” in which, according to one contemporary, “the word ‘popular’” was now 
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“‘a synonyme of ‘excellent.’”347 Indeed, one of his biographers reported that James 
Russell Lowell, asked what his fee was, responded “‘F.A.M.E.—Fifty and My 
Expenses”—at least double what less popular speakers could typically command.348 Its 
contemporaries understood that the Lyceum was a theater—and a homegrown variety 
at that. In 1857, Putnam’s Monthly wrote,  
 

The Lyceum is the American Theatre. It is the one institution in which we take our 
nose out the hands of our English prototypes—the English whom we are always 
following—and go alone. The consequence is, that it is a great success. It has 
founded a new profession.349 
 
The Lyceum was truly a mass entertainment, even if it was also a kind of “quasi-

civil” institution. Its reach was national and its events accessible, if not especially 
attractive to, a working-class audience.350 Over the middle decades of the century, New 
Yorkers could choose from some 3,000 advertised lectures, but the Lyceum’s 
pleasures, such as they were, were hardly the exclusive domain of urbanites. By 1845, 
between 3,500 and 4,000 northern cities and towns boasted lecture societies that 
brought national figures into their communities. That year, 90 percent of the lecturers at 
the Salem, MA lyceum were out-of-towners. Even those without access to such events 
could still participate: the New York Tribune’s regular “Sketches of Lectures” feature, 
widely reprinted by other newspapers, reached a “broader, but distant and anonymous” 
‘public’”—in other words, a truly mass audience.351   

 
The lessons of the Lyceum included the pedagogy inherent in the collective 

performance of celebrity, and its eager students were legion. Like a lion act in a Barnum 
show, the Lyceum sold its public “a fascinating blend of empathy and control: empathy 
with the successful; control through information about them and their world.”352 This, in 
turn, served the pervasive political fantasy of (and shared aspiration to) the self-made 
man353: 

Here, they said, were people whose integral sense of self, their ‘character,’ 
allowed them to make sense of the world, that is, ensure their success in 
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it. And that success, whether it came from being a famous gunfighter or a 
money-making industrialist [or a star lecturer], was affirmed by fame.354 
 

If moral edification was the Lyceum’s explicit curriculum, its implicit message was that 
its best students might become its teachers. Though popularity was thought “a reliable 
index of talent or skill,” its generation relied less on the demonstration of the professed 
ability and more on personality. This, in turn, could be capitalized. Barnum profitably 
elevated the singer Jenny Lind from an unknown on the American scene to the Swedish 
nightingale. That she was a talented vocalist might have been true, but the trick lay in 
convincing audiences of this before they heard a single note.  Here, too, there were 
lessons to be learned—and practiced. Audiences took “an active role in defining [their 
idols], an audience that [was] willing to be manipulated but eager to convey how that 
ought to be done more expertly.”355 Those who made their careers on the circuit had to 
be vigorous self-promoters in order to “overcome the anonymity that resulted from the 
extraordinary—often continual—movement both of the career seekers” and their 
increasingly mobile audiences.356 
 The business of publicity became the true “prerequisite for renown.”357  And, 
newspapers and magazines came to realize, these profits could be shared. The 
commercial press circulated these new associations among talent, publicity, and 
representation, whether they wanted to or not. Newspaper publishers became business 
partners, both more and less willingly. Publishers of penny papers saw the potential for 
profit from the start. Their publications relied on ad revenue rather than subscriptions, 
and when sensationalism became news, circulations—and ad revenues—soared. 
Providing a medium for the cycle of renown was a way to cash in. Other antebellum 
editors objected to presenting publicity as a form of news. In the 1840s, the editor of the 
Brooklyn Daily Eagle complained that it was virtually impossible for newspapers to avoid 
“affording gratuitous advertising to Mr. Barnum.”358 They came to realize, some more 
quickly than others, that there was no way to opt out, only the question of whether they 
got a cut. 

For those uneasy about this new role, there were attractions beyond money—like 
the promise that the journalist could also accrue distinction for himself. Journalists found 
renown as tastemakers. When Nathaniel Parker Willis, an editor and self-styled poet 
from a family of publishers, first described “the Upper Ten Thousand” in 1852, he 
imagined a place in the upper echelons for journalists, himself included. Along with 
wealthy elites and “artists, authors, . . . ‘stars,’ and that sort of people,” journalists could 
become part of the “aristocracy of fashion,” class of cultural arbiters “whose judgment is 
made from elevated standards” and who the mass public could “quote as 
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unquestionable authority.”359 His vision was quickly realized. In 1854, the New York 
Times explicitly advised businessmen and authors in the art of “advertising on the sly.” 
New authors, the paper suggested, should “cultivate the friendship of the city’s key 
critics” and casually mention their latest book; this was a far more successful a strategy 
than “turn[ing] up in a newsroom with book in hand.”360 By the late 1880s, Charles L. 
Ponce de Leon writes, a “small elite of reporters and feature writers,” paid handsomely 
for their work, were “responsible for lifting public figures to the status of national 
celebrities.”361 Byrnes certainly had the attention of this cohort: in 1889, he was profiled 
by the New York World's star reporter, Elizabeth Jane Cochran, better known as stunt 
girl Nellie Bly. The World gave the Byrnes story a third of a page. By this time, the 
paper's daily circulation, which was 15,000 when Pulitzer bought the paper in 1883, had 
surged to nearly 350,000.362 (Profiling Byrnes was as close as most women—Bly 
included—could get to police or crime reporting.363) 

The business of news and the business of celebrity were, like the business of 
criminal infamy, exponentially self-perpetuating.  The commercial press quickly became 
“instrumental in creating the signs by which modern fame would be recognized” and an 
irreducible part of the cycle of renown.  Celebrity journalism found its feet just as crime 
reporting strategies were changing to accommodate the growing need for inches upon 
inches of fresh copy. In both cases, argues Fred Inglis, “exceptionality and abnormality 
as framed by ‘newsiness’ became the speedily spotted signals of what the journalists 
were looking for.”364 Just as police stations became “classified by the news industry as 
places which provided facts for its fictions,” and in a steady, reliable manner, the 
“second absolutely dependable source of stories was money and those who were 
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known to possess it, the more so if they also displayed it.”365 Within this broad category, 
Leo Braudy adds, “The self-made man was the cynosure of every journalist intent on 
bringing the news of America to itself.”366 Who fit that description better than Byrnes, an 
Irish immigrant orphaned as a boy, who was quickly becoming one of the most powerful 
men in New York?  

Reports of Inspector Byrnes's stern performances, then, were fodder not only for 
police stories, but for celebrity profiles as well, which traded in the kinds of personal 
details that made their subjects “visible and knowable,” with personalities “discernable 
to the general public.”367 A self-made man and master of the American criminal was the 
perfect subject for a press that increasingly mimicked the tone and content of Joseph 
Pulitzer's New York World.368 This character, Inspector Byrnes, could appear almost 
anywhere in the paper, either expounding on his so-called methods and legendary 
solves or updating the public on a particular crime, and each kind of story only seemed 
to affirm and enlarge the authenticity of the other—and, if celebrity was an index of skill, 
solidify the impression that Byrnes had mastered professionalism. Their connection may 
even have seemed quite natural: in the 1840s, Nathaniel Willis argued that the celebrity 
was “basically a form of education and social control” —what the New York Herald 
Tribune described as an “unprivileged aristocracy” who could “furnish a counter-poise 
and barrier against the tyranny of Public Opinion.”369 A significant aspect of celebrity 
journalism in the 1880s and 1890s was helping readers to make some sort of order out 
of the upheaval around them. “Many articles about important, sometimes complex 
trends and developments highlighted public figures who were thought to epitomize 
them,” notes Charles Ponce de Leon; profiles of John D. Rockefeller or Thomas Edison 
were vehicles for explaining corporate monopoly and business reorganization or 
understanding “how new technologies would change the lives of ordinary Americans.”370   
In this sense, Byrnes was an agent of order no matter where he went. 

And American newspapers brought him everywhere. Byrnes's celebrity reach 
was further amplified by the growth of feature syndicates and newspaper chains in the 
1880s. Along with wire services, these innovations, like bulk newspaper mailing rates 
and editorial exchanges among publishers had a century earlier, vastly accelerated the 
news cycle.371 They were a major factor in what Charles Ponce de Leon describes as 
the “nationalization of the public sphere"—the supplanting of the “diverse urban 
‘commercial cultures' that had existed in American cities since the mid-nineteenth 
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century.”372 Big-city and small-town papers alike reprinted “serial fiction, advice 
columns, comics, and breezy articles on scientific development and exotic locales"—
and, of course, the celebrity profile. This content could be purchased fully packaged with 
rotogravure images and ready to print, and syndication brought celebrity culture beyond 
the metropolis to the most provincial corners of the nation.373 Byrnes, a figure who 
would once have been a local celebrity, came to occupy a much larger role in American 
cultural life, and the populist tone of Gilded Age newspapers figured him as an avatar of 
an increasingly orderly nation. Rural Americans who might only rarely, if ever, encounter 
police detectives—or modern police forces at all—were newly able to imagine both what 
those figures might look like and how they kept order in the wicked metropolis.  

In this period, too, magazine readership soared, further popularizing the celebrity 
profile. Shortly after the Civil War, one editor worried about “a mania of magazine-
starting,” with “every successful writer becoming possessed of a magazine of his 
own.”374 His anxiety was warranted: the number of magazines increased fourfold 
between 1865 and 1885. There were 700 non-newspaper periodicals in the United 
States in 1865; by 1885 there were more than 3,300.375  Many of these were general-
interest monthlies; Cosmopolitan, Scribner's, Munsey's, and The Arena were all founded 
between 1886 and 1889.376 Cosmopolitan reported a monthly circulation of 22,000 in its 
first year, 1889—a figure that more than tripled by 1891, when circulation reached 
75,000.377 ] One of the most popular features in Harper's Monthly was the “Celebrities at 
Home" series. [ugh more?] 

These profilers might be better described as co-authors, for though Thomas 
Byrnes may have had a keen instinct for publicity, he lacked the skills to execute his 
vision himself. Lincoln Steffens recalled that Byrnes loved detective literature and dime 
novels and styled himself after them, but he was unsubtle: he so embellished  
purportedly factual information to such a degree, Steffens wrote, that reporters 
sometimes refused to print these stories. In the papers, Inspector Byrnes was a smooth 
talker, but this was artifice, too. One interesting element of these profiles is that some 
break the usual form by quoting Byrnes often and at great length, years before “a 
reliance on quotations" and framing stories as “conversations" became generic 
conventions.378 But Byrnes was poorly educated, and one journalist later recalled him as 
a man with “a complete ignorance of the English language. Sentences would come from 
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him like this: ‘It was hawf-pahst three when he done it, and I seen him when he done 
it.’”379  

Byrnes ultimately relied on journalists to produce the entire corpus of his 
celebrity—not just the profiles, of which there were many, but also melodramas, dime 
novels, and newspaper serials.380 He plied them with promises of police intelligence, 
personal renown, cash (and probably a few threats) in order to ensure a favorable public 
persona across these media. What look to us now like reflections of Byrnes's influence 
are actually the engines that produced it. Professional journalists, including some of the 
city's most prominent writers and editors, were behind virtually all of them.  Together, 
they invented the first celebrity cop. 

 
&&& 

 
Thomas Byrnes clearly hungered for wealth and power, but he probably did not 

arrive in the Central Office with a plan to make himself into a legendary figure, at least 
not right away, and it is not immediately obvious that he had anything to do with 
orchestrating his many appearances in popular culture. The many newspaper and 
magazine profiles, for example, seem unconnected to Julian Hawthorne’s From the 
Diary of Inspector Byrnes series, which is unrelated to Chandos Fulton’s 1890 novel 
The Vidocq of New York. The novels, which also appeared as newspaper serials, 
appear unrelated to two plays that feature Inspector Byrnes—Robert Morris’s 1884 play 
The Pulse of New-York, and Will Ranney Wilson’s 1892 play The Inspector.  Historians 
usually suggest that Byrnes was the subject of these artworks because he was such a 
compelling character and “an astute master of self-promotion” who had developed name 
recognition through, for example, authoring Professional Criminals in America. Citing a 
small item in the New York Dramatic Mirror, for example, Timothy Gilfoyle writes that 
Byrnes “even became the subject of short stories and melodramas,” as though this was 
a natural outgrowth of the man's stature.381 

It was anything but.  If we take the entire range of works—the profiles, the novels 
and serials, and the plays—as a single corpus, similarities in their production histories,   
themes within the works themselves, and evidence that Byrnes paid some writers for 
their work suggest Byrnes's close involvement and direction in developing his public 
persona. First, it is not a coincidence that a newspaperman was behind every one of 
these works: many, if not all, had been police reporters. Playwright Robert G. Morris 
was a founding member of the New York Press Club and a longtime police reporter for 
the New York Herald.382 Playwright Will Wilson, too, was a journalist, whose first 
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assignment was as the police beat reporter for the New York Sun.383 Julian Hawthorne 
had just been fired as the New York World’s literary editor when Thomas Byrnes 
approached him about a collaboration.384 William H. Bishop, who ghostwrote a sixth 
From the Diary of novel, which saw the Inspector traveling the world, was. a well-
established travel journalist.385 Chandos Fulton, who wrote the 1890 novel The Vidocq 
of New York, was a theater manager, playwright, and journalist.386  Frank Marshall 
White, who wrote flattering profiles of Byrnes near the end of his life, was a respected 
newspaperman and foreign correspondent before becoming a magazine writer.387 He 
was also the brother of Isaac D. White, the legendary police reporter for Hearst's World, 
who had managed to solve or crucially assist in several Detective Office 
investigations.388  

Byrnes, who likely terrified the lot of them, was blatantly coercive in securing their 
services, though surely some were more amenable than others. Jacob A. Riis wrote of 
his reporting days, “The boys called him a great faker,” a jeer they only would have 
made in the safe confines of 301 Mulberry; it is difficult to detect any of that cynicism in 
the profiles they wrote about him.389 (Riis, too, wrote some of these puff pieces earlier in 
his career., though he later boasted of standing up to Byrnes.390)  As Lincoln Steffens 
put it, Byrnes was “a man who would buy you or beat you, as you might choose, but get 
you he would.”391 And yet, long after they needed to worry about his wrath, these men 
who feared Byrnes also venerated him. William O. Inglis, who profiled Byrnes in 1908, 
spent twenty years at the Herald and the World, and he probably spent some time on 
the police beat.392 He describes meeting with Byrnes this way: 
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"How are you, old fellow?" was his greeting, hearty but not effusive, to one 
who saw him often in the old days when every city editor knew that police 
headquarters was good for a thrilling first-page story at least once a week-
-often for unbroken weeks. . . . And at the sight of him all the intervening 
years vanished as if they had never been. He was still The Inspector.393  

 
Jacob Riis, also a former police reporter, offered nothing short of a paean to the man in 
his 1901 autobiography The Making of an American: 
 

One of the early and sensational results of reform in Mulberry Street was 
the retirement of Superintendent Byrnes. There was not one of us all who 
had known him long who did not regret it, though I, for one, had to own the 
necessity of it; for Byrnes stood for the old days that were bad. But, 
chained as he was in the meanness and smallness of it all, he was yet 
cast in a different mould. Compared with his successor, he was a giant 
every way. Byrnes was a “big policeman.” We shall not soon have another 
like him, and that may be both good and bad. . .    I could not let Byrnes go 
without a word, for he filled a large space in my life.394  

 
 

These projects were collaborations, even if the degree of coercion involved is 
difficult to estimate.  Historians usually suggest that Byrnes was the subject of these 
various projects because he was such a compelling character and “an astute master of 
self-promotion” who had developed name recognition through, for example, authoring 
Professional Criminals in America. (I suspect this volume, too, was ghostwritten.).395 But 
many appeared at Byrnes's behest. In 1886, Byrnes began casting about for a writer-
for-hire who could turn the tales of his exploits into fiction; he may have hoped to  
release them simultaneously with Professional Criminals. That spring, he offered dime 
novelist Ernest A. Young $2000 for a series of four novels.396 Sergeant Thomas Adams 
attended to this business on Byrnes's behalf. In correspondence with Young, he wrote,  

[Byrnes] hopes with your ability to have at least the satisfaction of the credit of 
being the author of the best works of the kind  that has been produced in this 
country founded on a series of facts and circumstances.397 

That Byrnes first approached Young reflects his own affinity for dime novels. 
Recalled Lincoln Steffens (who was not a police reporter and thus something of a 
confidant to Byrnes),  
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he used to call me in and tell me detective stories of which he was the 
hero. He was bragging, and he was inventing, too. This I knew because I 
had found out where he hid the detective story-books he was reading, and 
borrowing them when he was not looking, I read and recognized in them 
the source of some of his best narratives.398 

Byrnes modeled his public persona after dime novel heroes not because he recognized 
their strategic importance as a vehicle for circulating his celebrity identity, but because 
he loved them.  Whatever his later upward/social mobility, Byrnes had once been part of 
the working-class audience to which dime novels and story papers were directed. 
Cheap, sensational fiction of this kind appeared in the United States from the 1840s to 
the 1890s, when changes in the publishing industry led to the disappearance of these 
formats.399 Its longevity was bolstered by successive waves of financial depression, and 
the establishment of a monopoly distributor after the Civil War helped create a national 
audience.400 Byrnes would likely have been an avid reader through his first years on the 
police force—or, more accurately, he would have been more likely in these years to 
admit to being part of that audience. The first books in the Beadle's Dime Novels library 
appeared in 1860, when Byrnes was eighteen, and they were popular among young 
working-class men, including Irish and German immigrants, and Civil War soldiers like 
his brother Edward.401 Such literature certainly would have been popular with patrolmen 
during long hours of duty, just as it was for other occupations.402 The Old Sleuth, the 
first dime novel detective, appeared in 1872, when Byrnes was a precinct captain.  

Police protagonists appeared well after the dime novel private detective, but they 
inspired the development of that earlier literature George Lippard, who pioneered the 
sensational style in cheap literature, began his career in 1841 as a police reporter for 
the Philadelphia paper Spirit of the Times; this almost certainly influenced his urban 
sensation novels.403 In 1874, Allan Pinkerton published the first volume of his exploits; 
he had been one of the first police detectives in the country before establishing his 
private agency.404  His legendary agents, renowned for their integrity and 
professionalism became such popular characters that “‘Pinkerton' was often used 
synonymously with ‘detective,’” which suggests that suspicion of the private detective 
had begun to shift.  Pinkerton himself wrote memoir-style accounts, but in 1887, three 
years after his death, the Pinkerton Detective Series appeared; like the Byrnes stories, 
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the characters' identities are “almost entirely constituted by their work.”405 (Arthur Conan 
Doyle's Sherlock Holmes appeared in the U.S. in the same year.) 

Dime novels also had a broader readership than we might imagine, one that 
could cut across class lines. While Churchwell and Smith argue that “the fin de siècle 
seems to have been marked out by a fracturing of reading communities,” dime 
literature’s ubiquity may reflect an exception.406 The dime novel is a genre as much as it 
is a format, not just because the conventions are similar within the literature, but 
because the stories appeared in newspapers, story papers, and pamphlet library form 
as well, formats that attracted a broad range of audiences.407 Some critics also argued 
that the genre was far more culturally important than its detractors wished. “It is an 
enormous field of mental activity, the greatest literary movement, in bulk, of the age,” 
wrote critic (and future Byrnes collaborator) William Henry Bishop in the Atlantic 
Monthly. “Disdained as it may be by the highly cultivated for its character" he said, “the 
phenomenon of its existence cannot be overlooked"--in no small part because the highly 
cultivated enjoyed its pleasures, too.408 It was entirely acceptable for young boys of any 
class to buy them, but they were hardly the only ones. In Gilded Age New York, Bishop 
reported, story papers “upholster all the news-stands,” including the “stuffy little" ones 
“of the up-town avenues,” where one still finds them “laid out on the front counter, neatly 
overlapped, so as to show all the titles and frontispieces.”409 Added dime novelist 
Eugene Sawyer, “It is not, however, only the ‘submerged tenth' who reads cheap 
stories. I have been in bookshops and seen bankers and capitalists gravely paying their 
nickels for the same tales as their elevator boys read.”410  

The stories also appeared in daily newspapers—and this may be one reason 
why Anna Katharine Green’s Ebenezer Gryce was no match for Inspector Byrnes. The 
Leavenworth Case was published by Putnam’s Library in a hardcover edition and cost 
more than working-class readers were usually willing to spend, and David Ray Papke 
observes that reviews of the book “were concentrated in journals purchased and read” 
by the leisured classes.411 But the fact that Cassell published the Hawthorne novels 
(rather than, say, Beadle and Adams or George and Norman Munro) does not exclude 
the Hawthorne stories from the dime novel genre—or, perhaps more crucially, limit the 
novels to middle-class bookshelves.412  The Byrnes readership likely included both 
those more genteel readers who would read a Hearst newspaper but never be caught 
with a Beadle novel and those who might not have even been able to afford a cheap 
paperback. Nor is their authorship particularly remarkable; Michael Denning writes that it 
was typical for cheap story publishers to hire prominent authors like Julian 
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Hawthorne.413 Literary elites might have publicly disdained it, but plenty of them penned 
lucrative dime novels.414 Byrnes had a cross-class readership; in this case, a reader of 
the better classes might justify his interest in dime novels with the belief that literary 
talent improved the genre and that anything published by a respectable house like 
Cassell couldn’t be trash. 

His correspondence with Thomas F. Adams suggests that Ernest Young 
completed one manuscript, The Manhattan Bank Robbery, before withdrawing from the 
project.415 Byrnes then approached Julian Hawthorne, likely with a similar offer.416 In 
1887 and 1888, Hawthorne published five titles in all, subtitled From the Diary of 
Inspector Byrnes. (A sixth, Sergeant Von, was published anonymously in 1889; the 
writer was travel journalist William H. Bishop, but sometimes Byrnes took credit for it, 
too, as in his 1889 interview with Nellie Bly.) On the covers, Byrnes was listed as 
Hawthorne’s coauthor. Hawthorne wrote himself into the books in ways that suggested 
that he sought out Byrnes for advice or information—that their relationship was a story 
within the story. In The Great Bank Robbery, published in 1887, for example, 
Hawthorne's first-person narrator remarks, “I would improve the earliest opportunity of 
dropping into the Central Detective Office, and asking Inspector Byrnes about the great 
robbery.”417 Readers understood the relationship between Byrnes and the books in a 
range of ways.418 Some thought “Julian Hawthorne” was a nom de plume; Nellie Bly 
reported that the books were published “in connection with Julian Hawthorne.”419 An 
1887 police gossip column in the Evening World described it this way: “Byrnes furnishes 
the house and ground and Julian Hawthorns [sic] enters into possession and becomes a 
tenant.”420 The Brooklyn Daily Eagle's reviewer wryly asked why Hawthorne was even 
involved if “the oracular and somewhat stagy inspector's ‘diary' contained all the 
apparently irrelevant wonders of romance and melodrama that are filtered through his 
mouth and ear.”421 
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Both Ernest Young and Julian Hawthorne wrote manuscripts based on the 1878  
Manhattan Savings Bank case, which had by then become something of an origin myth 
that made its way into virtually every account of Byrnes's genius. Several other major 
cases played a similar role. The same tales of Byrnes's success, most of which 
described events that took place in his first years as a detective, appear over and over 
again across the Byrnes corpus and circulated for decades after—and it is surprisingly 
easy to pinpoint when and how the stories changed. All stories change in the telling, of 
course, but in some cases, evidence suggests that such additions to the stories may 
have come directly from Byrnes, not from subsequent narrators. Two such examples 
involve cases in which fictional plot points from Hawthorne's Byrnes novels later 
become part of the purportedly true story, or in which Byrnes had the opportunity to 
insert new details into otherwise non-fictional accounts. The stories of these two 1881 
cases, the Louis Hanier murder and the blackmail of Jay Gould, are important texts 
because they were robustly reported at the time the crimes occurred; recycled 
frequently; and have distinctive details that make it possible to trace the development of 
any embellishments and locate their origins. 

One of Byrnes's biggest early successes involved the 1881 murder of Louis 
Hanier, killed when he interrupted a robbery in progress in his small saloon. This story 
became an important part of Byrnes's origin myth in the years that followed, in part 
because it was claimed to be the moment when he originated his so-called third degree 
interrogation methods. But contemporary news accounts suggest neither Byrnes's 
especially prominent involvement, nor much path-breaking detective work; what's more, 
legal records from McGloin's subsequent appeals indicate that Byrnes had already 
embellished the story. The New York Times reported the arrest of the killer, Michael 
McGloin, in early February 1882; the case does not sound especially complicated. 
Byrnes ordered his detectives to search nearby pawn shops for the murder weapon; he 
also enlisted one of McGloin's comrades as a confidential informant. When Byrnes 
confronted McGloin with the gun, press accounts say, the man immediately 
confessed.422  The Times named four other involved detectives and officers, and initial 
reports in the Brooklyn Daily Eagle did not mention Byrnes at all. What's more, legal 
records suggest, that even these early press accounts were based on Byrnes's 
fabrications. Detectives did not find the pistol before arresting McGloin; an appeal case 
notes that the pistol “was found through the admissions contained in McGloin's 
confession.”423  

But later accounts told a far different story. In 1885, Augustine E. Costello's Our 
Police Protectors, a sycophantic NYPD history written to raise funds for police pensions, 
included two wholly new details that made Byrnes the hero of the story. He suggested 
that Byrnes had solved the case in ways even more ingenious, deducting the crime's 
unfolding by the arrangement of brandy glasses in Hanier's shop. 424 And Byrnes 
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reportedly used the caliber of the bullet to trace the gun and find McGloin. These 
additions were almost certainly dreamed up by Byrnes himself. Costello's book, meant 
to raise money for the police pension fund, was authorized by the Police 
Commissioners. In 1887, journalist Joseph Howard, for many years the author of the 
column “Howard's Gossip,” repeated and further embedded this fake news.425  

Later that year, Julian Hawthorne transformed the story further in A Tragic 
Mystery, enshrining Costello's claims and expanding Byrnes's brilliance. Here, Inspector 
Byrnes sends a woman named Charlotte undercover to ingratiate herself with the 
suspect.426  In the actual case, Byrnes enlisted one of McGloin's comrades as a 
confidential informant. Detectives staged a scene in which they hung a reward poster in 
a tavern where the gang tended to gather, and the informant subsequently reported that 
McGloin had asked him, “Did I turn white when they hung that up?" In A Tragic Mystery, 
however, Charlotte gets him drunk and extracts something like a confession from him, 
though “he didn't say just what we wanted him to.”427 The gambit with the reward poster 
and the informant follows. This plainly extraneous romance remained part of the story. 
In 1889, Byrnes used the McGloin case to explain to Nellie Bly that women make poor 
detectives.428 1892, Byrnes told another World reporter that he had hired a woman to 
live with McGloin.429  

Hawthorne also dramatically enlarges the moment of McGloin's confession. 
Merely showing the suspect the gun does not elicit an admission of guilt, but serves as 
“the opening of a direct conflict between the two men; the officer contending for truth 
and justice, the prisoner fighting for his life.”430 In a suspenseful scene, Byrnes wears 
down McGloin's resistance by bringing in the pawnbroker and then parading one of his 
accomplices in front of him.431  But the legal record suggests that this was entirely a 
fabrication. According to his own testimony, Byrnes arrested McGloin and bluffed, telling 
him he knew about the pawned pistol. McGloin immediately volunteered to take a 
statement, which was taken down by the coroner. The court concluded, “This was 
substantially all that occurred between the officer and the defendant previous to the 
making of the statement.”432 
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But in the years that followed, this inflated version of the story became the 
purportedly factual account of the Hanier murder. McGloin was recast as one of the 
pitiable victims of Byrnes's ingenious third-degree methods.433   Jacob Riis expanded 
the story further in his 1901 autobiography, turning their brief conversation and Byrnes's 
mild bluff into a days-long interrogation, the climax of which was telling McGloin that his 
pals had squealed on him.434 Upon Byrnes's death in 1910, a Harper's Weekly obituary 
detailed this scene as well:  

During this hour McGloin's demeanor changed from swaggering defiance 
to abject fright; and when the chief of detectives finally brought the 
conversation around to the murder of Hanier, the prisoner fell on his knees 
and confessed everything.435  

 Another example of this myth-making centers on an 1881 extortion case 
involving financier Jay Gould. (In accounting for his own vast fortune, Byrnes would later 
claim that Gould rewarded him for his effort by investing $10,000 of Byrnes's own 
money on his behalf.)  Colonel Howard Welles, a failed speculator who believed he had 
lost his fortune in investments in Gould properties, began sending letters to Gould and 
his wife threatening to murder them both if they did not reimburse his losses; eventually 
he demanded stock tips. The case is a memorable one: Byrnes used personal ads in 
the New York Herald and detailed detectives to monitor dozens of mailboxes around the 
city in order to intercept Welles's correspondence.436 Welles, who did not make back 
any of his money, was apprehended shortly after mailing another letter. A Times 
account suggests that, when confronted, Welles, weeping openly, said that he would 
rather kill himself than go to jail; though he claimed insanity, he was found competent 
and indicted on a misdemeanor charge of writing threatening letters. When released 
from the Tombs on bail, he absconded to points unknown.437  

This became an episode for which Byrnes was lauded, but the detective work 
was not quite as original as it seems: neither the use of the Herald personals, nor the 
postal surveillance, was a novel police technique at the time. The Herald personals, 
which debuted in 1847, were one of the most-read texts in Gilded Age America. They 
were, like their imitators, “the most beloved and widely read columns,” and the paper 
was “the most widely read newspaper in the country.”438 Their stylistic qualities also 
meant that they could offer incommunicado communication.  Readers of all stations 
loved them in no small part because of their air of mystery, and Byrnes's cryptic ads 
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would have appeared entirely normal. On practical terms alone, using them in police 
work makes a great deal of sense, and the idea wasn't Byrnes's. NYPD detectives had 
already used both of Byrnes's strategies by the time of the Gould case.  In his memoir, 
former chief George Washington Walling relates two cases of professional criminals 
directing the NYPD to communicate with them through the Herald personals. If Byrnes 
had been remotely involved in either, he almost certainly would have boasted about it. 
In February 1880, two months before Byrnes arrived at the Detective Office, a case 
involving a harassment campaign against the rector of Trinity Church involved 
communicating through the personals and sending detectives “to watch every letter-box 
and branch office in the city" to try to apprehend the correspondent.439 In the spring of 
1881, several months before the Gould blackmail episode, the criminals who had stolen 
the remains of a wealthy millionaire from his family vault negotiated their ransom 
through the Herald personal ads.440  

Regardless, the Gould episode made its way into many stories about Byrnes, 
including Hawthorne's novel Section 558: Or, The Fatal Letter. In the case, Byrnes sets 
about to find the writer who is blackmailing “Maxwell Golding" in hopes of recovering the 
$20,000 he had lost in the stock market.  In a pivotal scene, Byrnes sits alone in his 
office, which is adorned with “glazed cases on the walls, full of the relics of former 
crimes.” Lost in thought, he puzzles through the problem like a logic proof; in this 
account, he is the sole originator of this idea to “insert an urgent ‘personal' in the paper" 
and detail his detectives to observe 118 mailboxes in order to find the man blackmailing 
“Maxwell Golding.”441 Golding generously declines to prosecute the culprit, “General 
Weymouth,” who, Hawthorne adds, died several months later. Hawthorne added 
another romantic subplot that eventually became part of the legend: here, the letters 
were actually penned by a woman trying to help her beau, and her feminine hand was a 
brief misdirection in the case. 

 Fact and fiction subsequently merged. A 1907 magazine profile of Byrnes seems 
to collapse them: the culprit was in league with “a lady who acted as your amanuensis,” 
and Gould pressed no charges. 442 When Byrnes died two years later, the writer, Frank 
Marshall White, repeated the claim, and the bluff Hawthorne had scripted (Byrnes 
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saying to Welles that he knew a woman had written the letters for him) became an 
example of one of the “most apt illustrations of his [third-degree] method.”443  

It hardly mattered that the Hawthorne novels were critical failures. Of An 
American Penman, the Eagle wrote, “It might be called one of the saddest things in 
literature to see Mr. Hawthorne's hereditary and personal talents devoted to hasty 
work.”444 But here, too, the critic also conceded that the book was “a real police story of 
interest.” Either way, the books were wildly popular with readers. Reprinted in twenty 
newspapers—including the New York World, where Bly's profile appeared and 
Hawthorne had recently been employed—and translated into at least three languages, 
the books sold a combined one million copies. A 1958 history of the publisher notes that 
they remained best-sellers for years. “445 

By the time the Hawthorne novels appeared, Byrnes would likely not admit to 
enjoying dime novels, in part because of his class aspirations, but partly to enhance his 
image with the suggestion that his stories were true. Byrnes fancied himself a white-
collar professional; policemen (like postmasters) were enforcers for the moral reformers 
who considered working-class sensational fiction dangerous. It was in New York, after 
all, that Anthony Comstock established the Society for the Suppression of Vice in 1873; 
a decade later the state assembly considered legislation that would have made 
providing dime literature to those under sixteen years old a misdemeanor crime.446 But 
this disavowal had another use, too. Byrnes deployed disdain for the dime novel in order 
to reinforce assumptions about his genius and the authenticity of his own stories.  In 
1891, he told the Brooklyn Eagle, “The detective of fiction is a creature that never 
existed, and the man who tries to live up to the standard set by Gaboriau and other 
writers of detective stories is a humbug. . . . Possibly one of the best detectives of 
modern fiction is Sherlock Holmes . . . but in all my experience in the business I never 
met a man who practiced his methods.”447 It was a subject he returned to often. He 
often told reporters about the aspirations of the would-be detectives who wrote to him 
asking for work--"a dozen letters a week from men and women all over the country,” he 
claimed--by describing them as fanatic readers of cheap novels. “Ten to one they've 
been reading so-called detective stories, and are laboring under an imaginative delusion 
that in some cases amounts to a monomania.” 448 They were, he told the New York 
Star, “ignorant people who have had their heads turned by reading about the wonderful 
achievements of detectives in yellow-covered literature and imagine that they could do 
such things as they have read of if they had the opportunity.”449 He specifically 
disavowed the idea that detectives used disguises as a fictional fantasy. The idea that 
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“the detective is a regular variety and lightning-change man, who at will undergoes 
transformation of appearance and language,” he told a reporter, “. . .is all buncombe. 
You get that in dime novels and French detective novels.”450  

These interviews emphasized the authenticity of his own practices and, of 
course, of his own novels, even (and perhaps especially) when his stories were as 
dramatic as any on offer at a newsstand. In 1889, one syndicate reported that they had 
engaged Byrnes to write a series of stories about his work as a police detective, not “a 
series of sensational stories, after the manner of the ‘penny dreadfuls,’ but rather to 
discuss seriously the various phases of crime, its punishment and its prevention.” 451 
Yet the story also noted that the stories were to be “partly romantic and partly 
reminiscent.” Byrnes was not suggesting that detective novels were necessarily too 
dramatic, but too fake; there was drama aplenty in his purportedly true stories. In one 
case, a reporter for the New York Herald described one of Byrnes's capers as “a 
detective story worthy the pen of a Gaboriau.”452 Inspector Byrnes was no Gaboriau, 
Vidocq, or Sherlock Holmes—he was a bigger star than any of them. 

 

&&& 

 

Transferring Inspector Byrnes's stardom to the stage was a somewhat different 
project, and it underscores both the degree to which Byrnes engineered the insertion of 
his celebrity persona into various popular culture forms and the size of the cohort he 
enlisted for this project. Printed texts—the dime novel, the detective story, and the 
“mysteries of the city" genre—allowed for multiple plot twists and detailed explanations. 
But so-called sensation melodramas had to produce bigger emotional responses with 
less complex plotlines in order to hold the attention of an audience, limits that 
necessitated a different range of artistic strategies. They also had to deliver a sensation 
scene, a replication of some sort of real-life urban disaster that might have little bearing 
on the plot but had become a generic expectation—and might have been the play's real 
attraction for many audience members.  

There are two known melodramas about Inspector Byrnes. The Pulse of New-
York, which premiered in 1884, promised  “a study of Inspector Byrnes . . . [as] the 
central figure.”453 The Inspector, which debuted six years later, was “a story of police 
life,” its chief subject Thomas Byrnes and “his methods of unearthing criminals.”454 As 
with the Hawthorne novels and other texts, the plays were written by newspapermen. 
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Robert G. Morris, author of The Pulse of New-York, was a prolific dramatist who wrote 
30 plays in a quarter century.455 He also spent many years as a police reporter for the 
morning Herald; he went on to become a founder of the New York Press Club and, for a 
time, the managing editor and drama critic for the New York Evening Telegram. 456 Will 
Ranney Wilson, author of The Inspector, was a police beat reporter for the New York 
Sun.457 These plays were almost certainly Byrnes's commissions, though there are no 
records of payment arrangements. After Wilson's death nearly fifty years later, a Times 
obituary reported that he had written the play “for the late Inspector.”458  

By critical standards, the plays were abject failures. They were roundly panned 
by the city's drama critics, and neither was ever published. In a different light, though, 
they were wildly successful, and both toured the country for several months after their 
New York debuts. The Byrnes plays used the dramatic conventions of the time as 
vehicles for glorifying the Inspector and the NYPD's role in the maintenance of order. 
Both The Pulse of New-York and The Inspector had much in common with the so-called 
sensation melodramas popularized by Irish theater impresario Dion Boucicault in the 
late 1850s and 1860s.459 Sensation plays, which emerged around the same time as 
Victorian sensation novels, were typically set in contemporary cities and centered on 
current topics—slavery, financial panics, and the like. They also included “spectacular 
scene[s] which exploited the very latest in dazzling stage effects,” usually some 
horrifying urban tableau modern city life—a tenement fire, “complete with horse-drawn 
fire engine on stage,” was the dramatic highlight of Boucicault's 1857 play The Poor of 
New York.  Sensation plays trafficked in big gestures, rather than dramatic 
sophistication.  As one writer put it in 1871,  

The true reason why what are now called Sensation Plays are so popular 
is, because they rely upon the scene-painters, who are excellent, and 
upon strong ‘situations,’ which suit everybody who can strike an attitude, 
fall without hurting himself, or die in convulsions.460 

But that was what made them so effective, both as entertainment and as pedagogy. 
Sensation scenes, Nicholas Daly has suggested, “produced a sort of ‘training' in 
modernity, acclimatizing people to the space of industrial, urban life through 
homeopathic doses of shock and suspense.”461  Railway scenes, for example, first 
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appeared on the U.S. stage with Augustin Daly's 1867 play Under the Gaslight—just 
one year before the opening of New York's first elevated railway and two years before 
the completion of the Transcontinental Railroad.462 These were typically staged with 
purpose-built facsimile locomotives and railcars.463 Such scenes might be tied into the 
plot, but sometimes they were entirely gratuitous. The Pulse of New-York, for example, 
includes a railway scene-cum-minstrelsy bit in which a train engineer, a free black man 
who is either intoxicated or unwell, fails to throw the track switch before a train thought 
to be carrying Inspector Byrnes collides head-on with another locomotive.464 465This 
required a to-scale reproduction of an elevated railway junction that showed “the tracks, 
the station, and the street below,” apparently “one of the heaviest pieces of scenery that 
has been put upon the stage in New-York for a very long time" and designed from 
“drawings loaned by the railroad officials.”466 (The New York Times critic was 
nonetheless dissatisfied, noting “it is hard to see why a collision should, in any 
circumstance, take place" between trains running on parallel tracks.”467) In the script for 
The Inspector, on the other hand, an entirely gratuitous ship fire is wedged into the very 
end of the second act. (We are told earlier in the act that the ship, much like Chekov's 
gun, was full of gunpowder.)468  

The sensation play's lack of sophistication was almost beside the point—or, one 
might argue, it was the point. In any age, the use of familiar patterns and expectations of 
genre habituates audiences to sublimating, rather than consciously considering, artistic 
form. The framework of the play (or novel or profile) becomes a neutral background 
against which other messages are communicated. As Alexis de Tocqueville put it, the 
theatregoer  

has no time to refer to his memory or to consult those more able to judge 
than himself. It does not occur to him to resist the new literary tendencies 
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that begin to be felt by him; he yields to them before he knows what they 
are.469  
 

Sensation plays were heavily didactic, both in terms of instructing audiences in a new, 
more passive viewing experience and in terms of the messages they communicated 
about social mores in a changing world. In all popular realms, such communication was 
increasingly directed at specific audience segments, rather than an undifferentiated 
mass public. After the Astor Place Riot in 1849, it appeared that “one roof, housing a 
vast miscellany of entertainment each evening, could no longer cover a people growing 
intellectually and financially more disparate.”470 Class divisions that had once been 
expressed within the demarcated spaces of theater—an arrangement Alexis de 
Tocqueville praised in 1835 as particularly democratic—were increasingly reflected 
through different types of popular entertainment and separate venues altogether.471 
While upper-class theaters “introduced decorum among the audience as a class 
marker,” the process of creating new codes of behavior for New York's swelling middle- 
and working-class audiences was a somewhat longer project.472 By law, vaudeville 
houses and music halls allowed smoking and drinking, but not full-length plays, while 
theaters that produced full-length plays were not licensed for smoking or drinking.473 
Sensation plays were addressed to a middle-class audience, and they offered 
instruction in how to attend the theater. The sensation play turned its middle-class 
audiences into “consumers rather than governors of the stage,” Bryan Waterman writes, 
with sensation scenes directing the audience's attention and limiting the spontaneous 
outbursts that were a hallmark of antebellum theater and, later, the music hall.474 They 
knew they could expect an explosion directed their attention, so they sat back and 
waited for it. 

The “extraordinary realism" of the sensation dramas further affirmed the 
supposed natural order of urban-class stratification by validating the new social and 
political institutions, like the police, that constructed that order.475 If disaster scenes 
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were a kind of homeopathy for the shocks of modernity, the Byrnes plays suggested to 
its middle-class audiences that urban policing was another powerful remedy for social 
disorder, both locally and nationally. That neither play was especially good—of The 
Inspector, a New York Times reviewer wrote, “there is no rationally developed plot; 
there is, in fact, no play”—hardly impeded its messaging, either about the NYPD or 
about Byrnes himself. Such messages were among the few things critics admired about 
the plays.   The true appeal of The Inspector—its only appeal, according to the New 
York Clipper's critic — was its “vast amount of accuracy in its police details, and it has 
nothing else: humor, continuity, character, power are lacking.” The play could claim the 
distinction of being “the most preposterous plot that has come to the notice of a 
Broadway audience,” but “there had been a promise that this work would be found to be 
of value chiefly for its realisms, and that promise was faithfully kept.” !  

Broadly speaking, then, the manifest content of the sensation play was far less 
important than either the production or the performance. Its pleasures and its lessons 
derived from its visual and spatial representations of the urban social world in which it 
was typically set and from the theatergoing experience. Neither The Pulse of New-York 
nor The Inspector was exceptional; unlike the novels and newspaper profiles that could 
both hew to generic expectations and accommodate lengthy and complex narratives, 
they are not vehicles for Byrnes's supposed biography. The plays do not retell, or, 
indeed, even mention, Byrnes's most famous cases, and there are few references to 
specific details about his life and career. The plots are similar, generic, and tedious.476 
Both are set into motion when an encounter between a wealthy, corrupt businessman 
and his criminal partner ends in murder.477  The Byrnes character sends a lot of people 
undercover. In The Inspector, his first action is to have a rogues' gallery photograph 
copied and circulated. He says things like “Unless I am badly mistaken, there is a dark 
secret in that man's past.” In stage directions, Pulse describes him as having “a singular 
imperturbable manner" and speaking “with sangfroid.”478 

 When The Inspector does seem to draw from real-life incidents, the play 
recounts them inaccurately. A pivotal scene in The Inspector sees an undercover 
Byrnes meeting the notorious Fredericka “Marm" Mandelbaum, whom historians have 
called “the most prominent member of the nineteenth-century Jewish underworld and, 
many have said, the leading criminal in all late nineteenth-century America.” Operating 
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out of a dry goods store on the Lower East Side from 1854 to 1884, when she fled to 
Canada while out on bail, Mandelbaum was said to have masterminded “80 percent of 
American bank robberies,” including the Manhattan Savings heist.479 But Byrnes never 
named her in connection with the bank robbery, his first major victory, because he never 
apprehended Mandelbaum and may have enabled her. For years, the police department 
allowed her to work with impunity in exchange for information about various small 
crimes that led to court indictments.480 As the New York Times put it, “it was not 
imbecility but interest that prevented the making of a case against the woman.” In 1884, 
District Attorney Peter B. Olney, frustrated with the NYPD's deliberately lax efforts, hired 
Pinkerton Detectives to do the work.481  Neither play refers to a real-life crime Byrnes 
had a hand in solving, but staging this encounter with Mandelbaum was meant to imply 
otherwise. Decades later, Arthur Carey claimed in his memoir that Byrnes, though “he 
could not fasten a crime upon her,” proved to her that she was being double-crossed by 
an associate. “It was too much,” Carey wrote. “She packed up, left for Canada, and quit 
America for good.”482 

In the case of these two plays, the productions themselves might not have been 
particularly essential to, even if meant to signify, the plays’ claims to accuracy and truth.  
The Pulse of New-York and The Inspector made significant use of scenic design, which 
certainly advanced the audience’s investment in the plays’ accuracy. Sensation plays 
were staged before elaborately painted backgrounds, and the productions recreated the 
important places—his office, the Rogues’ Gallery—that were so often described in 
newspaper accounts and in fiction. An undated playbill for The Inspector advertises no 
fewer than five police scenes, including “The Inspector's Office at Police Headquarters, 
Showing the Marvelous Workings of the Police Department"; the first act ends in the 
office, and the Clipper noted this tableau approvingly.483 The Pulse of New-York 
advertised scenes in “Inspector Barnes's office,” where much of the third act takes 
place; the Times called it “the most salient act of the play.”484  
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But the reviews likely mattered even more than the staging, and the real venue 
was outside of the theater. Both productions went to some length to stress their 
authenticity through promotional newspaper campaigns. Byrnes may have orchestrated 
these, as similarities between the 1884 campaign for The Pulse of New-York and the 
1890 campaign for The Inspector suggest a common hand shaped them. The Byrnes 
they present is much like the man in the profiles—sober, conscientious, and uncannily 
brilliant. They stressed the plays' accuracy and verisimilitude and supported the 
narrative that Byrnes was not the architect of his own image, but the reluctant subject of 
artistic creations inspired by his legendary qualities. The plays and the productions were 
less important than the publicity efforts that surrounded each of them—and this 
audience was much larger.  

The campaigns for Pulse and The Inspector both stressed that the actors had 
prepared for their roles by becoming as much like Byrnes as they could. Press accounts 
for productions seven years apart reported that the actors prepared for their roles in 
virtually identical ways on both occasions. In April 1884, five weeks before Pulse 
opened on Broadway, the Times reported that lead actor George Clarke, “who looks a 
little like Inspector Byrnes under natural conditions,” had been “passing his recent days 
in studying the habits and manners of Inspector Byrnes at Police Head-quarters.”485 The 
following week, the paper reported that Clarke would “‘make up’ to be as nearly as 
possible an exact counterpart of that official. He is even going to the somewhat doubtful 
extreme of having his clothes made by Inspector Byrnes’s tailor.”486 Likewise, 
newspapers reported in 1891 that The Inspector’s lead, Frazer Coulter, had “ma[de] 
Inspector Byrnes a matter of study for nearly two weeks.” Like Clarke, he wore “a suit of 
clothes exactly resembling the favorite business suit worn by the Inspector, made by the 
same tailor and from the same piece of cloth.” This time, Coulter went further, testing 
out his impression of Byrnes by walking down Broadway, where “he was somewhat 
surprised and delighted to see the officers of the Broadway Squad respectfully salute 
him, whom they believed to be one of their principal officers.” In the course of this 
adventure, Coulter reportedly fooled the theatre manager, the men at headquarters, and 
an Associated Press reporter.487 

The press also suggested that Byrnes had nothing to do with the plays—that he 
was enduring fame he did not really want. Both Morris and Wilson changed the lead 
character’s name slightly, as though there was some concern over the likeness; Morris 
named him “Inspector Barnes,” and a playbill for Wilson’s play names Frazer Coulter’s 
character “The Inspector.” In both cases, the subterfuge was a press stunt; a 
manuscript entitled The Police Inspector has “Inspector Byrnes” at the top of the cast 
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list.488 In previewing Pulse, the Times reported that “Inspector Barnes” was still the real 
thing, writing, “It is intended that the original of the character shall be easily 
recognized.”489 Such pretensions to fiction were plainly intended to read as gossipy 
open secrets. Some years later, a Wichita, KS paper later claimed that the NYPD had 
ordered Pulse shut down just before the opening because they thought the play was 
mocking Inspector Byrnes, who “claim[ed] that the author had no right to use police 
secrets for dramatic purposes.”490 (As in similar cases, the embellishment was later 
given a stamp of authenticity by a scholar who repeats it as fact.491) 

This fit neatly with the suggestion that Byrnes’s approval was hoped for, but not 
guaranteed. When Pulse opened in 1884, the Times subsequently reported, Byrnes, 
“that astute official,” largely approved of George Clarke’s performance—but he did not 
“like to be represented as the wearer of a pea-jacket, which was so constructed as to 
impart to the upper half of the human frame the outlines of a pagoda.” Against his 
wishes, Clarke appeared onstage in the coat the next night—he “regarded the pea-
jacket with extreme favor”—the next night. Then,  

When Mr. Clarke went to his dressing-room on the third night of the 
engagement the pea-jacket had disappeared. He has not since then been 
able to find any trace of the garment, and he is inclined to view the 
Inspector with suspicion of having abetted the ‘pinching’ thereof.492 

When the play was revived in September, Byrnes enjoyed “the presentation of the role 
of Inspector Barnes . . . from the vantage-ground of a private box.”493 The Times threw 
in a little flattery, writing that the likeness was “striking,” but “in order more closely to 
resemble the handsome Inspector,” Clarke  “. . . should be able, by some magic 
process, to somewhat increase his physical proportions.” 494 In 1890, the New York 
Clipper’s reviewer noted that Coulter was “made up closely to resemble Inspector 
Byrnes (who was, however, flattered by the resemblance.)”495  

Such machinations were meant to present Byrnes as a benevolent, good-
humored patron of the arts and humble man, while also reinforcing the idea that he was 
a truly brilliant detective. Frazer Coulter’s stroll down Broadway to police headquarters 
apparently went awry when Byrnes himself walked in “there occurred one of the most 
oppressively painful pauses” Coulter had “ever experienced.” For onlookers, it was 
“impossible to say which was the genuine article and which was the counterfeit.” 
Byrnes, of course, knew “at a glance” that his imposter was Coulter by looking at the 
actor’s hands and noting the ring he wore, but “determined to have some amusement at 
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the actor’s expense.” Here the reader is offered a glimpse of his brilliance and 
something like a performance of his famous third degree techniques. He sternly 
“suggested locking [Coulter] up for impersonating a public officer” so convincingly that 
the actor “broke down” before Byrnes revealed the gambit.496  

Whether these dramatic works represented Inspector Byrnes's world with any 
kind of accuracy would have been difficult for audiences to distinguish, especially those 
outside of New York, because the publicity efforts for the productions seemed to provide 
positive proof before anyone even bought a ticket. As with the novels and newspaper 
profiles, this public relations work circulated images of Byrnes while simultaneously 
seeming to authenticate them.  
 

&&& 

When Thomas Byrnes stepped into the public eye in the 1880s, there was little honor in 
the work of the American police detective. The vaudeville caricature John Beat was a 
typical example of the police officer in popular culture: a boorish, hapless drunk who 
only managed to be a successful agent of public safety by accident, if at all. Police 
detectives were untrustworthy figures, widely thought to derive their investigative 
acumen from their close, ethically compromising associations with the criminal 
underworld. By the time Byrnes retired from the police force at the end of the century, 
he was among the most beloved and ubiquitous figures in popular culture, a real-life 
detective of legendary skill and immaculate character who both dramatists and novelists 
and transformed his profession. He was lionized for decades after his death in 1910, 
and scholars have since secured his place in the historiographies of American policing 
and American cities.  

His real accomplishment, however, was not the reputation, but the fact that he 
created it. Byrnes came to power just as the white collar civil servant was poised to 
replace the machine boss; changes in the newspaper industry had begun to necessitate 
new reporting practices; and the business of celebrity had made fame accessible to a 
broader range of Americans. A confidence man of the highest order, Byrnes used his 
personal authority to enlist the aid of journalists in creating “Inspector Byrnes,” a 
character whose appearances in plays, novels, and stories only further reiterated his 
legitimacy as a powerful political actor. His appearance in both newspapers and story 
papers mutually constituted the new avatar of the professional policeman. Byrnes was 
no less an impresario than P.T. Barnum. 

The best evidence of Byrnes’s success is that he convinced his public that the 
nature of detective work had changed without doing very much to change it. Virtually 
every innovation with which he is credited is not actually his work; he had nothing to do 
with the development of the rogues’ gallery, documented in the previous chapter. More 
than that, though, he did not conduct himself much differently than his forbearers had. 
Recall the prevailing sense at midcentury, writes Roger Lane, that  
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criminals themselves were the most essential to detective work. It was 
necessary to overlook some offenses to concentrate on others, as in panel 
thievery, or to overlook the crime to concentrate on recovery.497  
 

Or consider what onetime NYPD sleuth George S. McWatters described as the 
professional ideal in his sensational 1871 memoir Knots Untied: or, Ways and By-ways 
in the Hidden Life of American Detectives. Like Pinkerton and other commentators, 
McWatters argues that intimacy with the criminal underworld (he calls this “ways that 
are dark”) is practically requisite, for “so cunning have the crafts of business made our 
unfortunate criminal classes, that the ordinary officers of the law cannot surprise or 
entrap them.”498 The prototypical police detective, he says, must be “dishonest, crafty, 
unscrupulous, when necessary to be so”; he must “keep pace with the ‘enlightened 
progress’ of bank-robbers, counterfeiters, and so forth”; and he must “observe certain 
rules of honor in his dealings with thieves and outlaws, otherwise he would often find 
himself lacking in one case evidence which he wants in another.”499  

New Yorkers may not have trusted such a figure in the abstract, but they 
embraced these qualities in Thomas Byrnes, who simply called them by different 
names. His vaunted third-degree methods—as he described them, anyway—hinged on 
lying to suspects, as he claimed to have done in the McGloin case and in the Jay Gould 
case. (They also relied on “what he considered no doubt a little wholesome 
slugging.”500)  His detectives were not required to wear uniforms or badges, which is a 
subtler mode of disguise than wearing wigs or false mustaches but nonetheless has a 
similar purpose. Like thief-takers of old, they also worked for rewards.501 Byrnes was 
almost certainly one of the NYPD officials who tacitly allowed Frederika Mandelbaum to 
operate with impunity from her shop on the Lower East Side because he needed her as 
an informant in other, smaller cases. During his tenure, as the Lexow Committee 
hearings later revealed, he and his detectives also extorted vice operations in exchange 
for protection.  An admiring obituary reported that “keepers in prison, saloon keepers, 
and little thieves were all on the staff, and the saloon-keepers were well in hand, for they 
could not sell a drink on Sunday if they did not give all the information they could have 
when it was wanted.”502 If anything, Byrnes flaunted his connections with the criminal 
underworld. Lincoln Steffens once had the misfortune of being pickpocketed on payday, 
and 

 
complained to Byrnes by ‘phone; he asked how much was in the 
envelope, how the envelope was addressed, and what lines of cars I had 
used to go home and to dinner. When I had answered all his questions, he 
said, ‘All right. I’ll have it for you Monday morning.’ And on Monday 
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morning Byrnes handed me the envelope with the money just as I had 
received it from my paper.503 

 
This was a favorite parlor trick he repeated on dozens of occasions.504 Byrnes claimed 
that his men had put away convicts for sentences that added up to 10,000 years; one 
wonders how many years of freedom he allowed for others. He hardly “discarded all the 
old cumbersome methods,” as one obituary claimed. He just told people that what he 
did was different, and they believed him. 

If Byrnes had advanced the profession, rather than his image, his peers might 
have acknowledged it. Instead, it was well known among New York cops and city 
officials that Byrnes “really gained his reputation through the talent of the men under 
him . . . [E]verything they accomplished he took credit for.”505 None of them, after all, 
attended his funeral. Nor did he have much of a reputation among those colleagues who 
had come together to found the National Chiefs of Police Union (now the International 
Association of Chiefs of Police) in 1893. Byrnes was conspicuously absent from the 
group’s early meetings, which were attended by chiefs from fourteen of the country’s 
twenty most populous cities, including colleagues from Brooklyn and Newark. Nor is he 
mentioned in the proceedings of the organization’s first nine annual meetings, though 
best-use policing practices were extensively discussed.506 Byrnes was a celebrity in 
every circle but those of his own profession. Still, historians have argued that he was a 
law enforcement leader, and this may be the most persuasive evidence of his success. 
The materials of the commercial print culture that was so instrumental in his self-
invention have become the archive from which scholars have reconstructed his life and 
work, so his counterfeit has outlived him. In historical memory, he has become the hero 
he claimed to be. 

Though Byrnes pursued fame for personal gain, the successful rehabilitation of 
the image of the detective served an important purpose in Gilded Age society. Fame, as 
Fred Inglis reminds us, can produce coherence among the fractured realms of “realms 
of public politics, civil society, and private domestic life separate entities together and to 
do its bit toward maintaining social cohesion and common values.” Thomas Byrnes 
persuaded New Yorkers that he and his methods were essential to urban life and to the 
maintenance of the new industrial and economic order of the Gilded Age, and the 
celebrity cop was the representation in which these ideas—political, economic, and 
social—could be embedded. The detective truly was an essential figure in modern life, 
as George McWatters and Allan Pinkerton had argued. In Knots Untied, McWatters 
noted, “It has been most widely said, that ‘Society creates, for the most part, the crimes 
which it punishes.’ This is a sad truth, but one to be dispassionately considered—not 
overlooked.”507 Indeed, many of the kinds of crimes with which Byrnes was obsessed—
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pickpocketing, forgery, and the like—were very much the products of the development 
of the mass society and urban industrialization. Byrnes’s fame, which offered New 
Yorkers the reassurance that their world was a stable one, was very much a product of 
his historical moment, whatever it might have meant about the man’s character. After 
all, as McWatters said, “Whatever is bad in the detective’s career, society has created 
for him to perform, and compelled him to do it.”508 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

 
The cop stays in the picture:  

The NYPD and the film industry, 1896-1925 
 

In 1965, fifteen years after the debut of Jack Webb’s Dragnet had made the Los 
Angeles Police Department the most famous in America, only two shows and a couple 
of Hollywood films featured the NYPD, and one was a sitcom that lampooned police 
incompetence. By 1980, however, ten network shows and twice as many major films 
had featured the department in various storylines, and the NYPD started to catch up to 
its West Coast competitor.509 This wasn’t a failure to recognize the star quality of the 
Finest or a mere copycat trend. It had just taken fifteen years for the NYPD to get into 
the movie and TV business. Until then, shooting on location in New York had required 
Byzantine levels of permitting and payoffs. In 1966, as part of Mayor John Lindsay’s bid 
to bring Hollywood productions to New York, the NYPD established its Movie and TV 
Unit, the first of its kind in the nation.510 

It’s easy to imagine that the NYPD had never quite gotten along with the film 
industry, even from the Edison Company’s early days in Fort Lee, N.J. The department 
had been a vigorous movie censor in the industry’s first decades, after all, and the 
buffoonish Keystone Cops, who debuted in 1912, were the scourge of policemen 
everywhere. In these years, however, the NYPD had dominated the silver screen, to the 
likely envy of its West Coast analogue. From 1896 to 1916, the New York Police 
Department was featured in dozens of films, including movies it had enthusiastically 
helped produce. The department appeared in many early actuality films and newsreels. 
In the industry’s second decade, the NYPD was involved in the production of at least a 
dozen newsreels, serials, and feature films. In February 1914, for example, the New 
York Weekly newsreel featured members of the department tossing $15,000 worth of 
confiscated guns and knives into the ocean. A few years before, Detective Joseph 
Faurot, the country’s first fingerprint expert, had even played a major role in a short 
feature film. 

This, too, was a matter of timing. Film appeared at the beginning of a period of 
active police reform, both in the city and around the country— a time when police were 
newly interested in questions of representation and reputation. Of course the NYPD was 
concerned about its public image in the wake of the 1894 Lexow investigation. But 
policing was also changing: a national wave of corruption scandals led Progressive 
reformers to push for drastic changes in the structure and function of big-city police 
forces. The narrowing of the police function to crime control and the militarization of 
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department hierarchies meant that officers were no longer so intimately connected to 
their neighborhoods and had more negative interactions with everyday citizens. 
Adapting to these changed circumstances took time; the New York Police Department 
did not immediately come to see itself as the modern organization Progressives 
wrenched into place. What this new policing might look like was difficult to imagine. 

As was the case in the 1840s, the police also changed as New York did, both 
practically and conceptually. A new set of social, cultural, and economic crises arose at 
the turn of the century, as everyday people struggled to understand who they were in a 
modern metropolis. And just as modern policing and photography emerged in the same 
moment of historical rupture, this first wave of police reform arrived with the introduction 
of the moving image, and each seemed to represent—or portend—a different crisis of 
meaning. Just as antebellum Americans sensed that old ways of thinking and feeling 
were coming apart but couldn’t yet conceive of a new consciousness, professional self-
consciousness, publicity, and film were all so new that most Americans had not yet 
developed ways of conceptualizing them. In the years that followed, film played an 
important role in how Americans made sense of modern life. Its new modes of 
representation became a medium through which a changed world took on a coherent 
order. This wasn’t just true for audiences. Through the films they made, we can see how 
the New York Police Department came to see itself as a professional organization—a 
coming to consciousness that unfolds alongside the changes film brought to everyday 
people’s understandings of subjective experience and perceptions of reality.   
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  The development of cinema was significantly shaped by its formation and 

elaboration “during critical years of change in the social structure of American life when 
a new social order was emerging in the modern industrial city.”511 In 1790, three percent 
of Americans lived in the six cities with 8,000 or more inhabitants. By 1890, nearly thirty 
percent of the population lived in the nearly five hundred cities with populations of that 
size.512 These changes in population were both absolute and proportional, and 
urbanization consisted both of the establishment of many new urban places and the 
exponential expansion of existing cities. 513 In New York, such realignments were 
massive. Between 1890 and 1910, the city’s growth was fueled by immigration, 
domestic migration, and the 1898 municipal consolidation of the five boroughs, which 
created the second-largest city in the world with the stroke of a pen.514 At mid-century, 
nearly a third of New Yorkers were foreign-born; by 1890, they represented more than 
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forty percent of the city's population.515 (Annual immigration arrivals at Ellis Island would 
not reach their peak until 1907.516) Southern and Eastern European immigrants flooded 
the city; the migration of African Americans from the rural South tripled the city’s black 
population between 1900 and 1910.517 Black New Yorkers’ subsequent mass migration 
into Harlem and the growth of ethnic enclaves changed the social and economic map of 
the city. The population of the Lower East Side swelled between 1901 and 1910, when 
the city’s Jewish population jumped from 500,000 to over a million.518 These New 
Yorkers spoke dozens of languages and dialects.519 In 1910, New York City’s population 
reached 4.7 million.520 

The city was bigger and louder and more crowded, but this wasn’t all. Turn-of-the 
century Americans faced new kinds of social and psychic disorientation in their 
increasingly urban worlds, and New York exemplified these changes. Cities began to 
look different and to operate on different schedules. After 1895, what William Leach 
describes as “a commercial aesthetic” remade the surfaces of city life: “Growth came 
with the invention of new artificial commercial colors—bright colors, brighter than 
anything in nature,” with “the introduction and production of window glass and plate 
glass”; and “the invention of improved incandescent electrical lights, which facilitated the 
‘transformation of night into day.’”521 This experience was especially concentrated in 
Times Square, but new strategies of commercial advertising remade the streetscapes of 
dozens of neighborhoods.  Incorporation remade New York into the undisputed center 
and major financier of a national economy, giving rise to the brokering class and the 
business syndicate. German sociologist Georg Simmel argued that a cash economy 
had “brought precision and rationality to economic exchange” at the cost of 
interpersonal intimacy, a logic that transformed social relations by depersonalizing and 
abstracting identity.522 Everyday social interactions and routine tasks changed, 
becoming more transactional and faster. A Hearst or Pulitzer newspaper might print 
forty editions in a single day,523 In 1894, those traversing Manhattan might average five 
miles an hour on surface streets, fifteen on elevated railways; twenty years later, the 
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new subway system transported passengers at speeds up to 40 miles an hour.524 In 
1870 4,000 telegraph offices in the United States had processed 9 million telegrams a 
year; by 1910, 24,825 offices sent 75.1 million.525 

The experience of psychic life was no less than traumatic.  Georg Simmel 
diagnosed the problem as the “intensification of emotional life due to the swift and 
continuous shift of external and internal stimuli,” a transformation for which the human 
psyche was unprepared. The pressures of city life were necessarily forging a new 
“metropolitan type,” a psychology of depersonalization that mimicked the money 
economy: rational, calculating, and quantified in ways “conducive to the exclusion of 
those irrational, instinctive, sovereign human traits and impulses which originally seek to 
determine the form of life from within instead of receiving it from the outside.”526 As 
Jason Scott Smith has written, Americans, and especially New Yorkers, faced “an ever-
increasing sense of confusion and chaos wrought by the currents of modernity,” and the 
psychic hardening Simmel described seemed both costly and essential. 527  

Economic consolidation and capitalization might have alienated, but they also 
created the conditions for the proliferation of what Ian Christie calls “spatio-temporal 
reproduction machines and practices,” (e.g.)528 Alexander Graham Bell funded his Volta 
Laboratory with funding from the French government; in 1874, corporate titan Jay Gould 
backed Edison’s quadruplex telegraph with $30,000 in cash—and more than twice as 
much in Atlantic & Pacific Railroad shares.   For a time, both he and Thomas Edison 
sold their equipment and recordings through a single distributor, the North American 
Phonograph Company. Later, Edison’s National Phonograph Company was vertically 
integrated; he produced both phonographs and entertainment recordings. New financial 
instruments were integral to the development of technologies that consumers hoped 
would mitigate the alienation they also produced.  

Again, as with the adoption of photography, some of the earliest enthusiasts 
hoped to use audio and film recordings to take hold of a disappearing world and to fix, 
or even control, time and space. In the 1880s, Christie says, one innovator hoped to add 
a recording device to a telephone in order “to allow fleeting words to be recorded for 
future reference.” A similar impulse drove the production of “‘audio autographs’ of the 
still living or recently deceased.” A London bishop nearing death recorded a “bequest to 
humanity” in 1896; on the first anniversary of the death of poet Robert Browning, a small 
convening listened to a recording of his voice.529 These technologies, including the 
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phonograph, revived the hope that it was possible to directly transcribe experiences of 
perception and sensation and therefore re-inhabit them, otherwise unchanged, after the 
fact. The first films Edison made for his Kinetoscope, a peep-show style antecedent to 
the film projector, illustrate this sensibility. In 1888, he described the machine as “an 
instrument which does for the Eye what the phonograph does for the Ear, which is the 
recording and reproduction of things in motion,” and his earliest efforts do exactly that. 
One of the most famous Kinetoscopic records—it was printed as a series of film stills in 
Harper’s Weekly—was a recording now known as Fred Ott’s sneeze; another caught 
the flexing muscles of vaudeville strongman Eugen Sandow.  

Though he might not have seen it this way, Edison’s 1894 Kinetoscopic film of 
the Sioux Indian ghost dance is a poignant encapsulation of the possibilities of, and 
hopes for, the technology. Edison catalog copy described it as “a very interesting 
subject, full of action and true to life,” but it captured something filtered through complex 
layers of the historical present. The Ghost Dance was a recent artifact of reservation 
life, and therefore of a past long since lost; it was part of a pan-Indian revival, not a 
Lakota ritual. The performance was true to life, but not necessarily true. The film was 
made when a group of Lakota dancers on tour with Buffalo Bill Cody’s Wild West Show 
performed it at Edison’s New Jersey studio. The dancers were Lakota; some of the 
dancers been present on the Pine Ridge Reservation during the Wounded Knee 
massacre, and now they performed the ritual, stripped of its context, for white audiences 
across the U.S. and Europe. Not surprisingly, it was not an accurate representation of 
the ceremony in many ways. Most obvious now are its visual inaccuracies. Cody’s 
dancers were Lakota, but they were dressed as generic “Indians,” shirtless and wearing 
feathered headdresses. Yet an anthropologist reported in 1892 that “the most important 
feature in connection with the dance among the Sioux was the ‘ghost shirt,’” which was 
made of white cloth instead of nubuck; women wore dresses cut in a traditional style, 
painted and adorned with feathers, but not beads, as they had “discarded everything the 
could which was made by white men.” Men wore “shirts and leggings painted red”; men 
and women both adorned their hair with two feathers.530  

Sioux Ghost Dance was a record of Sioux who were dancing. But it was not a 
record of the Sioux ghost dance. The representation of the literal event in the studio was 
true to life, which early film audiences understood as proof of authenticity. What it 
represented about other vanished times and spaces was more complicated, however. It 
did capture something important about Indian extinctions, plural, and the accretion of 
these different kinds of indignities over time, but it was not a film about the “Indian ways 
of life” that were part of the American fantasy of removal and manifest destiny. “Spatio-
temporal reproduction machines” memorialized events, but they also strained the 
dimensions of the representation. Sometimes this was very funny (another Edison 
kinetoscope features “Prof. Welton’s Boxing Cats” duking it out in a tiny ring while the 
Professor hovers nearby). In many ways, however, these records captured the pain and 
confusion of modern life. Film was a medium that might offer new representations of, 
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and explanations for, the world’s apparent disarray, often unwittingly. Its records were 
palimpsests of time.  

This was not always evident to early audiences, but nor was it elided. One of the 
most emblematic examples might be the Biograph Company’s 1901 film 
Demolishing and Building Up the Star Theatre. The Star, located across the street from 
the Biograph offices, had once been one of the crown jewels of New York’s theater 
scene; it was the theater where The Pulse of New-York had debuted in 1884. By the 
turn of the century had become known primarily as a cheap ticket house. In 1901, the 
owners of the lot ordered the building demolished. Using time-lapse photography, the 
film condensed the work of a month’s eight-hour days into one minute and forty-five 
seconds.531 As film scholar Dan North says, exhibitors could show the film in a few 
different ways, playing the demolition and then reversing the reel to see the theater 
rebuilt. But they could just as easily reverse this order and call the film Building Up and 
Demolishing the Star Theatre instead, and it could become a story about the end of 
vaudeville and its world, recorded on the same medium that threatened to upstage the 
theater.532 Film had the capacity to capture the ways in which the pressures of an 
accelerated world reshaped social and political institutions—but it was not always clear 
whether change was coming or going. 
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Questions of representation and reputation became more broadly salient in the 

Progressive Era, when the changing role of law enforcement and the professionalization 
of policing altered patrolmen’s roles in everyday life. One result of the narrowing of 
police function during the Progressive era was that Americans across the board had 
less daily, and less intimate, contact with the police. For middle and upper class New 
Yorkers, this was largely because there were simply fewer police on the streets: in 
1860, 95 percent of the police force was assigned to patrol duty; by 1900, that 
proportion had dropped to 80 percent. Poorer New Yorkers also had fewer and different 
contacts with the police as the Gilded Age wore on. Throughout the nineteenth century, 
police had been tasked with managing urban disorder and controlling “the dangerous 
classes,” which described a heterogeneous group of undesirables—the mentally ill, 
paupers, idle criminals, tramps, white ethnics, and black New Yorkers—not because of 
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their capacity for crime and violence, but because of their “demoralized nature and 
parasitical dependence” on local government. Managing this cohort was part of the 
larger charge of managing urban disorder, which could include animal control, street 
sweeping, the care of lost children, and boiler inspection.  

At century’s end, however, social welfare provision became the domain of private 
agencies or other municipal offices, fundamentally altering the terms of social service 
provision and of policing. One example of this shift involves the changing role of police 
in managing vagrancy and homelessness and illustrates the changing terms of service 
provision. Though New Yorkers had long taken overnight refuge in police stations, 
police lodging houses were formally established by municipal order in 1857.533 The 
station houses had a total capacity of about 400 people a night; overcrowding was a 
constant problem.  In the winter of 1856, the nightly census was three times that 
many.534 During the Panic of 1873, two thousand people were turned away each night 
for lack of space. Increased enforcement of vagrancy laws was usually the only 
mechanism police could use to reduce the burden on the station houses—that is, by 
shunting vagrants to those to the Tombs. The lodging houses were disgusting places, 
which became the centerpiece of reformer Jacob Riis’s campaign against them; in 
February 1896 Police Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt ordered them closed. The city 
hastily created a municipal shelter on a refurbished barge in the East River.535 

But, perhaps counterintuitively, the closing of the lodging houses imposed a new, 
more intense regime of surveillance and social policing on the indigent homeless than 
had the NYPD, which was no longer in the business of minding the down-and-out. The 
lodging houses had also offered “unstructured, part-time, entailing no further submission 
to authority than agreeing to behave oneself for the night”—quite different than the 
terms set by municipal shelters and evangelical urban missions. In February 1896, at 
the behest of reformer Jacob Riis, Police Commissioner Theodore Roosevelt closed the 
police lodging houses, and the city’s first municipal shelter was a refurbished barge in 
the East River.536 In New York’s first municipal shelter, which opened in 1896, 
geographer Paul Groth writes that “indigents could sleep a few nights on an iron cot and 
receive two meals a day . . . if they agreed to put up with interrogation, fumigation, a 
shower, a promise of docile behavior, and often at least two hours a day chopping wood 
or cleaning alleys.”537 At the Salvation Army facility established in 1891, the cost of a 
meal was attendance at “a sermon or a prayer meeting.”538  What had once been an 
opportunity for positive contact with the police became a disciplinary project for the new 
social sciences, and the loss may have been felt in cordial police-public relations.  
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The case of emergency shelter provision illustrates the ways in which this police 
professionalization, so called, was part of a larger reorganization of city governance and 
politics. “The first wave of police reform,” as historians call it, was also only one part of 
the more generic Progressive era reform project. In the 1890s, the collapse of the 
Second Party System portended a major political realignment. Because the parties 
could no longer sustain their former role as the single most important channel through 
which Americans tried to affect the policies of governments,” as Daniel T. Rodgers 
writes, a group of middle-class technocrats, business leaders, and moral reformers 
emerged. Their leadership initiated a period of “radical growth in the extension and 
dominance of government in America’s economic, social, and cultural life,” 
characterized by strenuous efforts to restrain corporate capitalism and ameliorate some 
of its worst hazards; to eradicate political corruption in government; and, as Michael 
McGerr has written, “remake the nation’s feuding, polyglot population in their own 
middle-class image.” Social scientific reform and nonpartisan bureaucratic structures 
reconfigured “the people,” represented by a scrum of various special-interest groups 
who competed to secure resources for their constituencies, as “the public,” a unitary 
body whose shared needs lay beyond the realm of partisan politics. Progressivism, 
McGerr says, “demanded a social transformation that remains at once profoundly 
impressive and profoundly disturbing a century later.”539 

Occupational formation was therefore part of major institutional and political 
realignments, during the Progressive era. Big-city police evolved alongside fields and 
occupations like medicine, law, education, social work, and the academic social 
sciences that were “in the throes of professional organization at the turn of the 
century.”540  In this particular usage, professionalization requires that a group claim 
occupational expertise, consolidate it through internal bureaucratic organization and 
self-regulation, and establish prestige and exclusivity through education and training 
standards and professional codes of ethics.541 The narrowing of police responsibilities 
was therefore part of a larger process of labor differentiation in the public and private 
sectors. The International Association of Chiefs of Police was established in 1893; by 
1920, a welter of similar professional organizations emerged, each claiming distinct 
occupational responsibilities. These included the National Conference of Social Work, 
the National Education Association, and the International Association of City Managers, 
to name a few that took on responsibilities once assigned to police departments.542 
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Police reformers, led by the IACP, sought to emulate543 this model, and this was 
another factor in changed relations between the police and the public. They reorganized 
police departments as military-style hierarchies led by technocrats and embraced the 
crime control function.544 They changed recruitment standards to keep working-class 
and ethnic New Yorkers out of the department as well. During his brief tenure as police 
commissioner, Theodore Roosevelt initiated a new standard for the 1,700 new 
patrolmen he hired: any potential recruits who worked in a bar or tavern were 
disqualified, therefore ruling out a large swath of the immigrant and working class 
population.545 This was a significant infusion of new blood into the department. In 1890, 
at least a third of the department was made up of veterans with at least a decade’s 
service.546 In the years that followed, however, the ranks would be filled with native 
whites who came to the force from skilled occupations. About two thirds of the recruits 
appointed in 1896 were natives. By 1900, the percentage of skilled workers applying to 
the department “exceeded the per cent of persons employed in these occupations in the 
general population.”547  

Additionally, narrowing the police function required new categories of police work, 
and NYPD leaders set up “vice, traffic, intelligence, and other special squads which 
worked primarily in a preventive, as opposed to responsive, style.”548 (Phasing out their 
older responsibilities overlapped with this work; the NYPD was not relieved of boiler 
code enforcement until 1932.549) This is partly why relations between the police and 
everyday people changed so drastically in the Progressive Era. Police had once had the 
latitude to “decide which laws to enforce, whose peace to keep, and which public to 
serve,” as Robert Fogelson writes, but they had now tasked themselves with enforcing 
unpopular laws that communities had ignored through unspoken consensus.550 “In the 
absence of complaints,” Fogelson writes, “these squads had no choice but to seek out 
infractions and, if they found them, bring complaints of their own.”551 Once empowered 
to use their discretion in street-level policing, police officers were not only less likely to 
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encounter members of the public, but more likely to approach them in negative ways. By 
design, Progressive era reforms further alienated police and the public. 

At the turn of the century, therefore, everyday New Yorkers had fewer and less 
personal interactions with police officers, and the impressions they gleaned from media 
representations became an increasingly important part of their urban knowledge.  “The 
earlier emphasis on management of the ‘dangerous class’ turn[ed] to the repression of 
crime” and to traffic management, and the dangerous classes were replaced with 
something like a criminal class, a change borne out in crime statistics.552 Eric 
Monkkonen asserts that a “decline in arrests for public order offenses, both per capita 
as well as per officer indicated a decline in active involvement of the police with people’s 
behavior in public”—or, at least, made them a problem managed extra-judicially.553  
Conversely, professionalization created new work for the NYPD that demolished the old 
model of responsive community policing and all but guaranteed negative interactions 
between officers and the everyday people to whom they now issued traffic citations.  
 This is not to suggest, however, that the earlier style of policing was without its 
own image problems. In 1894, two years after Manhattan minister Charles H. Parkhurst 
began blasting city government from his pulpit, the New York State Senate formed a 
committee to investigate police corruption. Under the chairmanship of Senator Clarence 
Lexow, the testimonies of hundreds of witnesses “revealed—with shocking and 
unprecedented specificity—how the police force managed New York’s lucrative vice 
economy” through payoffs backed up by physical violence. When film debuted in 1896, 
New Yorkers could watch short reels of the NYPD performing drills or marching down 
Fifth Avenue five abreast—and they could also recall a series of scenes from a 
particularly infamous afternoon of hearings during the Lexow investigation, for which the 
NYPD’s Clubbers’ Brigade turned out in full force.  

Though the committee was more concerned with graft than with police brutality, 
the hearings of October 2, 1894 were truly shocking. The committee had subpoenaed 
every officer who remained on the force despite facing at least one recent civilian 
assault charge, and one hundred uniformed patrolmen appeared that day, one of whom 
remained on the job despite having been charged with police brutality 20 times.554 
(Patrolmen were more likely to face dismissal for public intoxication charges.) When the 
“‘Clubbers’ Brigade’ came together yesterday for the first time,” the New York papers 
reported, 555 “there was room for scarcely anybody but policemen,”556 who completely 
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‘dangerous class,’ meant that the victims of police injustice would be more random and less targeted 
groups than before” in terms of demographics. See Police in Urban America, 75, 84,108, 137. 
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554 New York Evening World, October 2, 1894, 8. 
555 New York Times, “Clubbing a Minor Offense: Policemen Exact at the Most Only a Light Fine,” October 
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filled the hearing room gallery. “557 A hostile, thuggish bloc, “They were all strong, 
brawny and well-fed looking fellows and ‘well-drunk’ looking fellows, too . . . Their faces 
were flushed, not with fear at any impending disclosure, but with high living,” and most 
chomped on gum or tobacco, a brazen sign of disrespect.558 For the rest of the 
afternoon, a parade of New Yorkers who had faced violence at their hands took the 
witness stand to testify, facing their assailants’ impassive, hostile gazes. This tableau 
was vivid and gruesome. Many were “fresh from their punishment covered with blood 
and bruises, and in some cases battered out of recognition.”  

One man came directly from Jefferson Market Prison, where he was being held 
on trumped-up charges after a brutal beating four days earlier at the hands of a police 
officer who had stolen money from him.559 Thomas Lucas, the Times noted, “presented 
a pitiable appearance. His head was swathed with bandages, one of his eyes was 
swollen and discolored”—his assailant may have tried to punch it out with a club—“and 
his upper lip was so swollen and disfigured that he talked with difficulty.”560 During the 
hearing, he opened the front of his shirt to reveal an undershirt stiff with dried blood.561 
562 When an examiner asked whether Mr. Lucas had had “a recent experience with the 
police,” everyone in the courtroom, including the uniforms, laughed. “I begged him not to 
kill me,” Lucas testified. “[He] kept on clubbing me until another officer came and 
dragged him away.”563 These scenes were also recorded in the committee’s five-volume 
final report, and the investigation’s theatrical qualities were not lost on observers. An 
English critic described the report as “a whole literature in itself,” one more richly 
textured than any novel.564 “No dramatist that ever lived could do justice to this 
astounding situation,” he wrote, praising the witnesses, “the persons who play their part 
in this austere, begrimed tragic-comedy,” and the “quick dialogue . . . packed with life 
and slang.”565 

In the years that followed, New Yorkers found more reasons for shock and 
outrage.  In 1899, the State Assembly’s Mazet Committee found pervasive levels of 
graft at the highest levels of the department. A police ring led by Chief William Devery 
was extracting over $3 million from city gambling houses each year. In 1905, a citizens’ 
committee found that members of the NYPD were implicated in a complex scheme that 
allowed saloonkeepers to turn their bars into brothels in order to receive the hotel liquor 
licenses required for Sunday operation. Newspaper reporting on such incidents took on 
heightened importance, not only because a new muckraking press was intent on 
mounting its own fight on corruption, but because efforts at police reform also changed 
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the nature and frequency of street-level interactions with police. In other words, New 
Yorkers’ knowledge about policing would become significantly mediated through popular 
culture as police anxieties and resentments swelled—just in time for this clash to be 
worked out through struggles over representation and censorship in the new film 
industry. 
 

&&& 
 
When moving image technologies debuted in the 1890s, mass culture and police 

culture were still profoundly entangled, which is evident in both the content of early films 
and the spatialization of cinema’s amusements in the city.  The first kinescope and 
moving image screenings in the country took place at Broadway venues in the heart of 
the city’s Tenderloin District, just blocks from the NYPD’s 23rd Precinct station. 566 (At 
the time, the Tenderloin was riddled with vice, and early moving picture exhibitors—at 
first vaudeville halls, then nickelodeons—were of course tied up in it. Police historian 
Thomas Reppetto reports that in 1894, testimony before the Lexow committee revealed 
that “the precinct was worth at least $8,000 per year to the commanding officer,” the 
notorious Byrnes surrogate Alexander “Clubber” Williams.567) A summary of the vast 
historiography of film’s first decades is well beyond the scope of this project, but a basic  
is sufficiently vast to preclude any detailed accounting, but this necessarily brief 
summary highlights the factors most relevant to this discussion.  

In the 1840s, photography seemed to harbor the potential to clarify and to 
obfuscate; a half-century later, film seemed analogous. As turn-of-the century 
Americans faced new kinds of social and psychic disorientation in their increasingly 
urban worlds, the subjects of early films captured these experiences in newly immersive 
dimensions. 568  Ben Singer writes that city actualities are evidence of Simmel’s 
description of modern experience—but they are not only that. They also helped 
                                            
566 Charles Musser, The Emergence of Cinema: The American Screen to 1907, (Berkeley: University of 
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impression.” Qtd. in Leo Charney and Vanessa Schwartz, ed., Cinema and the Invention of Modern Life 
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audiences to frame and organize that experience, a fact reflected in the popularity of 
films about urban transit. A train pulling into the station in the early film Elevated Railway, 
23rd Street, was described by one viewer as “so realistic as to give those in front seats a 
genuine start.”569 But the film was probably also a counterweight to the many 
illustrations and engravings of streetcar accidents found in daily newspapers and in 
magazines.570  “Alongside the phenomenon of the skyscraper, the spectacle of 
everyday street life features was a recurring motif” in actuality films.571 The ability to 
regulate and even detach from the full experience of urban stimuli—to mitigate shock—
was one of the major attractions of such simulacra.   

Tom Gunning and André Gaudreault refer to film’s first decade as “the cinema of 
attractions,” describing the movies of the period “discontinuous visual attractions, 
moments of spectacle rather than narrative.” This cinema was the product of early 
material and commercial constraints, including the fact that early films were primarily 
made to demonstrate new projection technologies; the industry wouldn’t become 
“dedicated primarily to the production of films rather than machines” until around 1910. 
Film companies like Edison and Biograph sold devices and sometimes made films go 
with them, and early audiences “went to exhibitions to see machines demonstrated . . . 
rather than to view films.” 572  The attraction, Patrick Loughney adds, was “witnessing ‘in 
motion’ persons, places, and events seen only through ‘still images’ presented through 
other established media.”573   In addition, celluloid stock was only available in fairly short 
lengths, 100 feet to 300 feet, so the first films were often under a minute long. These 
proto-documentaries, called actualities, were “simple, single-shot affairs, showing 
newsworthy events, scenes from foreign, lands, or everyday events.”574 Film company 
catalogs organized them into categories like “Fire-Rescue, Disasters, Industrial, Military, 
Parades, Personalities, Scenic & Travel, Sports Events, and Novelty films.”575  

Actualities were understood not as a new artistic form, but within the idiom of 
vaudeville and the stage. They “dealt less with telling stories (let alone developing 
characters) and concentrated more on presenting . . . ‘attractions,’ usually brief items of 
visual interest,” write Tom Gunning and André Gauldriaut. Indeed, the Koster and Bial’s 
screening was part of an evening's bill of entertainments, including acts by the London 
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music hall performers Albert Chevalier and Florrie West. 576 That evening, the producer 
Charles Frohman, who had staged The Pulse of New York, the New York Herald that he 
was struck by the technology's potential uses to enhance theatrical productions, which 
impressed him even more than the possibility of being able to show “on the stage at any 
time any artist, dead or alive, who ever faced Mr. Edison's invention.” Being able to 
capture Maurice Chevalier’s dancing was “in itself great enough, but the possibilities of 
the vitascope as the successor of painted scenery are illimitable”: 

 
Painted trees that do not move, waves that get up a few feet and 
stay there, everything in scenery we simulate on our stages will 
have to go. When art can make us believe that we see actual living 
nature, the dead things of the stage must go.577 

 
Moving pictures would make theater more representational and immersive, more real, 
but the narrative structure of storytelling would still belong to the playwright and the 
players.  

Just as critics understood the new moving pictures in the context of an extant 
creative form, the movie camera reinvigorated the earlier expectations attached to 
photography: that it might neutrally record truer representations of things as they 
already were, a Maurice Chevalier routine captured exactly as it occurred. It was an 
artifact without politics, less a way of “building order in our world" than a way of 
perfecting and maintaining it.578 The development of film, both commercially and 
creatively, was not technologically determined. As Robert Sklar writes,  
 

Under slightly different circumstances the motion-picture camera  
and projector might as easily have become primarily instruments of 
science, like the microscope, or of education and family 
entertainment, like the lantern slide, or of amateur photography, or 
of amusement-park diversion.579 

 
Still, audiences seemed to understand instinctively, even bodily, that film created 

a new perceptual mode. Of the Koster & Bial's program, the Times noted, “It was the 
waves tumbling in on a beach and about a stone pier,” not the faithful and certainly 
admirable reproduction of a dance performance, “that caused the spectators to cheer 
and to marvel most of all.”580 The Herald reported that the film, “Rough Seas at Dover,” 
was “altogether so realistic and the reproduction so absolutely accurate, that it fairly 
astounded the beholder.”581 In fact, Charles Musser says, “patrons in the front rows 
were disconcerted and inclined to leave their seats as the wave crashed on the beach 
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and seemed about to flood the theater.”582 Today, this strikes us as quaint, and the 
subjects of actualities, especially everyday city scenes, seem banal, if amusing. At the 
time, though, they helped audiences acclimate themselves to the shocks of modern life, 
much as Barnum’s and Brady’s gave antebellum New Yorkers conceptual and practical 
tools with which to face the world around them. 
 

&&& 
 

Actualities featuring the New York Police Department countered New Yorkers’ 
negative images with spectacles of power and prestige. In 1896, the Edison Film 
Company released three films produced by arrangement with the NYPD during their 
training for the department’s Annual Horse Show. The films, made by the company’s 
motion picture head, drew on the military language and imagery of first-wave reform. 
Mounted Police Charge, Park Police: Mount and Dismount, and Park Police Drill: Left 
Wheel and Forward featured “a battalion” of NYPD officers engaged not in routine police 
work, but in spectacle.583 Like many other actualities, they were filmed at unusual 
angles that highlighted cinema’s vertiginous effect. In the 24-second Mounted Police 
Charge, the mounted officers bear directly down on the audience at full speed and loom 
ever larger until coming to a sudden halt within yards of the camera.584 Film scholars 
see police actualities in terms of their generic ideology without necessarily recognizing 
that audiences brought other referent images with them. Charles Musser describes 
Mounted Police Charge as a conscious “display of discipline and state power that was 
sure to impress audiences.”585 But the NYPD had already staged plenty of scenes of 
discipline and power for New York audiences, some of whom had featured roles. 

The same visual language of spectacle had also showed New Yorkers what 
successful Progressive form looked like—and how city services improved once the 
police no longer had responsibility for them. In 1903 Edison memorialized a different 
display of discipline and power in White Wings on Parade, which captured the 
Department of Street Cleaning’s annual parade.586 Police had once shared 
responsibility for sanitation services, and, perhaps unsurprisingly, “nothing was well or 
often cleaned.”587 In 1895, Civil War veteran and sanitation engineer George Waring 
took control of the Department of Street Cleaning, turning a prized Tammany Hall 
honeypot into a fully independent agency. To the astonishment of New Yorkers tired of 
wading through filth (a problem that could cut across class lines and ethnic allegiances), 
he revolutionized city waste management in a matter of weeks.588 Waring, too, applied 
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the military model, with arguably greater success than the police department had. He 
outfitted his men head-to-toe in pristine white, and New Yorkers now saw the so-called 
White Wings “sweeping the streets—all the streets, not just those of the wealthy—
several times in a single day, with carts following close behind.” In May 1896, a month 
before the annual police parade, Waring staged a celebratory parade of his own. His 
twenty-two hundred men, arranged in regiments, “marched down Fifth Avenue in those 
startlingly white uniforms"; each brandished a broom like a rifle. Delighted New Yorkers 
crowded seven- or eight-deep on sidewalks. Though Waring was forced out of his post 
within two years, the annual parade continued, and in 1903 Edison memorialized this 
display of discipline and power in White Wings on Parade.589 

The successful reform of the Department of Street Cleaning as encapsulated in 
the film underscores both the fact that the police could only emulate occupational 
professionalization and the fact that the first wave of police reform failed, in New York 
and nationally, in all but facile ways. A key pillar of professionalization was a field’s 
independence and self-regulation. At base, however, American police reform was a 
process imposed from the outside. In New York, administrators denied the reality that 
the narrowing of function to crime control was aimed at disempowering them politically 
and loosening Tammany Hall’s hold on city politics. In a larger way, despite what some 
historians and criminal justice scholars might say, a police force could never truly be 
self-regulating. As the Progressive movement gathered steam, the responsibilities and 
professional domains of police organizations were increasingly in the hands of an 
independent judiciary, and, in theory, further delimited by civilian control. In 1906, for 
example, Chicago reformers transferred responsibility for criminal cases from the police 
courts to the Municipal Court; almost immediately “police arrests fell by one third,” 
presumably because “the new court imposed higher legal standards upon the police.”590  

Amplifying police anxieties was the fact that some Progressive reformers did 
seem to question whether police were as essential to city life as they claimed to be. 
Technology might achieve some of the same ends. In 1912, a writer for The American 
City enthused that street lighting could prevent crime. “There comes to mind an old 
saying that ‘A light is as good as a policeman,’” he wrote. “While this is somewhat of an 
exaggeration, there is no question that light is the best assistant a policeman can have.” 
In fact, he said, “a criminologist of world-wide fame” claimed to prefer “plenty of electric 
lights and clean streets” to “all the law and order societies in existence.”591  

These vulnerabilities may account for the fact that the members of the 
International Association of Chiefs of Police began obsessing over their legitimacy in the 
eyes of the public from the organization’s very beginning. Year over year, the 
conference proceedings reveal nearly constant distress among police administrators 
over muckraking journalists’ expanding focus on police brutality and cultural producers’ 
wide-ranging fictional representations of it and other police behavior, and any criticism 
from the other constituencies of the criminal justice system. “Shrill complaints about 
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other Americans” were common.592 Over the reform period this grew into an endemic 
aspect of professional discourse; Robert Fogelson describes it as “a strong sense of 
alienation, a sharp feeling of persecution, and other severe anxieties which for want of a 
better term might be called occupational paranoia.”593  At their third convention in 1896, 
for example, IACP president Benjamin Eldridge assured the chiefs that some people 
just didn’t understand. The professional philanthropist; the dyspeptic; the lifelong crank: 
sure, they liked to think that could “arrange all the affairs of this world [so] it would be 
regulated just about right,” but the chiefs knew the truth. “We have no occasion to be 
ashamed of our calling.” 594   

Within a decade, however, IACP members had begun making aggressive efforts 
to intercede where they could. In 1905, Richard Sylvester, head of the Washington, D.C. 
police, reported that he had asked the publisher of a textbook called Our Government to 
change an “unjust and misleading” paragraph “in which the impression is given that 
while the fire department in most cities is efficient, the police department is usually 
corrupt.”595 Where Eldridge had explained criticism of the police as a function of human 
nature–some people are just dissatisfied with life, such people are the ones who 
complain, and their concerns can be easily dismissed–Sylvester suggested that 
criticism of the police was an insult to the young profession. Simply ignoring it was 
inadequate. 
 This shifting awareness reflected the fin-de-siècle development of what Jackson 
Lears has called “the emerging idiom of ‘publicity’” and the introduction of what Daniel J. 
Boorstin has called “the pseudo-event,” both of which were closely related to the new 
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Sylvester’s request seemed to have had some effect.  A 1907 version says that “Fire departments are, as 
a rule, very efficient” and adds that “the efficiency of police departments varies greatly in different 
cities . . . In other cities . . .the police force is maintained upon a high standard” (1907 ed., p 22). Equally 
harsh language in another James civics text, Government in State and Nation (New York: Scribners’, 
1905), was removed in later editions (e.g., 17th edition, 1917). 
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medium of film.596  This particular valence of publicity had little to do with notoriety, 
though, and a great deal to do with government; since the 1880s, the term had been 
used to describe the dissemination of information by government offices.  When Henry 
C. Adams published “What Is Publicity?” in the North American Review in 1902, he 
wrote that its fundamental purpose was “to establish in the community a condition of 
confidence” that institutions wielding great power had no secrets. “The task of publicity 
is to allay this suspicion, and the statutory definition of publicity, in any particular case, 
must be as broad as the ground of suspicion which makes appeal to it necessary.”  
Originally, he said, the concept had applied to “public or political power” specifically, but, 
in the age of the corporate monopoly, he believed it also applied to the private sector.597 
Perhaps more importantly, he argued that publicity could generate revenue—that 
transparency to the consumer had cash value for the investor and the corporation. This 
was the principle that motivated newspaperman Ivy Lee to enter the business of public 
relations, cofounding the Parker and Lee firm in 1904. Jonathan Auerbach writes that as 
scrutiny of big businesses increased, Lee and others in the nascent field sought to 
“recast corporations in a favorable light by emphasizing the social value of their 
services.”598 In 1906, the same year he was hired by the Pennsylvania Railroad to 
manage corporate communications during a coal strike, he sent a  “Declaration of 
Principles” to newspaper editors. In it, Lee claimed that his agency 
  

is not a secret press bureau. All our work is done in the open. We aim to 
supply news. This is not an advertising agency . . . In brief, our plan is, 
frankly and openly, on behalf of business concerns and public institutions, 
to supply the press and public of the United States prompt and accurate 
information concerning subjects which it is of value and interest to the 
public to know about.599  

 
The deliberately vague phrase “business concerns and public institutions” denotes Lee’s 
Declaration of Principles as a key text in turning publicity into business. David 
Greenberg writes that publicity described “selective, self-serving disclosure,” something 
like celebrity in tension with transparency. Perhaps more accurately, publicity had come 
to describe selective, self-serving disclosure packaged as transparency.  
 It took some time for the IACP membership to understand how publicity might 
serve the group’s purposes, though it’s not entirely clear why. At IACP meetings, the 
word was used only rarely before 1920, and the membership did not discuss anything 
as coherent as police and public relations with any regularity until the mid-1930s. But 
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some cities established police publicity bureaus fairly early.600 More broadly, individual 
departments did try gain favor with the public, and especially when it came to the new 
(and very unpopular) task of traffic regulation. In 1905, the Baltimore Police Department 
assembled its “Beauty Squad,” thirty-five of “the superfine of Baltimore’s ‘Finest’” 
chosen for traffic duty in the shopping district every day of the week.601 Men had to be 
over six feet tall and wear mustaches and have “protuberant stomachs.”602 The men 
were charged to “be courteous to strangers, to be full of information, including the 
location of stores and the names of their proprietors, to make arrests when the occasion 
requires and to be an ornament to the police force of Baltimore.”603 In several other 
cities, newspapers began referring to local traffic details as “beauty squads,” too.   
 It was even less obvious to police departments that the new medium of film could 
be easily, perhaps ideally, exploited for these purposes, but political operators seized on 
this almost immediately. In 1896, film was so new that audiences had no framework for 
making sense of the relative transparency of its representations—that is, for seeing 
them as artificial constructions. Moving pictures seemed realistic in an ideologically 
neutral way; recall that in 1896, Charles Frohman was most impressed with the thought 
of using film for scenic backgrounds. In other quarters, films, particularly actualities, 
were compared to newspapers. On the eve of the turn to journalistic objectivity, the 
concept of what Charles Musser calls “the visual newspaper” implicitly suggested that 
both “the reporter and the camera [were] recorders of reality.”604 In 1901, a vice 
president of the American Mutoscope and Biograph Company explained that the 
company had abandoned an early focus on “artistic pictures” because “the public 
demanded of us the prompt and reliable service of the daily newspaper . . . [T]he public 
has expected us to gather the news in a pictorial way and disseminate it at once.”605  
Cinema benefitted even more from the comparison when McClure’s magazine 
fashioned itself a champion of the public, publishing pioneering exposes of corruption at 
all levels of society. 

But other observers, like Republican Mark Hanna, who helmed William 
McKinley’s presidential campaign, understood that this apparent transparency could be 
weaponized to political ends. In October 1896, six months after the Edison screening, 
the Biograph Company debuted its own proprietary projection equipment before a 
packed house at Hammerstein’s Olympia Music Hall. The excitement of seeing film 
projection was not the only attraction, though; on October 12, the New York Herald 
reported that the Republican presidential candidate was going to be there, too—sort of. 
The paper ran stills from one of the films Biograph was to debut at the Olympia that 
evening, McKinley at Home; the evening became a political rally. (McKinley’s brother 
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Abner was a Biograph investor.) Other films were shown, including one of Niagara Falls 
that was met with the same enthusiasm that had greeted Rough Seas at Dover. But 
McKinley at Home was “the triumph of the night.” In the film, the New York Times 
reported, 
 

McKinley stepped out of his house in Canton, and, strolling down 
his lawn, seemed to smile in appreciation of the roar of the crowd 
that greeted his appearance. McKinley paraders tramped through 
Canton streets, and a New-York assemblage applauded them to 
the echo.606 

 
Though the other films on the Biograph program seemed unrelated to McKinley or even 
to electoral politics, Charles Musser argues that the order in which they were shown 
mattered a great deal. “The careful organization of one-shot films produced a highly 
effective political rhetoric,” he writes, something he describes as “associational 
editing.”607 McKinley at Home was last on the bill, the highlight of a program that had 
already included a film of a burning building, two of Niagara Falls, and Empire State 
Express, featuring a train bearing down on the camera. That manipulation, however, 
was invisible—which allowed the affective experience to feel like part of the films’ 
authentic representations. Later that month, the scene at the theater repeated itself 
when 200 people affiliated with the city’s Republican Club went to the Olympia for a 
second screening.608  
 But it is important to recall that police struggled with publicity not only because it 
was a new idiom, but also because they already had trouble with transparency and self-
disclosure. The Lexow hearings did not arrest police brutality and may have even 
intensified it, and there were plenty of opportunities for New Yorkers to call to mind 
those bloody scenes. “Interim police commissioner Theodore Roosevelt “expressed little 
interest in the brutality problem,” Marilynn S. Johnson notes, and he even championed 
police violence when it seemed to be in the service of suppressing crime and vice. 
“Under his leadership,” she says, “the [police] commission increased the amount and 
power of police weaponry and gave officers more license to use it.”609 Every big-city 
police department faced this problem, Marilynn S. Johnson says, and the NYPD was not 
even the worst. But because New York has also “historically been the epicenter of 
brutality organizing,” excessive force incidents garnered a great deal of attention and 
scrutiny. A full accounting is beyond the scope of this discussion, but in the period 
covered in this chapter, at least a dozen episodes of police violence, including four 
brutal riots, raised public alarm. No matter what other images the NYPD might have 
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projected during these years, the indelible horrors of police brutality were never far from 
New Yorkers’ minds. 

In any event, professional self-consciousness, publicity, and film were all so new 
that most Americans had not yet developed new ways of thinking about them. The 
NYPD’s involvement in Edwin S. Porter’s 1905 film Life of an American Policeman is a 
case in point; those involved did not necessarily think they were making a film, much 
less one that might benefit the public image of policing. They were creating a vaudeville 
novelty. By then, the Edison Manufacturing Company and its directors had moved to 
longer multi-shot narratives that could accommodate the complex temporalities of 
fictional storytelling. Yet many viewers, including New Yorkers, still saw moving pictures 
as novelties comparable to magic lantern slide shows, and Porter’s inspiration for his 
earlier film Life of an American Fireman may have been the popular lantern-show Bob 
the Fireman. As Charles Musser explains, even the story film “was not narrative as 
such, but the execution of narrative to achieve novelty, spectacle, and suspense that 
was of import.”610 Though it was certainly possible to manipulate these elements to 
ideological ends, this wasn’t broadly understood. 

The production of Life of an American Fireman tells us something about what a 
collaboration with Porter might have been like. The Edison Manufacturing Company 
advertised the 1903 film as a paean to the American fireman, “known to be the most 
expert, as well as the bravest, of all fire fighters.”611 Some 300 firemen from four 
localities appeared in the film, which was shot in the East Orange, N.J. engine house 
and at a nearby tenement building. The lead role was played by Edison’s cameraman 
James White, who was also the lieutenant of Orange’s volunteer fire company. Life of 
an American Fireman was a significant success for Edison, and it is possible that the 
NYPD invited the company to collaborate on a film that would venerate the patrolman in 
the same way; press from the film’s production suggested that it was specifically made 
for the department’s Police Relief Fund benefit. As with American Fireman, police actors 
played many of the roles. But at this point in time, the participants did not think of what 
they were doing as “making a film.” Neither did the NYPD officers who participated in 
the 1905 Porter film Life of an American Policeman.  

The Edison Company did, however, invoke the department’s involvement in order 
to advertise the film. “Taken with the sanction and co-operation of the Police 
Commissioners of New York City,” the catalog copy begins, “. . . The pictures are 
absolutely perfect as to detail, action and surroundings, and depict in the most realistic 
manner actual daily life and happenings.”612 These include an officer helping a woman 
across a busy street, chasing down a runaway horse, and some joshing around in the 
stables; exhibitors could purchase additional scenes featuring a bicycle patrolman 
chasing down a fat cat who nearly hit a child with his car. In showing “petty foibles in the 
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context of real courage,” Charles Musser asserts, the film is “a portrait of common 
people [that] avoids grandiose heroics that would reduce it to simple propaganda.”613 
Dozens of NYPD officers participated in the film, and two climactic scenes both feature 
police officers reenacting episodes from their careers. Patrolman Bert Conneally played 
the heroic rescuer in a dramatic river scene. This casting choice may have been an 
attempt to recreate a real incident; five years earlier, Conneally had received a medal 
and commendation for rescuing a man from drowning.79  “Desperate Encounter 
Between Burglar and Police” was an explicit reenactment of a real event in which a 
police officer was killed in a botched burglary. In March 1904, policeman Hugh J. 
Enright was killed and his partner wounded when the two interrupted an early-morning 
burglary at a bakery.614 The Edison catalog boasts of the film’s authenticity: “The scenes 
were enacted over the very same ground, and the same night watchman and the same 
policeman who took part in the real tragedy are seen in the picture.” Though no cast list 
exists, two other officers on the scene that morning probably appeared in the film as 
well. 

But several scenes depicted officers doing things that probably weren’t part of a 
patrolman’s everyday routine, nor did they reflect the NYPD’s changing prerogatives. 
Tracking the commendations issued to officers for stopping runaway horses, rescuing 
drowning people, and returning lost children suggests that they were unusual events, at 
the very least. Stopping runaway horses was hardly a task of the reform era, though in 
1905, the year the film was made, 36 men received commendations for doing so. The 
Harbor Patrol completed 32 drowning rescues. (In 1906, they reported four.)615 That 
year, six officers died in the line of duty. What’s more, Eric Monkkonen has argued 
persuasively that helping lost children had become a far less routine police task by 
1905, and, even at its height, may not have been a defining one. Police child welfare 
services began to shift toward privatization with the establishment of the New York 
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Children in the 1870s. In 1877, the NYPD 
returned 5,976 lost children to their parents and the NYSPCC returned 58; over the next 
thirty years, the NYSPCC took on more responsibility for lost children. By 1900, the 
NYSPCC returned 3,532 children to their parents; the NYPD reported returning 3,157. In 
the summer of 1906, less than six months after the debut of Life of an American 
Policeman, the New York Police Department closed its Bureau of Lost Children; 
increasingly, the department was less interested in the lost child than the juvenile 
delinquent.616  

This scene is better framed as an example of the nostalgic attachment for the 
kinds of service delivery that the police offered to the dangerous classes in an earlier 
age. Monkkonen notes that sentimental depictions of policemen aiding children only 
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emerged regularly after 1890.617 A “paucity of contemporary literature on the subject” 
before 1895 suggests that there is no particular reason to assume that “the finding of 
lost children was an activity for which the police were particularly [acclaimed].618 In 
1864, for example, the department located nearly ten thousand lost children, but there 
are no contemporary odes to their service.619 Neither children nor the police were such 
sentimental figures. But the shifting social value of children in society and the desire for 
uncomplicated representations of the police made such images newly prized.620 621 In 
1894, Edward B. Marks and Joseph W. Stern sold 2 million sheet music copies of “The 
Little Lost Child,” the “tragic story of an abandoned little girl who is rescued from death 
from exposure by a kind New York City cop" who turns out to be her long-absent father. 
They commissioned a set of accompanying photo illustrations that featured a Brooklyn 
policeman in the now-iconic pose of a cop gently approaching a child.622 (See Figure 
Whatever).  

By contrast, Porter might have reprised some of the special effects of American 
Fireman and referenced to the acts of heroism performed by hundreds of officers during 
the General Slocum disaster in June 1904. This would not have been vastly more 
logistically complicated; filmmakers had been putting together films of war and disaster 
by filming miniature tableaux and even repurposing old actuality footage since the 
outbreak of the Spanish-American War. In February 1898, for example, Biograph 
released its wildly popular Battleships ‘Maine’ and ‘Iowa,’ which consisted of footage 
taken in the last weeks before the Maine blew up in Havana Harbor earlier that month. 
The film was wildly popular, and newspapers reported that it brought audiences to their 
feet, cheering, even inciting “fifteen minutes of terrific shouting” at a theater in 
Chicago.623 The ship that audiences saw, however, wasn’t the Maine at all. Instead, 
Biograph had retitled and rereleased a film shot just two months before, Battleships 
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‘Iowa’ and ‘Massachusetts.’ Audiences couldn’t–or didn’t–distinguish between the Maine 
and its sister ship.624 Vitagraph’s Battle of Manila Bay and Edison’s Raising Old Glory 
“entailed two wooden toy boats, some gunpowder and an assistant blowing cigar smoke 
across a large laundry tub of water!”; a Chicago filmmaker even specialized in this 
style.625 Even if audiences grew more sophisticated in the intervening years, that may 
not have mattered; as Leo Braudy wrote of P.T. Barnum’s humbugs, audiences were 
“willing to be manipulated but eager to convey how that ought to be done more 
expertly.”626 The Slocum disaster did not represent routine police work, to be sure, but 
neither did the tasks Porter assigned to his movie cops. The former would almost 
certainly have made better fodder for a self-conscious presentation of heroism aimed at 
outsiders—and that may not have been what they were trying to do. 

Audiences did not necessarily think they were “watching a film,” either. The 
framework of the vaudeville adjunct was only displaced with the saturation of the 
nickelodeon in the next years. When Life of an American Policeman was shown at two 
Police Relief Fund benefits in December, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle described the event 
as a “police minstrel show.” The program included the police band, an appearance by 
vaudevillian Lillian Graham, and a performance by Patrolman Baer, “a police 
contortionist.” The “motion pictures of police life,” as the film was described,” wasn’t 
even the main attraction; that was “Fun in a Station House,” an act by a troupe of 
eighteen policemen.627 When the film moved to vaudeville houses Hyde & Behman’s 
and Keith & Proctor’s Twenty-Third, it was last on the schedule of the evening—the 
chaser.628 Scholars are divided on what the role of the chaser was, but one camp 
describes it as “a final act so poor that it served to trick an audience into leaving the 
theater and making room for a fresh one.” Even if the term wasn’t derogatory, it still 
indicated a film “that signaled the end of the show or filled the slack time in ‘continuous’ 
shows.”629 In these cases, the attraction may have had nothing to do with the police at 
all. Life of an American Policeman was not a movie about police, just some moving 
pictures that featured New York policemen.  

 
&&& 

 
It’s around this time that we start to hear that the police and the movies are 

institutions in opposition to one another, as the era of film censorship began with the 
arrival of the nickelodeon in 1905. But the New York story diverges from the national 
story about police and their relationship to mass culture, both in terms of the NYPD’s 
attitude toward censorship and in its interest in participating in filmmaking. In New York 
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and elsewhere, the storefront moving-picture theater was a manifestation of the worst 
anxieties of white middle-class Progressive reformers. Admission was so cheap that the 
nickelodeon produced a movie-going public defined “not only a kind of economic 
democracy but [by] greater sexual egalitarianism” and ethnic diversity.630 Though 
segregation kept black patrons from nickelodeons elsewhere, New York’s nickelodeons 
were located in the Tenderloin, then home to the city’s largest African American 
communities.  (During the 1890s, Manhattan’s black population surged from 23,600 to 
60,000, with several major clusters in the district.631) Whether or not one even darkened 
the door, the nickelodeon democratized Manhattan’s streetscape. Charlotte Herzog has 
written that the nickelodeon façade was “its most important part”; David Nasaw adds 
that the “wide-open grin” of the box office, now located on the street instead of within, 
“spelled out one simple message: All decent folk—women, men , and children—are 
welcome within.”632 Though reformers were often more concerned with these rhetorical 
threats, nickelodeons were also physically hazardous spaces. Celluloid can self-ignite 
and was usually stored with little care, which stoked worries about public safety and the 
need to extend the powers of municipal government. 

The tradition of local control of police forces meant that the roles municipal police 
departments played in film censorship varied widely from place to place.633 The police 
department in any given jurisdiction was alternately empowered or restrained by local 
law or statute, and any direct control over content had to be explicitly granted. In some 
places, police departments had direct control over which films were screened. Chicago’s 
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1907 censorship law, which gave wide discretion to the designated police censor, was 
affirmed by a state Supreme Court finding that denied First Amendment protection to 
moving pictures. Elsewhere, police were tasked with enforcing censorship decisions 
made by others by enforcing public safety and vice laws. In New York, nickelodeons 
proliferated because there were hard limits on what the police were empowered to do. 
Nickelodeons were licensed differently from theaters and vaudeville halls, which made 
them more difficult to shut down.  Theatrical venues, so classified if they featured live 
entertainment or sat more than 299 people, were licensed through the police 
department at an annual cost of $500. By contrast, the Board of Aldermen classified 
nickelodeons as so-called common shows, which required only a $25 license issued 
through the mayor’s office.634  

This divided jurisdiction was only one constraint. The second was that there was 
no legal power to censor. As Mayor William Gaynor explained in 1910, “The city charter 
gives the power to revoke such licenses to the Judges of the Supreme Court for cause 
after a hearing, and if the showing of such pictures be not a criminal offense, or 
forbidden by statue or ordinance, licenses could not be revoked therefor.” Nor could the 
city’s Sunday blue laws provide a justification for closing common-show venues; in 
1908, Gaynor, then a Supreme Court justice, overturned the conviction of the owner of a 
theater open on Sundays. 635 Any action therefore required the pretext of code 
enforcement. The recommendations of the locally based Board of Censorship, a private 
group funded by film exhibitors, manufacturers, and independent production companies, 
could only be enacted through cooperation or pressure—like the threat of police 
intervention on a trumped-up building charge. 

Thus, neither the mayor’s office nor the police department could revoke any 
venue’s license on the basis of what they actually screened, even if they wanted to, and 
there is not a lot of evidence that they did. For example, much has been made of Mayor 
McClellan’s decision to shut down movie theaters on Christmas Eve day in 1908, 
carried out by a police commissioner who cared a great deal about film content. Daniel 
Czitrom notes that McClelland “specifically invoked the complaints voiced by New 
York’s antimovie forces” in issuing the order. These constituents, largely liberal 
Protestants, included, for example, the good people of the Society for the Prevention of 
Vice and Crime, the Federation of Churches, and the Ethical Social League. (All joined 
the People’s Institute’s National Board of Censorship in 1909, which was one of the film 
industry’s efforts to participate in self-regulation schemes.636) But this does not imply 
that he or Police Commissioner Bingham actually shared these concerns. It is harder to 
demonstrate that the NYPD actually joined these organizations in “advocating for the 
regulation of culture for reasons of morality,” as Alison Marie Parker puts it.637   
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Several months earlier, when the mayor ordered the police department to audit 
the city’s penny arcades and moving picture houses—320 in all—Bingham reported that 
there was not a lot to which he might object. “Some of the pictures bordered on the 
vulgar, but in no place were pictures found which could be termed lewd or salacious.”638  
When McClellan moved to revoke common-show licenses two weeks later, it was for 
safety reasons. He reportedly “did not really care to close movie shows on Sunday,” but 
on December 12, the balcony of a Rivington Street theater had collapsed, killing one 
and injuring dozens. (That particular detail is left out of many scholarly accounts of the 
entire episode.) The resulting investigation was carried out by primarily by city building 
inspectors, and the proprietor and management were remanded to the Coroner’s Office, 
which was under the jurisdiction of the city’s criminal courts and the New York County 
District Attorney’s office.639 When McClellan did order the mass revocation of common-
show licenses that month, reformers could seize on the action as evidence of their 
influence; more likely, acting on his concerns about public safety had the benefit of 
placating them.640  

Until a municipal reorganization in the mid-teens, New Yorkers enjoyed largely 
unfettered access to movies, even those mired in controversy elsewhere in the country, 
like Vitagraph’s 1910 film of the Jeffries-Johnson boxing match. Prizefighting films were 
not new, but came to dominate national censorship debates in July 1910, when 
heavyweight Johnson defeated Jeffries, “the Great White Hope,” and became the first 
African American boxing champion. Violent race riots broke out in cities around the 
country, including New York. Shortly after the fight was called, a mob formed at a 
Harlem saloon; calling for a lynching, they dragged a middle-aged black man out of an 
Eighth Avenue streetcar. Concerned about further unrest, officials in Atlanta, 
Washington, D.C., Baltimore, St. Louis, and Cincinnati all prohibited the screening of 
Vitagraph’s fight film, and ten states ultimately banned prizefighting films entirely. In 
New York, however, the Corporation Counsel, the Bureau of Licenses, the Mayor’s 
office, and the police department, the Board of Aldermen all declined to take action 
against the exhibition of the Jeffries-Johnson fight film in either theaters or movie 
houses.641  

The city also declined to denounce the new “white slavery” exploitation genre. Six 
months before the Jeffries-Johnson fight, a New York court empaneled a grand jury to 
investigate journalist George Kibbe Turner’s claim that New York was at the center of an 
international sex trafficking ring. “White slavery,” also something like a keyword, had 
come to mean forced prostitution.642 The white slavery discourse exemplifies and 
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reflects the complex motivations of moral and political reformers in the Progressive 
era.643 Turner rendered sexual commerce in the language of corporate monopoly, an 
idiom that persisted even after the New York grand jury found no evidence of organized 
trafficking. The white slavery panic also consolidated middle-class discourses around 
race and ethnicity, justified censorship and intrusion, and elevated the white female 
body into a symbol of “national identity [that] served as a trope of the threatened 
nation.”644 When he was questioned by the Rockefeller grand jury, Turner’s story fell 
apart, but it still inspired the subsequent passage of the White-Slave Traffic Act, also 
known as the Mann Act, which prohibited crossing state lines to provide or pursue 
commercial sex.645  
 Perhaps more importantly, the white slavery plot became a staple of popular 
culture almost immediately, as it offered “a legally and culturally appropriate means to 
discuss sex”; newspaper accounts reported that many young women and couples made 
up the audiences for films like The Traffic in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave 
Traffic. They were also a manifestation of the political and social career of Jim Crow in 
both the south and in the urban north, and they helped build the white middle-class 
national audience that embraced D.W. Griffith’s The Birth of a Nation.646 (As Katherine 
Henninger notes, the historical setting in the plantation South appealed even to liberal 
audiences because it was a “place where white sexual desire for the black other [was] 
available on demand for white pleasure.”647) Mass-mediated representations also 
provided ample fodder for anti-vice reformers long after journalists’ claims had been 
discredited, fueling their critiques of both movies and movie theaters. Stories circulated 
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that “young women were being kidnapped in movie theaters by a new means, the 
poisoned needle, and that white slavers were pretending to be relatives and dragging 
the unconscious girls out of the theaters.”648 Many localities censored them, but 
authorities in New York were little inclined to do so. In 1913, when the first white slavery 
films appeared, Mayor Gaynor, “a long-time supporter of motion pictures,” had recently 
signed a new motion picture ordinance into law. Reformers claimed that the legislation 
demonstrated his support for their cause, but the ordinance “focused exclusively on 
improving movie exhibition and contained no provision for censorship” and enforced 
licensing laws that forbid vaudeville shows from operating under common-show 
licenses.”649 When The Traffic in Souls and The Inside of the White Slave Traffic 
appeared in New York in November and December, they stirred only a half-hearted 
censorship contest.650  

While little evidence suggests that NYPD was particularly concerned with 
whatever existential threats movies seemed to pose, a great deal of evidence suggests 
real enthusiasm for the medium. Between 1910 and 1916, the NYPD participated in the 
production of at least a dozen films, including parade actualities, safety films, and 
footage produced for the 1915 Panama-Pacific Exposition in San Francisco. 

More often, the department participated in feature films that showcased scientific 
advances in policing and tried to celebrate police officers like the heroes of the new star 
system. This was not necessarily a matter of trying to dispel the buffoonish images of 
the Keystone Cops, either, but attempting to compete with other police characters. In 
1913, the most famous cop in film was not anyone in the Keystone ensemble, but 
Officer 174, a hero surrounded by police corruption. He was played by one of the most 
famous men in Hollywood. Stage actor King Baggot joined Carl Laemmle’s Independent 
Motion Picture Company in 1909 as his studio’s first leading man and became of the 
first personalities of the star system. Laemmle sought to  “actively manipulate public 
perceptions of film actors outside of the films by trying to convince the public that an 
actor was the sort of person he played on the screen”—that is, that King Baggot was 
Officer 174.651 When the first of two films appeared in 1912, “The Most Photographed 
Man in the World” had already written, directed, and appeared in dozens of IMP films 
and was a regular boldfaced name in the new fan magazines that were the engine of 
the star system.652 He had also played the recurring character of Detective King in 
several IMP films. In The Rise of Officer 174, Baggot’s character relied on cutting-edge 
technology, too, just like the modern policeman; the character’s girlfriend records a 
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corrupt police commissioner with her office Dictaphone, evidence that later exonerates 
her man.653 

 These may be the kinds of images the department hoped to contest when 
collaborating with the Vitagraph Company on two films featuring Captain Joseph Francis 
Faurot in 1911 and 1916. Faurot was an ideal candidate for such a role because he was 
the department’s world-renowned fingerprint expert, and the films therefore showcased 
the NYPD’s scientific policing. Fingerprinting had arrived in the United States in 1901, 
but, as with photography, the NYPD’s adoption of fingerprinting was slow and uneven. 
Faurot had been one of its few champions until the 1911 court decision People v. Crispi 
proved its efficacy in securing criminal convictions.654 (Even then, it was considered part 
of the Bertillon system, rather than its own practice, until the 1920s.) 

He had already gained professional renown for breaking open two cold cases 
with fingerprint evidence by 1910. The following year, he helped prosecutors secure the 
country’s first conviction on the sole basis of fingerprint evidence. (Defendant Crispi had 
left his fingerprint on a pane of glass at the scene of a robbery.) This elevation to 
evidentiary standard that burnished the fledgling field’s reputation, and it made Faurot a 
minor celebrity. The New York Sun published a blow-by-blow account of Faurot’s turn 
on the witness stand. Faurot had already made a very clear match. The judge, however, 
added a theatrical element, a dramatic test of Faurot’s skill. The judge sent Faurot out of 
the room while an assistant fingerprinted a dozen people, including the defendant.  
Then, the paper wrote,  
 

Lieut. Faurot was recalled. The twelve slips of paper were handed to him 
and he sat down at the clerk’s desk with the pane of glass before him . . . 
Lieut. Faurot dusted some white powder with a camel’s hair brush over the 
finger marks on the glass . . . [and] then he shuffled through the pack of 
slips in his hand . . . Two of these took only a moment’s examination. With 
his magnifying glass he went over the last slip and over the powder marks 
on the glass.  
 “The man whose slip is lettered I,” he said, “is the man who made 
those finger prints on the glass.” 
 It had taken him just four minutes to arrive at his conclusion. At 
least three quarters of an hour had been spent arranging the test for 
him.”655 

 
The Sun’s account could have come straight out of a detective novel—or, perhaps, a 
movie.656 Four months later, Faurot reprised this role in Vitagraph’s film The Thumb 
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Print,657. The plot also concerns a robbery, though the filmmakers threw in a murder. 
Faurot is billed as the forensic expert who exonerates a woman falsely accused of the 
murder in a dramatic courtroom scene.658 Reported Moving Picture World, Faurot 
makes “the actual contrast of the thumb mark of the woman and of the Italian who left 
the tell-tale print upon the shears with which the murder was committed.”659 Faurot is 
the only person named in the story; none of the actors are credited.  

Five years later, in March 1916, Faurot appeared with several other police 
officers in the Vitagraph feature The Human Cauldron, which was filmed on location at 
police headquarters and on Blackwell’s Island. (The accomplishments of one Detective 
Lt. Dan Funston have been lost to the ages.) The film followed “the story of two 
gangmen and their girls who come under police supervision” and one man’s path to 
reform and the other’s to further iniquity. “The film,” the Motion Picture Weekly wrote, 
“shows the actual detectives at work on the clues and the methods they use to track and 
capture the guilty men.” Vitagraph publicity stressed that one of the film’s main 
attractions was “the wonderful police system of New York City.” The film included a 
booking sequence with fingerprinting and Bertillon photography—Faurot’s star turn—
and “a glimpse of the Rogues' Gallery.”660 Another sequence involved  “the training of a 
police applicant, played by William Dunn, of the Vitagraph Company, among real 
applicants.”661 (This seems to have been some scenes of vigorous calisthenics.)  

In the years between The Thumb Print and The Human Cauldron, Faurot took 
other opportunities to burnish a celebrity status, such as it was. In 1914, Faurot 
appeared twice in the weekly one-reel serial Our Mutual Girl, a Mutual Company 
promotional series starring Norma Phillips as a country girl “whose wealthy and 
influential aunt brings her to the great city to make of her a Fifth Avenue society belle.” 
The Mutual Girl films were essentially “fashion shows thinly disguised as newsreel-
dramas” meant to “show the smart clothes of smart people worn at various times of 
day.”662 But in addition to her visits to boutiques and fashion houses, Phillips’ scripted 
adventures included visits to famous New York locations and interactions with a host of 
famous faces, including Andrew Carnegie, NYPD Superintendent George Dougherty  
and Joseph Faurot. Mutual distributed a steady stream of promotional copy and detailed 
weekly summaries to newspapers around the country; from the hinterlands, newspapers 
enthused that “even those who have lived in New York all their lives will see in this serial 
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more of the intimate life of the Metropolis and the real people who count in it than they 
ever have seen before.”663  

In Episode 31, Margaret has lost a $50,000 cameo necklace. Though her aunt 
has hired detectives from the Sleepless Eye agency, Our Girl “pursues a more direct 
effort and goes to police headquarters, “New York’s Biggest Police station,” to find 
Inspector Faurot, “the finger print wizard.”664 At home, she stages something like the 
courtroom scene, gathering those who might have had access to her jewelry and 
walking through her fingerprint evidence with a flourish. 

Faurot’s celebrity status was reinforced in other publicity items, like a gossip item 
in The Photoplayers’ Weekly that mentions Faurot’s “recent visit to the studio.” While 
there, Faurot was distracted by a man whose face he knew but couldn’t place. “I’ve got 
it,” he exclaimed. “I saw that man play the part of a crook in a picture several months 
ago, and I never forget a face, once it has been impressed on me.”665 

The Faurot films demonstrate that by 1910, the New York Police Department had 
come to view itself within the new reform idiom and as a crucial part of the rationalized 
city with a very specific role to play. Fighting crime was now about technology, not 
instinct—or, at least, that’s how it ought to appear. Fingerprinting represented the 
ideologies of Progressive reform and seemed to address the existential threats of 
metropolitan life. Simon Cole writes that its adoption “stems from the confrontation 
between emerging state bureaucracies and populations of ‘strangers,’” who presented 
different threats to fin-de-siècle societies than they had to antebellum cities.666 
Identifying and managing strangers had become a task of law enforcement agencies—
but the figure of the stranger had also changed. Bertillonage was based on Caucasian 
physiognomy, and anxieties about immigration and racial mixing found expression 
through debates over whether the system was truly adequate.667  

While it took time for fingerprinting to replace anthropometry, “the crime lab and 
the fingerprint system [would be] more important for their public-relations value.”668 
Faurot was an ideal candidate for police celebrity, because he had recognized the value 
of the new science of fingerprinting quite early. Shortly after the People v. Crispi 
conviction, the New York Times printed a lengthy character sketch of the detective, one 
that explained how fingerprinting worked while also observing that “his face brightened 
and his blue eyes twinkled yesterday as he recounted the triumphs of that system” and 
that “it could be readily seen that Capt. Faurot regards the pursuit and capture of 
criminals as a highly diverting game.” Like earlier profiles of Thomas Byrnes, the story 
also recounted his “many other human interest stories connected with the fingerprints,” 
highlighted his successes, and included his expert reflections about “what makes a 
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criminal.”669 But the appeal of his celebrity was that he was one part of a well-ordered 
and rational system. In 1913, George Kibbe Turner’s  McClure’s story “The Man-
Hunters” attested to the role Faurot played in contributing to Commissioner Bingham’s 
overhaul of the department. Not every department could have its Byrnes, but each could 
have its Faurot. (Like Byrnes, however, he was also “a well-known practitioner of the 
‘third degree,’” but this aspect of his talent was not fodder for film.670)  

By the time The Human Cauldron appeared in 1916, the NYPD was out of the 
censorship business altogether, and the department was often at odds with a militant 
new license commissioner. In a move that reflected the narrowing of police 
responsibilities in these years, the state legislature had reorganized the city’s licensing 
practices in 1914, consolidating all authority under a new, independent Bureau of 
Licenses.671  The Mayor’s private secretary George H. Bell was promoted to the role at 
a salary of $7,500 a year ($180,000 today) and set about “transforming the 
underfunded, relatively powerless License Bureau into a department” and hired 
independent inspectors, dismissing the special police detail that had staffed the 
department for some time.672 He was an aggressive censor, “formalizing a system of 
regulation under which state and voluntary authority reinforced and depended on each 
other,” as Lee Grieveson describes it.673 But when he banned the white slavery film Is 
Any Girl Safe? in 1916, Commissioner Bell was out of step with others in city 
government and in reform.  

Though The Traffic in Souls had been more controversial, Is Any Girl Safe? was 
widely endorsed by moral reformers and police.674 The film tells the story of a trafficker 
who changes his ways after finding out that his darling sister has been ensnared by a 
white slaver.  He rescues one of his quarries and marries her; he convinces his sister’s 
pimp to do the same. (Very romantic.) The Anti-Vice Motion Picture Company’s first film 
bore the approval of the National Board of Censors, the Rev. Charles Parkhurst, and 
county District Attorney Edward Swann.675 It also had the endorsement of police officer 
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“Honest Dan” Costigan, which appeared in virtually every advertisement in the 
newspapers and the industry trades.676  

But Costigan’s involvement exceeded that. He had actually helped make Is Any 
Girl Safe?. Writer Hal Reid’s scenario was not based on other source material, fiction or 
nonfiction, but the film was tied in directly to one of Costigan’s recent victories. In 
August, Costigan’s squad apprehended Joseph “Yushe” Botwin and Samuel “Peddler 
Sam” Kirsch, procurers for a sex trafficking ring.677 Botwin had turned state’s evidence 
after being brought down by Costigan’s squad; as part of his deal with District Attorney 
Edward Swann, Botwin gave a long interview with the filmmakers while he was awaiting 
trial in the Tombs “with a view to getting local color.”678 Some sources describe Botwin 
as a “principal character.” (There may have been a version without Botwin, too.679) D.A. 
Swann appears in the movie, as do Costigan and Parkhurst. They also consulted on the 
movie, Parkhurst left his job at William Randolph Hearst’s New York American in order 
to consult on the film as well, and he appears in its opening scene.680 Editors from the 
New York American appear in this scene as well, and Louis Pizzitola reports that Hearst 
may have backed the film financially.681  For good measure, NYPD Commissioner 
Arthur Woods reportedly “gave valuable assistance and … loaned police apparatus 
seen in the action of the film.”682 The film was probably not especially good; the Tribune 
described the plot as concerning “a factory girl who endures impossible experiences, 
but eventually succeeds in persuading everybody responsible for her trials to read 
Christian lives.”683  

Regardless, the film was wildly popular, in no small part because George Bell’s 
opposition was well known. When Is Any Girl Safe? opened on September 4 at the 
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Maxine Elliott Theatre, police reinforcements were called in to manage the crowd, and 
the Brooklyn Daily Eagle claimed that “hundreds were turned away.”684 This might have 
been a publicity stunt, but it was an effective one.685 The NYPD’s approval was 
communicated onscreen and off. The Tribune wryly noted, “Six plainclothes men from 
Police Headquarters sat in front seats and tried to find sections of films to disapprove. 
Everyone else tried to discover something to approve. Neither succeeded.”686 Bell shut 
the Elliott down within several weeks, when a state Supreme Court justice subsequently 
“affirmed that, in any case, it was within the license commissioner’s discretion to revoke 
a theater license if he believed the motion picture was immoral.” 687 Predictably, Is Any 
Girl Safe? was soon shown in theaters across the country, and the contentious civic 
contretemps that greeted the film in many communities only fueled its popularity. For a 
few months, “Honest Dan” was as familiar to audiences as any Keystone Cop. Through 
this and early films, the New York Police Department had successfully projected a new 
image of competence and efficacy for Progressive era audiences.  
 
 

&&& 
 

In this chapter, I have used the archives of early cinema to locate the sites of 
urban Progressive reform and the sights of a political and economic order deeply 
intertwined with cultural life. At the turn of the century, as the forces of corporatization, 
immigration, and rationalization battered the Gilded Age city, everyday people struggled 
to understand who they were in a modern metropolis, beset anew by social, cultural, 
and economic crises. Every aspect of daily life seemed vulnerable to destruction or 
transformation. As in the antebellum period, new psychic phenomena emerged 
unshaped. Like photography, the introduction of film offered something like an anchor. 
Over time, new modes of representation helped a coherent social order take shape. 

The forgotten filmography of the Progressive era NYPD offers compelling 
evidence of the ways in which the spirit of reform made representation and reputation 
integral to the work of the department. At the turn of the century, the NYPD had reason 
to be concerned with how they were seen, and film became central to their reform 
efforts. The American debut of screen projection to the general public occurred not onlly 
on the heels of the 1894 Lexow investigation into police corruption, but in the very same 
neighborhoods where cops sought bribes from entertainers and vice dens alike.  The 
moment was part of a national wave of municipal scandals. In New York and elsewhere, 
Progressive reformers drastically altered the structure and function of big-city police 
forces, narrowing the police function to crime control and prevention. Department 
structures were overhauled, with military hierarchies organizing day-to-day functions. 
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Both of these changes were consequential for the relationship between the police and 
the public, as new duties like traffic control necessarily created more negative 
interactions and a bureaucratized force distanced cops from everyday people.  

At the same time, the popularity of moving pictures exploded—and so did 
reformers’ thirst for censorship. Because police departments were so often responsible 
for enforcing various censorship efforts, we have tended to assume that police as a 
whole were hostile to the movie industry and infuriated by the kinds of cops they saw 
onscreen. But censorship regimes varied not just by state, but also by municipality, and 
the NYPD’s embrace of filmmaking challenges this interpretation. Films like The Thumb 
Print and Is Any Girl Safe?, which were made in cooperation with the department and 
featured NYPD personnel, featured new police science and showcased success in 
taking down vice operations. In a larger way, the films demonstrate the police 
profession’s growing sense that the bellwether of public sentiment had a great deal to 
do with maintaining authority and legitimacy—and that their reputation was not 
necessarily an index of the success of real reform projects.  
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EPILOGUE 
 

Police history as cultural history 
 

“Just Images: American Police and Popular Culture, 1840-1920” examines the 
relationship between modern policing and mass culture from their shared moment of 
origin through the Progressive era. The dissertation exposes a long history of moments 
of convergence and interaction between police and popular culture in order to argue that 
police played a significant and underestimated role in creating the cultural imaginary of 
their profession by. It is also a story about interactions among new media, technology, 
and modern consciousness in the context of the changing American city. Exposing how 
police participate in inventing a usable past that shields them from criticism in the 
historical present is vitally important In the age of mass incarceration and in this 
moment of reckoning with the extent of police brutality. Who the police tell us they are 
matters a great deal; the image they project conditions how we think about the police, 
what we expect from them, and what we will tolerate in American society. 

Many scholars have argued that television audiences unconsciously draw on 
fictional cop shows for information about crime, policing, and the justice system.688 
These privileged messages conform to and reiterate dominant narratives about safety 
and danger in American society and can act as a kind of civic education. This itself is 
not unexpected; mass media does typically operate within hegemonic limits and 
underline cultural ideologies. But when police administrators directly participate in the 
production process, these are acts of intervention and invention.  Police can rewrite their 
popular histories and circulate claims to legitimacy that typically go unchallenged—but 
the ways in which we privilege the perspective of the police in American society 
conceals this process. Christopher Wilson has suggested that American police have 
increasingly functioned as “knowledge workers of a kind,” given “a new standing even in 
formal political debate, [where they are] taken as seers whose broader cultural 
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understandings of civility American society needs to rediscover and respect.” 689  They 
have therefore come to play a pivotal and little questioned role in shaping their literary 
and mass cultural representations. Jack Webb’s fetish for accuracy has legitimated the 
knowledge worker model. We think that what police offer to the creators of these 
representations is politically and ideologically neutral, and we think they do so at a 
distance from the actual work of creative production.  

This is not the case. What these knowledge workers really produce is ideology. 
Images of police in popular culture are not reflective evidence that tells us, 
straightforwardly, about their important status in society. Instead, these images are 
evidence of what Michel Foucault describes as the “effects of truth.”690 But the shows 
aren’t true. They are realistic, certainly; one never has to work especially hard to identify 
the headline from which some dismal plot has been ripped, and many of those aesthetic 
and narrative details are plucked directly from police practice and criminal procedure 
and tied to very specific environmental referents.691 But they are not real—that is, they 
do not provide meaningful information about the politics of contemporary police work, 
even though they appear to. While conventional wisdom certainly tells us to view 
fictional representations of corresponding structures of American life with some 
awareness of this, the problem is beyond that. Cop shows don’t represent the historical 
present of the police departments they depict, but elide it.  

Through their cultural work, police continually reinscribe the idea of their 
importance to civil society and seem to place it beyond contestation or interrogation. 
The sphere of popular culture becomes the staging area for maintaining and updating 
policing’s usable past. Take, for example, Jack Webb’s LAPD. By the time Daryl Gates 
honored Jack Webb with a hero’s sendoff in 1982, the department was little changed 
from the Bloody Christmas days. The 1965 Watts uprising was precipitated in part by 
protests over police brutality. Between 1963 and 1965, as I’ve written elsewhere, Los 
Angeles patrolmen shot and killed 60 black men, 27 in the back.  In the years that 
followed, the department’s Gang Intelligence Unit brutalized the neighborhoods of South 
Central Los Angeles, which were patrolled by uniforms detailed to the TRASH squad. 
(That’s Total Resources Against Street Hoodlums.) Its vice squad menaced the city’s 
gay community. After Gates became chief in 1978, progressive activist groups won a 
                                            
689 Wilson, Cop Knowledge, 4. 
690 Michel Foucault, Power/Knowledge: Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-1977 (New York: 
Random House, 1980), 93-94, 118.  
691 Sometimes the shows even manufacture the referents. The coinage “ripped from the headlines” 
comes from producer Dick Wolf’s Law & Order franchise. Law & Order: Special Victims Unit, a drama set 
in the New York Police Department’s sex crimes squad, debuted in September 1999. In 2003, under the 
direction of Inspector Susan Morley, the New York Police Department created a Special Victims Division 
of the Detective Bureau to oversee the work of borough and precinct sex crimes detectives and conduct 
its own investigations. See “Rape Reports Are Up, but She’d Worry Otherwise,” New York Times, March 
25, 2003, which reports that Morley’s is the “cool head at the helm of Police Commissioner Raymond W. 
Kelly’s new souped-up and streamlined Special Victims Division.” My understanding is that there were 
sex crimes investigators stationed all over the NYPD at the borough and precinct level, but this was the 
first central organizing division to be created at headquarters (also known as 1 Police Plaza). I have not 
determined whether “special victims” was in use within the NYPD prior to this. To describe this as art 
imitating life is to make a number of ahistorical intimations about both art and life, and sorting those out is 
beyond the scope of this project.  
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$1.8 million settlement after the department unlawfully infiltrated the scene.692 Yet each 
time the LAPD’s reputation seemed to recover, at least to some degree, while serious 
reform efforts seemed to fail. I believe it had a great deal to do with the fact that Dragnet 
aired heavily in syndication. If the department could make any public claim to 
professionalization, it was almost entirely Webb’s doing. Gates was right. Webb had 
made the LAPD who they were—or who American society thought they were, anyway. 
The department portrayed in the Dragnet franchise wasn’t real, but Webb made sure 
that the guns and badges the actors handled were. Audiences let this simalcrum stand 
in for a clearer view of the LAPD, for whom the illusion of professionalization covered, 
and continues to cover, a multitude of sins.  

 
 
 
 
 

  
   
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
  

                                            
692 A full accounting of the LAPD’s public image beyond 1982 is beyond the scope of the current project. I 
will note, however, that Gates’s tenure came to a notorious end in 1991, after four LAPD officers brutally 
assaulted taxi driver Rodney King.  See Joe Domanick, Blue: The LAPD and the Battle to Redeem 
American Policing (New York: Simon & Schuster, 2015). 
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